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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
JOHN E. KEEFE JR.

NJSBA Mentor Match Needs You
I have had tremendous mentors.

looking to change specialties or who are in a state of transi-

My first and enduring mentor,

tion, and those who work alone or in a small practice without

whose guidance I still rely upon, is my

a stable of colleagues who work just down the hall and are

dad, John Keefe. To me he is Mickey

easily available for quick consultations.

Mantle.
I am fortunate that other big hitters
have also played a role in my career.
Morris Brown was a guy who was a

What the program needs to successfully launch is experienced attorneys willing to share their time and expertise with
attorneys who are new to the profession or those who seek
guidance about a career or practice transition.

partner when I first started out trying
cases at Wilentz Goldman and Spitzer. He was just a gentleman
who was never afraid or hesitant to teach in the most genuine
way possible. He exemplified what it meant to care for your
clients and to serve the profession. He led by example.

Having someone you trust to ask questions of as
you navigate the professional world can make
the difference between struggling and success.

Warren Wilentz, to me, was one of the great class acts of
the bar. I learned a lot from Warren by watching and listening

It’s not a heavy burden. Being a mentor means making

to him. And I learned from great trial lawyers sitting around

yourself available through email, meeting for coffee or chat-

the Middlesex County Courthouse.

ting over the phone about the issues another attorney is expe-

One of the best pieces of advice I ever received from a men-

riencing. It means bringing them to a NJSBA event and intro-

tor outside of the firm was from Bob Axelrod. He told me

ducing them to a few folks so they feel comfortable at the

to always be myself.

meeting. It’s not onerous, and it will be meaningful for both

“It’s fine that you’re watching, it’s fine that you’re listening, but don’t try to be me; just be yourself,” he said. That lesson has served me well.

parties.
Signing up to be a mentor is easy. You can upload profile
information straight from your LinkedIn profile. You can

That’s what the mentors in my life have impressed on

indicate how many mentees you want to work with, how long

me—to take a little bit from the people you respect and

you want to work with them, what kinds of practice areas and

admire and let that help shape who you are. I am extremely

questions you can provide help with and how you want to

grateful for the mentors I have had throughout my career.

communicate with each of them.

Indeed, they helped shape the lawyer I am today.

Once we gather enough mentors, we will invite members

The value of a meaningful mentoring relationship cannot

to start signing up for a mentor. NJSBA staff is ready to assist

be understated. Having someone you trust to ask questions of

you through the process, and we’ll have resources available to

as you navigate the professional world can make the differ-

ensure mentors and mentees know exactly what to expect.

ence between struggling and success.

It’s important for our experienced attorneys to sign up

I know I have been lucky in that respect. And I know that

today to ensure that we can fulfill our duty to help the future

not everyone has had such great mentors, or knows where to

leaders of this profession. We owe it to ourselves and we owe

find one. With this fact in mind, the New Jersey State Bar

it to them.

Association (NJSBA) is now launching Mentor Match, a pro-

I hope you will consider participating in this new program

gram that blends traditional mentoring with the best features

created to provide mentorship and support to NJSBA mem-

of online matching platforms, to help ensure all of our mem-

bers. I thank you for your continued support and volun-

bers can get the guidance and support they need.

teerism on behalf of the association.

Our aim is to provide mentorship for newer lawyers, those

6
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Do good and do well; and be good to each other.
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T

his edition of New Jersey Lawyer focuses on one of the most rapidly emerging markets currently developing in New Jersey, the

cannabis industry. On Jan. 23, Governor Phil Murphy issued
Executive Order No. 6, in which he directed the Department of
Health (DOH) and the Board of Medical Examiners to “undertake
a review of all aspects of New Jersey’s medical marijuana pro-

gram, with a focus on ways to expand access to marijuana for medical purposes.”
Subsequently, on March 23, then Acting DOH Commissioner Shereef Elnahal

(who was sworn in as commissioner effective April 2) issued the Executive Order 6
Report, which announced the results of the review of the Medicinal Marijuana
Program. The DOH report identified ways to expand access to marijuana for medical purposes through programmatic and regulatory changes, as well as statutory
amendments to the New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana Act.1
Since the issuance of Governor Murphy’s executive order and the DOH report,
there has been an average increase of 500 patients per week enrolled in the New
Jersey medical marijuana program. It is expected that there will be more than
51,000 patients enrolled in the program by July 2019. In addition to the rapid
growth of the New Jersey medical marijuana program, there has been growing
support for the legalization of recreational cannabis within New Jersey. While
recreational cannabis remains illegal under federal law, as this publication was
going to press, nine states and the District of Columbia had legalized recreational
marijuana.
This edition of the New Jersey Lawyer, which features 15 articles, focuses on a
multitude of legal practice areas impacted by the growing New Jersey cannabis
initiative. Articles included in this issue address:
• medicinal marijuana’s use in the workplace and how employers should
respond to a request by an employee to use medicinal marijuana as an accommodation for disability;
• the conflict between state statutes and controlling federal law and the intricacy of how state regulation may work in conjunction with the federal law;
• the ethical responsibilities attorneys may face when representing cannabisrelated businesses and clients, and the considerations on how to safely and

New Jersey Lawyer (ISSN-0195-0983) is published six times per
year. Permit number 380-680. • Subscription is included in dues to
members of the New Jersey State Bar Association ($10.50); those
ineligible for NJSBA membership may subscribe at $60 per year.
There is a charge of $2.50 per copy for providing copies of
individual articles • Published by the New Jersey State Bar
Association, New Jersey Law Center, One Constitution Square,
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901-1520. • Periodicals postage paid
at New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901 and at additional mailing
offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to New Jersey Lawyer,
New Jersey State Bar Association, New Jersey Law Center, One
Constitution Square, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901-1520. •
Copyright ©2018 New Jersey State Bar Association. All rights
reserved. Any copying of material herein, in whole or in part,
and by any means without written permission is prohibited.
Requests for such permission should be sent to New Jersey Lawyer,
New Jersey State Bar Association, New Jersey Law Center, One
Constitution Square, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901-1520. •
New Jersey Lawyer invites contributions of articles or other items.
Views and opinions expressed herein are not to be taken as
official expressions of the New Jersey State Bar Association or the
author’s law firm or employer unless so stated. Publication of any
articles herein does not necessarily imply endorsement in any way
of the views expressed or legal advice. • Printed in U.S.A. •
Official Headquarters: New Jersey Lawyer, New Jersey State Bar
Association, New Jersey Law Center, One Constitution Square,
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901-1520. 732-249-5000 •
Advertising Display 732-565-7560.
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ethically dispense legal advice given the head-on conflict between state
statutes and controlling federal law;
• the effect of legalization of recreational marijuana on federal immigration
issues such as removal and deportation of non-citizens who use marijuana
recreationally;
• the current development of the New Jersey Medicinal Marijuana Program,
including the prescribing of marijuana by New Jersey physicians and the current status of alternative treatment centers in New Jersey;
• practical considerations and a checklist of how to advise clients representing
cannabis-related businesses;
• the state and local conflicts in marijuana legalization laws that permit dissenting localities a path to say no to cannabis-related businesses in their localities;
• the implications of the legalization of recreational marijuana and the expansion of medical marijuana on commercial real estate;
NJSBA.COM

• the legislative purposes and statutory requirements of the act in the context of
farmland being utilized for cannabis cultivation and the property tax benefits
potentially available to cannabis cultivators under the act;
• the effect of marijuana use in child custody matters in a family law context;

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

• marijuana and civil rights issues, and how the evolution of New Jersey law
regarding marijuana should take into consideration racial and social justice;
• how insurance coverage for a marijuana-related loss rests heavily on two issues:

A Note of Apology

whether finding coverage would violate public policy and whether the policy
language, applied to the facts of the claim, establishes coverage for the loss; and
• the financial implications and funding options available when planning on
investing in businesses associated with the cannabis industry and the availability
(or unavailability) of such businesses to take advantage of federal bankruptcy
options or state insolvency statutes.

I

write to note, and apologize
for, an error in my article on
“The Evolution of Judicial

Administration in New Jersey,” in the June edition of
the New Jersey Lawyer. I am

All articles are authored by New Jersey attorneys at the forefront of the state’s rapidly expanding cannabis industry.

more than extremely embarrassed.

Not only did I omit any mention of

We expect this edition of the magazine to enlighten New Jersey attorneys as to

my present colleague James R. Zazzali,

the recent New Jersey and federal developments regarding medical marijuana and

who served as chief justice for eight

legal recreational cannabis. While the New Jersey cannabis industry is still in the

months before his mandatory retire-

infancy stages, this edition of the magazine is intended to provide thoughtful

ment upon reaching the age of 70 in

insight and provide attorneys with information to effectively advise clients in this

June 2007, but I erroneously stated

ever-changing industry.

that Stuart Rabner assumed the posi-

The special editors would like to thank Lisa Gora, Pat Harrity, Ryan Spengler and
Joseph Zapata for their contributions to the development of this edition of New Jer-

tion following Chief Justice Deborah
Poritz’s mandatory retirement.
During his tenure as chief justice

sey Lawyer.

following serving six years as an associate justice of the Supreme Court,

Endnote

Chief Justice Zazzali dedicated him-

1.

self to improving the spirit and pro-

N.J.S.A. 24:6l-1 et. seq.

ductivity of the New Jersey Judiciary
by visiting the judges in every vicinage and campaigning tirelessly for a
long-overdue pay raise. He also
sought to achieve more diversity in
MICHAEL F. SCHAFF is a shareholder of Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer, PA. He
chairs the corporate and healthcare practices and co-chairs the cannabis practice group. Schaff co-chairs the New Jersey State Bar Association Cannabis
Law Committee, is a trustee of the association, is a recent past chair of the
NJSBA Health Law Section and is the immediate past chair of the New Jersey
Lawyer Editorial Board. He is also a fellow of the American Health Lawyer
Association.

critical positions on the state court
bench, and in the 2007 general
assignment order elevated four female
judges to the Appellate Division.
For more information about his
tenure as chief justice, see Acquaviva,
Marshfield and Strauss, A Tribute to
Chief Justice James R. Zazzali: More

REKA BALA is an associate with Coughlin Duffy LLP, concentrating her practice in the areas of insurance and reinsurance coverage litigation, and some
defense of matters involving construction defects and commercial litigation.
She formerly served as law clerk to the Honorable Carmen Messano in the
Appellate Division of the New Jersey Superior Court. Prior to practicing law,
Bala worked as a journalist for nearly six years, writing for newspapers, magazines and newswires on business, municipal and criminal matters.

NJSBA.COM

than a ‘Caretaker,’ 59 Rutgers Law Rev.
(2007).
EDWIN H. STERN
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Lessons Learned on the

CANNABIS FRONTIER

by Robert E. Schiappacasse

T

he possession and sale of cannabis remains illegal in the United States
under the Controlled Substances Act of 1970.1 However, states all over

America are exploring uncharted territory by enacting laws that serve to

legalize and regulate the business of selling cannabis. Twenty-nine2 states

and the District of Columbia have legalized the sale of cannabis to registered patients for medicinal purposes.3 Nine of those states and the District

of Columbia have gone one step further to also legalize the recreational use of
cannabis by adults. As the cannabis industry expands and matures, both legally and
economically, so too will the market of entrepreneurial clients seeking their fortune
by entering this growing economic sector.
The administration of Governor Phil Murphy is moving New Jersey toward a significant expansion of the New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana Act4

and, possibly, legalization of recreational use of cannabis by adults. Clients that currently operate in the cannabis space in other states and countries, like Canada,
which seek to acquire and operate additional business interests in cannabis, will cerROBERT E. SCHIAPPACASSE is a member
of Sills Cummis & Gross, P.C. in Princeton, where he is a member of the firm’s
corporate practice group and co-chair of
the firm’s cannabis industry practice
group. He has represented cannabis businesses in connection with acquisitions,
joint ventures, licensing and corporate
structuring in New Jersey, Arizona,
Nevada, Maryland and Pennsylvania.

tainly look toward New Jersey’s newly expanding market for opportunities. Similarly, New Jersey-based business interests with resources may now seek to participate
into cannabis ventures in New Jersey and other jurisdictions.
This market is also new for attorneys, who may now have the opportunity to
counsel cannabis-related clients. Because the act in New Jersey was limited to six
license holders and was otherwise far more restrictive than most other states, attorneys have not seen much, if any, activity in the cannabis space in New Jersey. By
contrast, Alaska, California, Colorado, Maine, Nevada, Oregon and Washington had
all passed ballot measures approving the legalization of medical marijuana by the
year 2000. Thus, practitioners should look to the cannabis ‘frontier’ for valuable
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guidance on key issues clients will confront in this business sector.

Know the Regulatory Framework

to another nonprofit or, if the regula-

rently under lease, the practitioner must

tions permit, obtain control of the

go beyond the typical concern of

license through agreement by which the

whether the landlord’s consent is

existing trustees of the nonprofit license

required. One should also determine

One must understand the regulatory

holder resign and are simultaneously

whether the location is encumbered by

framework of the jurisdiction in which

replaced with the client’s nominees. In

a mortgage and inquire into whether

the business will operate. Most states,

either case, one must understand what

the lender has approved the tenancy.

like New Jersey and New York, have only

the regulations permit in order to make

Given the current state of federal law,

approved medical marijuana, while

sure the transfer of the license is both

the landlord may be in breach of its rep-

some states, like Washington and Ore-

timely and effective.

resentations and warranties under its

gon, have approved both medical and
recreational use. Further, some states,
like Arizona, require medical marijuana

loan agreement, thereby jeopardizing

Know the Type of License
the Client Seeks

the client’s ability to continue to operate
at that location without interruption.

license holders to be nonprofit entities.

Similar to a liquor license, there are

Regardless of whether the client is

Other states, like Nevada, permit for-

different types of cannabis licenses.

entering the cannabis space as a new

profit entities to own and operate the

Some jurisdictions, like New Jersey and

entrant or the acquirer of an existing

license.

Florida, have a single license structure

business, local zoning laws must be con-

New Jersey currently requires that the

for medical marijuana licenses, whereby

sidered. For example, in Massachusetts

six holders of a medical marijuana

one license authorizes the holder to

the state has opened the permitting

license be nonprofit entities.5 However,

grow, manufacture and sell cannabis.

process for adult-use cannabis. However,

based on the recommendations con-

These ‘fully integrated’ licenses permit

as of May of this year, 65 counties or

tained in the Executive Order 6 Report

the holder to engage in all aspects of the

towns in Massachusetts have banned

issued by the Department of Health on

business. Other states, like Maryland,

the industry from operating in their

March 23, it is expected that legislation

issue separate licenses for the distinct

locality.6 New Jersey has already seen a

will eliminate the nonprofit require-

aspects of the business. A retail license,

number of municipalities and counties,

ment for future license holders and give

for example, would permit the holder to

including Ocean and Monmouth coun-

the current holders of medical marijua-

only open a dispensary and sell cannabis

ties, pass ordinances and resolutions

na licenses the option to convert into

products that were grown and processed

prohibiting the sale of cannabis.

for-profit entities. This is a critical initial

by others holding those types of licenses.

distinction to understand in order to

Legislation recently introduced in New

effectively structure a client’s entry into

Jersey, called the Marijuana Legalization

If a cannabis client needs financing to

the market of a specific jurisdiction,

Act, would do away with the fully inte-

pursue its venture, the practitioner may

especially if the entry is by acquisition.

grated medical marijuana license, as it

want to explore whether the need can be

Know Where the Money Is

If the license must be held by a non-

contemplates four separate categories of

realistically met before proceeding. Tra-

profit entity, then the business itself is

licenses: Class 1 (grower), Class 2

ditional financing is typically not avail-

typically operated through a series of

(processor), Class 3 (wholesaler) and

able for cannabis clients. Given the cur-

agreements between the nonprofit

Class 4 (retailer). Being able to compare

rent state of federal law, federally

license holder and one or more for-prof-

and contrast a client’s business goals

chartered and insured banks will gener-

it affiliated entities that provide trans-

against the permissions and limitations

ally not do business with cannabis

portation, security, manufacturing and

afforded by a particular license will be

clients. In Feb. 2014, the United States

other necessary services in exchange for

critical in achieving the client’s goals.

Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) provided guidelines

fees. The assets and infrastructure of the
business are, therefore, spread out

Know the Real Estate Issues

for FDIC-insured banks to do business

among a number of entities. The trans-

In any transaction involving the sale

with state legal cannabis businesses, pro-

action structure must contemplate how

or acquisition of a business, one must

viding some hope that this would

to acquire the assets of the business

always consider whether the operating

change. On Jan. 11 of this year, FinCEN

from the various affiliated entities.

locations will be transferred as part of

announced that its prior cannabis-related guidance remains in place.

One must also contemplate how to

the transaction. If the client intends to

acquire the rights to the license. One

take over the operating location of an

However, on April 3, the Small Busi-

can seek to have the license transferred

existing cannabis business that is cur-

ness Administration (SBA) published a

NJSBA.COM
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policy notice that further chilled the

cations for cannabis licenses uniformly

capital to open the business? If not,

and

require the applicant to provide detailed

how does the client plan to obtain

cannabis businesses. The policy notice

information on every aspect of the

the necessary funds?

relationship

between

banks

expanded the existing prohibition on

prospective business. Applications seek

5. The team: Understand what needs to

SBA funding of cannabis businesses to

information ranging from a security

be done as part of the application

include any business that directly or

plan, to an operational manual, to pro-

process and make sure the client has

indirectly derives any of its revenue

tocols for quality control.

the necessary consultants on board to

from a business involving the sale of

The success of the client’s application

cannabis. The inconsistency of banking

will rest squarely on whether its applica-

policy at the federal level has left most

tion demonstrates the operational com-

institutional lenders on the sidelines.

petency and expertise necessary to suc-

handle those aspects not within the
legal domain.

The result has been leaving entrepre-

cessfully operate a cannabis business in

Endnotes

neurs to seek financing from private

compliance with the regulations of the

1.

sources, such as wealthy investors and

applicable jurisdiction. For this reason,

2.

private equity funds, to finance the cap-

the attorney must be sensitive to his or

ital-intensive industry.

her limitations with respect to the appli-

Louisiana. Other references, such as

cation process, and assist the client by

the one cited here, address

Know What Is Not Known

21 U.S.C.A. § 801 (1973) et seq.
Some references will report 30
states because they include

‘quarterbacking’ the development and

Louisiana separately because the

There is an important role for the

accumulation of information necessary

extent of its laws are the subject of

attorney if the client is applying for a

to complete the application through one

cannabis license or looking to acquire

or more consultants familiar with the

an interest in a cannabis business. Appli-

application process in that jurisdiction.

debate.
3.

Should Marijuana be a Medical
Option?, ProCon.org, https://
medicalmarijuana.ProCon.Org (last

Checklist
When advising a client seeking entry

updated May 27, 2018).
4.

into the cannabis market, make sure to
start by considering the following issues:
1. Regulatory framework: In what state

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 24:6I-1, (West
2010), et.seq.

5.

N.J.S.A. 24:61-7(a).

6.

Marijuana Business Magazine, July
2018, What’s Happening.

does the client want to operate? Does
it only permit medical marijuana, or
is adult-use recreational marijuana
also legal? Can the license be held by
a for-profit entity?
2. Type of license: Is the client looking
for a fully integrated license or a
license to conduct only one aspect of
the business? Does the regulatory
framework accommodate the client’s
vision?
3. Location, location, location: Does the
client know the locality within which
it wants to operate? Does that locality
permit the operation of a cannabis
business and, if so, are there certain
restrictions?
4. Financing: Does the client have the
financing necessary to support an
application to secure a license and, if
successful, to invest the necessary

14
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LEGAL
MARIJUANA
T

Uncharted Territory for New Jersey Law and Regulation

by Alex Keoskey

he New Jersey Legislature passed the New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana Act in 2010,1 allowing the use of medicinal marijuana by
patients, when such treatment is recommended by physicians registered in
New Jersey’s Medical Marijuana Program (MMP) administered by the New
Jersey Department of Health (DOH).

On March 23 of this year, Governor Phil Murphy issued Executive Order 6,2

which directed the DOH to review the MMP in order to facilitate enhanced access

to marijuana for medical purposes. As a result, the DOH, at the direction of the governor and through the DOH’s Medical Marijuana Review Panel (MMRP), consulted
with stakeholders and operators of alternative treatment centers (ATCs).3 The purpose of the MMRP is to review petitions and make recommendations to the com-

missioner of the DOH regarding including other medical conditions as debilitating
medical conditions.4
Through this ongoing process, all parties have agreed to amend, revise or eliminate
Alex J. Keoskey is a partner at DeCotiis,
Fitzpatrick, Cole & Giblin, LLP in both
the health law and litigation departments. Between 1997 and 2003, he
served as a deputy attorney general for the
Division of Law, most of that time in the
Professional Boards Prosecution Section
handling matters assigned by the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners.

certain codes and propose several statutory changes in existing law to facilitate the
loosening of regulatory restrictions.5 Most significantly, the DOH has accepted the
MMRP’s recommendation to effectuate the addition of five debilitating conditions for
which medical marijuana may be authorized.6 The DOH has granted petitions to add
chronic pain conditions that are related to musculoskeletal disorders or are of visceral
origin, including Tourette’s syndrome, migraine and anxiety.7 The DOH also plans to
revise the current petition and review process for allowing additional debilitating conditions under N.J.A.C. 8:64-8:52. A more streamlined process will be formulated to

16
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allow the DOH commissioner to add

• Increasing the current maximum per-

ing the following issues relating to both

debilitating conditions in extraordinary

mitted dosage of two ounces in a 30-

medicinal and adult recreational mari-

circumstances without a lengthy review

day period15 to four ounces, keeping

juana use in New Jersey:

process, shortening the length of time

pace with New York and Pennsylva-

required for approval.8

nia, both of which allow for a “30-

1. How might legal recreational adult-

day supply” without reference to a

use marijuana affect the current stan-

specific amount.16

dards for prescribing marijuana by

The MMP is now serving 20,000
patients, including 1,000 individuals
who suffer from one of the five new cat-

• Eliminating the current requirement

egories of medical conditions added by

that a physician obtain “written con-

2. How might legal recreational marijua-

the DOH.9 Of these 1,000 new patients,

firmation from a physician trained in

na affect professional licensing board

500 have chronic pain, 400 have been

the care of pediatric patients and

discipline and medical malpractice

diagnosed with anxiety, 90 suffer from

from a psychiatrist” in order to be

migraines and five have Tourette’s syn-

able to authorize the use of medicinal

drome.10 Also included in the MMP are

17

marijuana for a minor.

New Jersey physicians?

actions for health professionals?
3. What are the appropriate licensing
and certification processes for mari-

approximately 900 caregivers assisting

• Repealing the regulation allowing for

patients who are unable to travel to dis-

only a 10 percent tetrahydrocannabi-

pensaries to obtain medicinal marijuana.11

nol (THC) limit in all medicinal mar-

4. Should legal recreational and medici-

juana dispensaries, storage and disposal facilities and their employees?

It should be noted that physicians

ijuana. This will allow for more effec-

nal marijuana be regulated and con-

cannot dispense marijuana. They can

tive treatment of the growing list of

trolled in the same manner as tobac-

only write letters of recommendation

debilitating medical conditions cov-

co and alcohol?

opining that, in their medical opinion,

ered under the state’s program.18

The Evolution of Cannabis

the patient is a proper candidate for

• Permitting physicians to utilize mari-

medicinal marijuana. The MMP patient

juana as a first-line treatment, rather

must then go to a state-licensed dispen-

than a last resort after conventional

marijuana is no longer looked upon as a

sary to obtain medical marijuana. No

therapy has been exhausted.19

dangerous substance akin to heroin,
methamphetamine or other ‘street’

physician in New Jersey may render any
such recommendation unless a bona fide

Eighteen years into the 21st century,

Recreational Adult Use Marijuana

drugs. Its derivative chemicals are now a

The legalization of medicinal marijua-

component of pharmaceutical products

Some of the changes outlined in

na in New Jersey has broadened the

developed and marketed for the medical

physician-patient relationship exists.

12

Governor Murphy’s March 23, 2018,

pathway for the legalization of recre-

industry nationwide. Those chemicals,

Executive Order 6 Report will occur grad-

ational use of marijuana by adults. Gov-

known as cannabinoids, each produce
different medicinal effects.

ually over the coming year, while others

ernor Murphy’s current proposal to join

are still being considered in advance of

nine other states and the District of

The idea of utilizing cannabis, the

the formal rulemaking process. Among

Columbia in legalizing recreational mar-

drug derived from marijuana, as a legiti-

the changes already scheduled to take

ijuana for adult recreational use follows

mately prescribed medicine for ailments

place are:

the trend of public opinion not only in

and illness has been hampered for

New Jersey, but across the nation.20 In his

decades by its status as a Schedule I CDS.

• Elimination of the MMP physician

inaugural address, the governor cited sta-

The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency

registry, an exclusive listing of New

tistics relating to the cost of adjudicating

(DEA) categorizes schedules based upon

Jersey physicians permitted to recom-

low-level marijuana-related offenses and

the likelihood of abuse and diversion.

mend medicinal marijuana. Eliminat-

the disproportionate effect of that

Narcotics within the Schedule I category

ing the registry will allow any

enforcement on the African-American

are those considered to have limited

licensed New Jersey physician in good

community.21 The governor has proposed

medical use and a high potential for

standing, possessing a valid con-

legislation legalizing recreational adult-

addiction.23 The removal of cannabis

trolled dangerous substance (CDS)

use marijuana in New Jersey by the end

from Schedule I has been proposed

registration, with an office physically

of 2018. Medical marijuana is now legal

repeatedly since 1972. In Aug. 2016, the

located in New Jersey, to authorize

in 29 states, including New Jersey.

DEA reaffirmed its position to maintain

22

cannabis for patients within the

For the New Jersey legal community,

the Schedule I classification for marijua-

state.13 As of May, over 600 physicians

this constitutes an interesting journey

na.24 However, it did announce that it

were participating in the MMP.14

into unexplored legal territory, includ-

will cease all restrictions on the supply

NJSBA.COM
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of marijuana to researchers and drug

ulgation of model policy guidelines relat-

unused or unwanted marijuana by

manufacturers, which had previously

ing to the recommendation of marijuana

returning it, with a valid state ID, to the

only been available to the government.25

in patient care.27 The FSMB guidelines

ATC or the local police.34 Marijuana pur-

Two primary chemical components

state that before recommending medici-

chased in New Jersey may not be trans-

in the cannabis plant are THC and

nal marijuana for a patient’s ailment, the

ported across state lines.35

cannabidiol (CBD). Processed cannabis

standard in-person medical evaluation

With regard to licensing and operat-

plant extract, oil, or resin, utilized for

and clinical history must be completed.28

ing a medical marijuana dispensary, each

medicinal marijuana, contains a high

A physician must take into account alco-

applicant seeking to operate an ATC, as

percentage of CBD, but a low percent-

hol and substance use history and family

well as any owners, directors, officers

age of THC. THC is the primary psychoactive

compound

in

cannabis,

which causes the ‘high’ experienced by
recreational users.

history, with an emphasis on inquiring

and employees of the facility, must

about addiction, mental illness and, espe-

undergo a criminal background check.36

cially, any psychotic disorders.29

Executive Order 6 has indicated that the

Legalization of recreational adult use

DOH will work in conjunction with the

Over the past several years, the growing

may remove the gatekeeper burden

Department of Law and Public Safety to

epidemic of opioid abuse has compelled

from physicians, as the danger of recre-

conduct a review of the application and

medical researchers to look more closely at

ational users seeking only a ‘high’

background check process to foster effi-

alternative forms of pain relief unhindered

would move to the legal consumer mar-

ciency, with the anticipated goal of

by the enhanced risk of abuse, overdose

ket. In addition, studies published in

implementing the new review process in

and death associated with opiate-based

the Journal of the American Medical Asso-

the upcoming request for applications.37

prescription painkillers. Cannabis-based

ciation (JAMA) seem to conclude that

Under Governor Chris Christie, only

derivatives have shown promise in effec-

recreational adult-use legalization may

six ATCs were permitted in the state,

tively treating conditions as diverse as

significantly reduce opioid consump-

with only two accepted by the DOH to

cancer, HIV/AIDS, multiple sclerosis,

tion, based upon a decrease in opioid

operate in each region. In addition, the

Alzheimer’s disease, post-traumatic stress

prescriptions that has occurred in states

Christie administration required that all

disorder (PTSD), epilepsy, Crohn’s disease,

where either medicinal or recreational

applicants for ATC licensing be nonprof-

and glaucoma, as well as chronic pain.26

use has been decriminalized.30 The

it entities organized under the laws of

JAMA researchers analyzed more than

the state of New Jersey. Based on Execu-

Prescribing of Marijuana by Physicians

five years of Medicare Part D and Medi-

tive Order 6, the DOH has allowed both

As with any manner of prescribing

caid prescription data to render their

for-profit and nonprofit entities to apply

for chronic pain, anxiety or other med-

conclusion, although it remains unclear

for licensing.38 Accordingly, the DOH

ical conditions, applicable guidelines

whether the results may be driven by

has recommended the removal of the

must be adhered to by all physicians

patients themselves or a shift in the pre-

nonprofit requirement for the six origi-

who treat, diagnose or prescribe for ail-

scribing patterns of physicians.31

nal ATCs, in order to create parity

ments in which cannabis treatment is

As of July, there have been no pub-

recommended. Thorough documenta-

licly disclosed licensing actions taken

tion relating to the decision to recom-

against physicians by the state Board of

permit to operate as an ATC for cause,

mend cannabis, discussions with the

Medical Examiners relating to marijua-

which shall be subject to review by the

among all licensed ATC facilities.39
The DOH may suspend or revoke a

patient regarding risks and benefits, as

na. The DOH has created a helpful Pow-

Appellate Division of the superior

well as discussions relating to potential

erPoint presentation on their website

court.40 As of July, there were no specific,

alternatives to cannabis therapy, should

providing guidance for physicians relat-

enumerated penalty provisions in the

always be present in the record. As with

ing to the use of marijuana for medici-

act, leaving the DOH with the limited

any prescribing, without proper docu-

nal purposes.

option of suspending or revoking an

32

ATC’s licensure.

mentation in the patient record a physician will be hampered in defending him

Distribution, Storage and Dispensing

or herself against either medical mal-

MMP patients in New Jersey are not

Marijuana Regulation

practice actions or investigations by law

permitted to redistribute, sell, grow, cul-

Much of current law in New Jersey

enforcement and regulatory authorities.

tivate or store marijuana.33 The individ-

relating to public consumption of mari-

The Federation of State Medical Boards

ual purchasing marijuana must be the

juana reflects long-established law and

(FSMB) created a Workgroup on Marijua-

only person using the product. Users, or

regulation, which addresses drug or

na and Medical Regulation for the prom-

their primary caregivers, must dispose of

alcohol consumption. New Jersey law
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prohibits MMP patients from operating,

except in or upon the private grounds

public use of marijuana remains restrict-

navigating, or controlling any vehicle,

(only if the smoking is not detectable by

ed more substantially than the public

aircraft, railroad train, or stationary

others); or 2) on the grounds of, or with-

consumption of tobacco or alcohol.

heavy equipment vessel while under the

in, any correctional facility.

48

Conclusion

influence of marijuana.41 Also prohibited

Although the District of Columbia

is the smoking of marijuana on a school

has decriminalized possession of up to

The social stigma that once accompa-

bus or public form of transportation, in

two ounces of marijuana for persons

nied marijuana is vanishing into the

a private vehicle (unless the vehicle is

over the age of 21,49 federal law continues

pages of history, and the legal and regu-

not in operation), on any school

to prohibit the possession or use of any

latory framework in New Jersey regard-

grounds, in any correctional facility, at

amount of marijuana. As a result, federal

ing medicinal marijuana is already

any public park or beach, at any recre-

law enforcement officers may arrest any-

established. For those reasons, an added

ation center, or any other area prohibit-

one in the District of Columbia for pos-

structure of law and regulation for legal

ed by the New Jersey Smoke Free Air

session or use of any amount of marijua-

adult recreational use may be a relative-

Act. The law also provides that every

na as a violation of federal law.

ly smooth transition for legislators, reg-

medicinal marijuana user must carry a

Accordingly, federal law enforcement

ulators and law enforcement in the Gar-

state-issued MMP card and maintain all

officers can arrest a person for possessing

den State.

products in their original packaging,43

or using any marijuana on the grounds

following similar laws enacted in other

of the National Mall, a national park or

states, some of which already allow

museum, or any other federal property.50

42

adult recreational use. Unlike tobacco or

In Massachusetts, the state in closest

alcohol, existing state laws throughout

proximity to New Jersey that has allowed

the United States relating to the public

legal adult-use marijuana, a lease agree-

use of marijuana go much further.

ment may not prohibit a tenant from
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Unable
to Exhale

CUMMA and Federal Healthcare Regulation
by Erika M. Medina

T

he New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana Act
(CUMMA)1 protects patients who use marijuana to alleviate suffer-

ing caused by debilitating medical conditions from criminal prosecution and civil penalties. Dependent on the disease causing the
debilitating medical condition and through an assessment, a physician may authorize the use of medical marijuana. However, because

marijuana is federally classified as having no medical value and a high potential for
abuse, limitations are placed on the coverage of medical marijuana provided by
health plans.

ERIKA M. MEDINA is an ERISA associate
at Cohen, Weiss and Simon, LLP, where
she counsels clients on the operation and
administration of employee benefit plans.
Prior to joining Cohen Weiss, Medina was
ERISA counsel for USI Insurance Services,
LLC (USI), supporting the brokerage and
consulting businesses of the Northeast
Region. She was also a senior investigator
at the U.S. Department of Labor, Employee Benefits Security Administration, where
she conducted complex civil and criminal
investigations of employee benefit plans,
service providers, and financial institutions to ensure compliance with ERISA.

To obtain access to medical marijuana, an individual must perform three steps:
1) visit a physician; 2) obtain an authorization for medical marijuana; and 3) purchase marijuana from an authorized treatment center. The individual is eligible to
purchase marijuana if he or she is a qualifying patient,2 defined as a New Jersey resident who has received a certification from a physician pursuant to a bona fide
physician-patient relationship. The bona fide physician-patient relationship3 is
established through an on-going relationship between a qualifying patient and a
physician to assess, care for and treat a debilitating medical condition.4
The costs of physician visits to establish a bona fide physician-patient relationship
are covered by the health plan per the terms of the plan documents. The Affordable
Care Act (ACA) requires a health plan to cover preventive health services at no cost
to the participant.5 Preventive care is defined as an item or service that has a rating
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of A or B in the recommendations made

treatment unless it meets specific crite-

use in the diagnosis of a disease or con-

by the United States Preventive Services

ria established by the health plan, such

dition, or intended to affect the struc-

Task Force (USPSTF).6 For example,

as therapies approved by the Food and

ture or any function of the body, which

breast cancer screening is recommended

Drug Administration (FDA), scientific

does not achieve its purpose through

for women between the ages of 50-74

reviews, or clinical trials. If the guide-

chemical action. Because marijuana

and has a B rating by the USPSTF. Thus,

lines require FDA approval or review, the

achieves its intended use through chem-

the breast cancer screening and related

health plan will exclude an authoriza-

ical action, it cannot be a medical

physician visits must be covered by all

tion visit. However, if the guidelines rely

device, but must meet the drug require-

health plans at no cost to the patient.

on any medical research, the authoriza-

ments. Moreover, marijuana is not con-

Thereafter, if the patient is diagnosed

tion visit may be covered, as there are

sidered medical care because it is specif-

with breast cancer, the patient visits to

currently five states developing medical

ically excluded by the Internal Revenue

care and treat the cancer are covered by

research of marijuana that may poten-

Service (IRS). Section 213 of the Internal

the health plan per the terms of the plan

tially be relied upon: Florida, Georgia,

Revenue Code (IRC) defines medical

document. Generally, a health plan will

8

Louisiana, New York and Pennsylvania.

care as amounts paid for the “diagnosis,

cover such visits if medically necessary.

Once a patient has received an

cure, mitigation, treatment or preven-

The initial physician visit to assess a

authorization to use marijuana, he or

tion of a disease…”12 While it may be

condition and the subsequent visits to

she must purchase the marijuana from

argued that marijuana is medical care

care for and treat the condition establish

an authorized treatment center, and

because it is used to treat a disease, the

the bona fide physician-patient relation-

the purchase cannot be covered by the

IRS has excluded it as a permitted med-

ship, as required by CUMMA.

health plan. Marijuana is classified as a

ical expense through sub-regulatory

Once the bona fide physician-patient

narcotic9 by the Controlled Substances

guidance13 due to marijuana’s classifica-

relationship is established, the patient

Act of 1970 (CSA), which requires the

tion as a controlled substance.

may seek authorization from the physi-

involvement of various federal agencies

After use of marijuana, if a patient

cian to use marijuana. The physician

to conduct research. The FDA is in

experiences complications the health

visit to obtain the authorization may be

charge of reviewing products intended

plan is required to treat the complica-

covered if the physician visit is to care

to diagnose, cure, mitigate, treat or pre-

tion if the plan otherwise covers the

for or treat the medical condition in

vent a disease and, upon confirmation,

underlying medical condition. The

addition to obtaining an authorization.

classifying the product as a drug. Due

Health

However, if the visit is merely to obtain

to marijuana’s current classification

Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) pro-

Insurance

Portability

and

an authorization from the physician

and strict research requirements, the

hibits health plans and issuers from dis-

(i.e., a stand-alone authorization visit),

FDA has been unable to approve mari-

criminating against individuals based

the visit is not required to be covered by

juana for any medical use.

Thus,

on health status.14 HIPAA requires bene-

the health plan unless the terms of the

under federal law, marijuana is not a

fits to be uniformly available and restric-

plan document permit the coverage.

drug and cannot be prescribed by a

tions to be applied uniformly to similar-

Most fully insured health plans under-

physician. As such, the CUMMA does

ly situated individuals. HIPAA permits

10

written in the state of New Jersey will

not permit the prescription of marijua-

certain exclusions, such as coverage of

not cover the visits because state insur-

na, but allows a physician to authorize

certain drugs or treatments, coverage

ance provisions do not require their cov-

its use. As a result, a health plan would

based on medical necessity or experi-

erage. Nevertheless, self-insured plans

be unable to cover the cost of marijua-

mental treatment, or cost-sharing limits.

may extend health coverage of authori-

na as a prescription because it is not

Moreover, HIPAA permits health plans

zation visits.

classified as a drug.

and issuers to exclude coverage based on

Depending on the health plan, exper-

Similarly, the cost of marijuana can-

the source of injury, except if the injury

imental or investigational treatment

not be covered as a medical service or

results from domestic violence or a med-

may be covered and, thus, may extend

medical device. If a health plan covers

ical condition.15 Thus, health plan provi-

coverage to a stand-alone authorization

medical care, it will also be required to

sions that exclude coverage because of

visit. Experimental or investigational

cover medical devices necessary for the

its source (i.e., use of medical marijuana)

limitations are not defined by federal

treatment or care of the illness. A med-

may violate HIPAA if the health plan

law; rather, they are designed by health

ical device is an instrument, apparatus,

would otherwise cover the treatment for

plans or issuers.7 Most experimental or

or other similar item that is recognized

the underlying medical condition (e.g.,

investigational limitations will limit all

by the National Formulary, intended for

breast cancer).
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Discrimination

diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or

matory bowel disease, including

A health plan and issuer cannot dis-

prevention of disease and excludes cos-

Crohn’s disease; and terminal ill-

criminate against a patient or physician

metic or experimental treatment.19 For

ness. Furthermore, per the March

that participates in the CUMMA. A

patients the exclusion applies to any

23 report following the Jan. 2018

patient that receives an authorization to

employer-provided healthcare, includ-

executive order by Governor Phil

use marijuana must have initial and

ing flexible spending arrangements

Murphy, the following conditions

continued access to healthcare. The

(FSA)

have been added: musculoskeletal

ACA requires access to healthcare

arrangements (HRAs) or out-of-pocket

disorders, migraine, anxiety, chron-

regardless of the patient’s medical histo-

costs paid directly to the physician or

ic pain of visceral origin and

and

health

reimbursement

ry. If a health plan prohibits entry of the

reimbursed through a health savings

Tourette’s syndrome. These addi-

participant into the plan due to the use

account (HSA). Employers that reim-

tional conditions will be covered

of marijuana, the plan is considering the

burse for the cost of marijuana cannot

effective March 27, 2018. see NJ

patient’s health status, smoking mari-

deduct the expense under the IRC. Sim-

Health, Executive Order 6 Report

In

ilarly, patients who pay for the cost of

(March 23, 2018), http://www.state.

addition, a health plan cannot rescind

marijuana cannot deduct the expenses

nj.us/health/medicalmarijuana/

or prevent renewal of coverage except in

on personal income tax returns.

juana, to deny health coverage.

16

documents/EO6Report_Final.pdf.

certain instances (e.g., non-payment of

As more states continue to legalize

premium, fraud, or misrepresentation).

marijuana, legislation at the federal

Similarly, a health plan cannot discrimi-

level is important to effectuate unifor-

nate against a medical provider by not

mity. To this end, two congressional

ommendations, https://www.uspre-

paying or otherwise permitting partici-

bills have been introduced to ease the

ventiveservicestaskforce.org/Page/N

pation in the health plan’s network due

research guidelines applicable to mari-

ame/uspstf-a-and-b-recommenda-

to participation in the CUMMA. The

juana: the Marijuana Effective Drug

tions/ (last visited June 1, 2018).

CUMMA requires a treating physician to

Studies Act of 2018 (MEDS Act) and the

be licensed and in good standing to

Medical Cannabis Research Act of

practice medicine in the state of New

2018. These bills may be the first step

Affordable Care Act. See 29 C.F.R. §

Jersey and to be registered with the state

to ultimately permit the approval of

2590.702(a).

to authorize medical use of marijuana.17

marijuana as a drug by the FDA and

The ACA prohibits refusal to cover med-

establish its uniform treatment in

https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/pu

ical care by a particular healthcare

healthcare.

blichealthfocus/ucm421163.htm
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5.

Public Health Service Act § 2713,

6.

Ibid. and see USPSTF A and B Rec-

42 U.S.C. § 300gg-6. (2010).

7.

limits are permissible under the

21

8.

provider acting within the scope of the
provider’s license or certification under

9.

Endnotes

licensed in New Jersey cannot be treated

1.

for

participating

in

Tax Provisions
Similar to the disparate treatment of

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 24:6I-1 et seq. (New
Jersey Statutes (2018 Edition)).

the

CUMMA.

See State Legislation on Marijuana.

(last visited May 31, 2018).

applicable state law.18 Thus, a physician
adversely

Experimental or investigational

The CSA classifies marijuana as a
Schedule I drug. See 21 U.S.C. §801,
et seq.

10. On June 25, 2018, the FDA

2.

Ibid. at § 24:6I-3(5)(e).

approved Epidiolex an oral solution

3.

Ibid. at § 24:6I-3.

for the treatment of seizures associ-

4.

Per N.J. Stat. Ann. § 24:6I-3, debili-

ated with Lennox-Gastaut syn-

tating conditions include: seizure

drome and Dravet syndrome for

marijuana by federal law governing

disorder, including epilepsy;

children ages two and older. Epidi-

health plans, marijuana is also treated

intractable skeletal muscular spas-

olex contains a drug substance

differently by the tax code. The cost of

ticity; post-traumatic stress disor-

derived from marijuana, cannabidi-

physician visits to establish a bona fide

der; or glaucoma; severe nausea or

ol, which does not cause intoxica-

physician-patient relationship is exclud-

vomiting, cachexia, or wasting syn-

tion. The approval from the FDA is

able from income for tax purposes.

drome; positive status for human

based on clinical and non-clinical

However, the costs of marijuana and a

immunodeficiency virus; acquired

review conducted by GW Research,

stand-alone authorization visit are not

immune deficiency syndrome; or

Ltd. While the FDA has approved

excludable from income. The IRC

cancer, amyotrophic lateral sclero-

the drug, it cannot yet be sold to

excludes from taxation medical care,

sis, multiple sclerosis, terminal can-

consumers until the Drug Enforce-

which includes amounts paid for the

cer, muscular dystrophy, or inflam-

ment Administration (DEA) reclas-
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sifies the drug—removes the Sched-

include in medical expenses

ule I classification under the CSA.

amounts you pay for controlled

See “FDA approves first drug com-

substances (such as marijuana…)

prised of an active ingredient

that are not legal under federal law,

Act Implementation FAQs, Set 15,

derived from marijuana to treat

even if such substances are legal-

https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/fi

rare, sever forms of epilepsy,”

ized by state law.” Publication 502

les/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/

https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/N

(2017), Medical and Dental Expens-

resource-center/faqs/aca-part-xv.pdf

sey Statutes (2018 Edition)).
18. P.H.S.A. § 2706(a), 42 U.S.C. §
300gg-5 (2010); see Affordable Care

ewsroom/PressAnnouncements/uc

es, https://www.irs.gov/publica-

m611046.htm (last visited July 13,

tions/p502 (last visited May 31,

19. See 26 U.S.C. §§ 105, 106 and 213.

2018).

20. The Marijuana Effective Drug Stud-

2018).
11. Is the Product a Medical Device?
https://www.fda.gov/MedicalDe-

(last visited May 31, 2018).

14. 29 C.F.R. § 2590.702(b)(2)(iii).

ies Act of 2018 (MEDS Act),

15. Ibid. and see Part 7 Compliance

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115t

vices/DeviceRegulationandGuid-

Checklist, DOL, https://www.dol.

ance/Overview/ClassifyYourDe-

gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-

vice/ucm051512.htm (last visited

ebsa/our-activities/resource-

May 31, 2018).

center/publications/compliance-

of 2018, https://www.congress.

assistance-guide-appendix-a.pdf

gov/bill/115th-congress/house-

(last visited May 31, 2018).

bill/5634 (last visited May 31, 2018).

12. 26 U.S.C. § 213(d)(1).
13. See Publication 502, Medical and
Dental Expenses, which provides,

16. 29 C.F.R. § 2509.701-2.

in pertinent part, “You cannot

17. N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:35-2 (New Jer-

h-congress/house-bill/4825 (last visited May 31, 2018).
21. The Medical Cannabis Research Act
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Thinking of Representing Someone in the Cannabis Industry?

SAFE DISPENSING OF LEGAL ADVICE
by Kim D. Ringler and Lisa D. Taylor

I

n a growing trend, more than half of the states in the country, along with
the District of Columbia, have decriminalized marijuana-related activity to
varying degrees. Many states, including New Jersey, New York and Florida,
legalized marijuana for limited medicinal purposes such as treating glaucoma. For example, the New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana
Act1 went into effect in 2010. A few jurisdictions, including Colorado,

Washington State, California, the District of Columbia and most recently Vermont,
have enacted broader laws permitting recreational marijuana use by adults. These
changes in public policy reflected in state statutes prompt clients in the cannabis
marketplace to reach out for informed legal advice. Attorneys representing these
clients need to consider how to safely and ethically dispense legal advice given the
head-on conflict between state statutes and controlling federal law.
Federal law still classifies marijuana, including medical marijuana, as an illegal
substance under the Controlled Substances Act (CSA).2 Under federal law, marijuana
is classified as a Schedule I drug, which by definition means it has a high potential
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for abuse and no valid medical uses. Vio-

ing. The Sessions memo reflected a

potential disciplinary exposure notwith-

lations of the CSA can result in penalties

strict policy: “Congress’s determination

standing the adoption of amendments

of up to 20 years in prison. Marijuana-

that marijuana is a dangerous drug and

to the Rules of Professional Conduct

related commerce or usage activity per-

that marijuana activity is a serious

(RPCs) in New Jersey to address this pre-

mitted under state law remains illegal

cise issue.

and subject to criminal prosecution
under federal law, creating a host of
challenges for lawyers.
In 2008 and 2009, as medical marijuana became permissible in some
states, the U.S. Department of Justice
issued guidance to federal prosecutors
regarding prosecutorial discretion and
enforcement of the CSA as it pertained
to marijuana in those jurisdictions. On
Aug. 29, 2013, Deputy Attorney General
James M. Cole issued formal guidance
regarding the contradicting laws enti-

As a result of the
contradictions in play,
lawyers representing
cannabis businesses
now risk prosecution
for aiding and abetting
illegal activity under
federal law.

Implicated Ethics Rules
Representation of cannabis-related
businesses in New Jersey calls into play
numerous ethics rules for attorneys.
First and most relevant is RPC 1.2(d)
as recently amended, effective Sept. 1,
2016. The rule prohibits lawyers from
counseling or assisting a client in illegal,
criminal or fraudulent conduct, including preparing documents violative of
law. The recent amendment, however,
states, “[a] lawyer may counsel a client

tled “Guidance Regarding Marijuana
Enforcement to all United States Attorneys,” known as the Cole memo. It stat-

crime.” Subsequently, President Donald

ed that while prosecution was subject to

Trump was reported as advising Col-

discretion,

orado Senator Cory Gardner that rescis-

prosecutorial

resources

should not be expended when “an oper-

sion of the Cole memo would not

ation is demonstrably in compliance

impact Colorado’s legal marijuana

with a strong and effective state regula-

industry,3 and that he would support a

tory system.”

legislative initiative to permit states to

The Cole memo brought comfort to

make decisions about whether or not to

the developing marijuana industry,

legalize marijuana.4 However, as of the

although some risk remained not just

writing of this article, no such legisla-

for businesses producing, processing

tion has been enacted.

and selling marijuana, but for attorneys
representing those businesses.

The risks of prosecution at the federal
level were further diminished by a pro-

The Cole comfort effect was short

vision in the Department of Justice

lived. The risks to marijuana-related

appropriations bill to protect medical

business and attorneys were sharply

marijuana programs by de-funding pros-

exacerbated on Jan. 4 of this year, when

ecution efforts. Currently known as the

the Department of Justice issued a

Rohrabacher-Blumenauer Amendment,

memo from Attorney General Jeff Ses-

and applied to each budget cycle since

sions, known as the Sessions memo.

2014, the provision bars the use of fed-

This memo nullified the Cole memo

eral funds to prevent implementation of

and stated that “previous nationwide

lawful state medical marijuana pro-

guidance specific to marijuana enforce-

grams.5 The amendment in force as of

ment is unnecessary and rescinded,

this writing is set to expire Sept. 30 of

effective immediately.” It emphasized

this year.

that not only was the cultivation, distri-

As a result of the contradictions in

bution and possession of marijuana ille-

play, lawyers representing cannabis

gal under federal law, but also that such

businesses now risk prosecution for aid-

activities could trigger prosecution for

ing and abetting illegal activity under

other crimes, such as money launder-

federal law. In addition, lawyers face
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regarding New Jersey’s medical marijua-

the representation of a client merits

the client to engage or assist the client

na laws and assist the client to engage in

extra consideration because of the

in conduct the lawyer knows or reason-

conduct that the lawyer reasonably

potential ethical pitfalls implicated by

ably knows is criminal,” still applies.

believes is authorized by those laws. The

the rule. While protecting client confi-

The new policy applies only to Florida

lawyer shall also advise the client regard-

dences and secrets, on the one hand, the

attorneys advising clients about Florida

ing related federal law and policy.”

RPC also mandates disclosure of other-

law, and does not protect against expo-

This forward-thinking revision created

wise protected information to prevent a

sure in other jurisdictions.

a safe harbor for New Jersey lawyers, with

crime or illegal act. Potentially, attor-

A number of other states have also

respect to New Jersey disciplinary actions.

ney-client communication centered on

adopted comments to Rule 1.2 to

It does not eliminate the risk of charges of

proposed conduct constituting criminal

address representation of clients in the

professional misconduct brought by

activity under federal law foregoes the

cannabis industry. For example, on

another jurisdiction where a lawyer may

confidentiality normally attached to

March 24, 2014, the Colorado Supreme

also be admitted, or by the United States

such communication. This exception

Court adopted Comment 14 to Rule 1.2

courts’ disciplinary systems, which could,

from disclosure protection includes all

of the Colorado Rules of Professional

in turn, trigger reciprocal disciplinary pro-

information relating to the arguably ille-

Conduct. Comment 14 states “[a] lawyer

ceedings in New Jersey. Nor does the

gal enterprise—business plans, propri-

may counsel a client regarding the valid-

revised RPC insulate lawyers practicing on

etary information, strategy and so forth.

ity, scope, and meaning of Colorado

a limited basis in New Jersey or New Jer-

The mandate to disclose illegal action

Constitution Article XVIII, Secs. 14 & 16

sey lawyers practicing, under RPC 5.5-

creates a potential nightmare for lawyer

and may assist a client in conduct that

type arrangements, out of state.

and client alike. RPC 1.6(b)(1), the

the lawyer reasonably believes is permit-

crime-fraud exception, substantially

ted by these constitutional provisions

eviscerates RPC 1.2(d).

and the statutes, regulations, orders, and

However, revised RPC 1.2(d) enormously reduces the risk for professional
disciplinary consequences flowing from
advising clients on legal medical marijuana matters in New Jersey.
Other pertinent ethics rules include
the following:

other state or local provisions imple-

Responses of State Bar Regulators

menting them. In these circumstances,

Like New Jersey, an increasing num-

the lawyer shall also advise the client

ber of states have adopted policies or

regarding related federal law and poli-

amended their ethics rules to mitigate

cy.” Similarly, on May 7, 2014, the

attorneys’ exposure.

Supreme Court of Nevada adopted Com-

RPC 1.1 (competence)—the duty to be

In June 2014, the board of governors

ment 1 to Nevada Rule of Professional

aware of the potential conflict between

of the Florida bar adopted a policy rec-

Conduct 1.2, which states “[a] lawyer

State and federal laws and advise the

ommended by the Florida Disciplinary

may counsel a client regarding the valid-

client appropriately, as referenced above

Procedure Committee against disciplin-

ity, scope, and meaning of Nevada Con-

in the newly amended RPC 1.2(d).

ing Florida lawyers for advising clients

stitution Article 4, Section 38, and NRS

RPC 1.2(a) (consultation with the client

about using marijuana or operating such

Chapter 453A, and may assist a client in

as to the scope of representation)—

a business. The policy states “[t]he Flori-

conduct that the lawyer reasonably

whether the lawyer can shelter beneath

da Bar will not prosecute a Florida Bar

believes is permitted by these constitu-

the client’s judgment of legal risk when

member solely for advising a client

tional provisions and statutes, including

advising on the legality or illegality of cer-

regarding the validity, scope, and mean-

regulations, orders, and other state or

tain contemplated actions.

ing of Florida statutes regarding medical

local provisions implementing them. In

RPC 1.2(c) (limiting the lawyer’s scope

marijuana or for assisting a client in con-

these circumstances, the lawyer shall

of representation)—providing limited (and

duct the lawyer reasonably believes is

also advise the client regarding related

correct) advice but delineating boundaries

permitted by Florida statutes, regula-

federal law and policy.”

of the lawyer’s involvement.

tions, orders, and other state or local pro-

Also in 2015, both Alaska and Hawaii

RPC 1.6 (confidentiality of informa-

visions implementing them, as long as

amended their versions of Rule 1.2 by

tion)—crime/fraud abrogation of privilege,

the lawyer also advises the client regard-

incorporating new language to address

duty of the lawyer to speak out to address

ing related federal law and policy.”

the issue of representation. Alaska Rule

a potential violation of law.

The Florida Disciplinary Procedure

of Professional Conduct 1.2(f), adopted

Committee did not amend its rules;

in June 2015, states that “[a] lawyer may

RPC 1.6 pertaining to preserving con-

thus, the Florida Bar Rule 4-1.2, which

counsel a client regarding Alaska’s mari-

fidentiality of information relating to

states that “a lawyer shall not counsel

juana laws and assist the client to engage
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in conduct that the lawyer reasonably

Jersey, the rules pertaining to profession-

along with members of Congress, have

believes is authorized by those laws. If

al conduct have been amended so attor-

slowly begun to initiate efforts to

Alaska law conflicts with federal law, the

neys are less exposed to professional dis-

address this difficulty.

lawyer shall also advise the client regard-

cipline merely as a consequence of

On Feb. 14, 2014, the Financial

ing related federal law and policy.”

representing a client who does business

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

Hawaii Rule of Professional Conduct

in the cannabis industry. Only time and

branch of the United States Treasury

1.2(d) was amended on Oct. 20, 2015, to

developing federal enforcement practices

Department issued guidance to banks

add language stating that a lawyer “may

will tell whether those changes sufficient-

outlining how they could transact busi-

counsel or assist a client regarding con-

ly insulate lawyers from charges of pro-

ness with marijuana services, entitled

duct expressly permitted by Hawaii law,

fessional misconduct based on counsel-

“Bank Secrecy Act—BSA Expectations

provided that the lawyer counsels the

ing illegal activity at the federal level.

Regarding Marijuana-Related Business-

client about the legal consequences,

Firms

promoting

es.” Banks are required to file a suspi-

under other applicable law, of the

cannabis advice to potential clients in the

cious activity report (SAR) whenever

client’s proposed course of conduct.”
In 2015, the Washington State Bar

enthusiastically

industry should be wary of the serious

they encounter transactions that could

risks present in these unsettled times.

indicate money laundering, and the Fin-

Other Issues to Be Considered

ing transactions by any marijuana-relat-

Association issued Advisory Opinion
201501 and Comment 18 to Washing-

CEN guidance outlines rules for report-

ton Rule of Professional Conduct 1.2 in

Because federal law classifies all mari-

ed business. The guidance does not

order to allow Washington lawyers to

juana, including medical marijuana, as

change the filing requirement; therefore,

assist clients involved in marijuana

an illegal substance, most businesses

banks are still required to file SARs when

enterprises. Comment 18 states “[a]t

engaged in any aspect of the product,

handling transactions for cannabis busi-

least until there is a change of federal

including growth, distribution and sale,

nesses. However, the FinCEN guidance

enforcement policy, a lawyer may coun-

are cash businesses. This reality creates

allows a filing to state the bank does not

sel a client regarding the validity, scope

numerous challenges for the businesses

believe any illegal activity beyond the

and meaning of Washington Initiative

and numerous areas of potential expo-

marijuana trade was taking place.

502 (Laws of 2013, ch. 3) and may assist

sure for attorneys representing these

a client in conduct that the lawyer rea-

businesses.

However, aside from the fact that the
filing requirement is burdensome, banks

sonably believes is permitted by this

Most marijuana businesses utilize

have expressed concern that the FinCEN

statute and the other statutes, regula-

cash because banks are heavily regulated

plan does not expressly protect banks

tions, orders and other state and local

and responsible for monitoring behav-

that work with state-compliant marijua-

provisions implementing them.” How-

iors that may indicate money launder-

na businesses. As a result, they have

ever, in February of this year the Com-

ing. Banks will not transact business

remained reluctant to accept these busi-

mittee on Professional Ethics of the

with companies engaging in any busi-

nesses as customers to avoid potential

Washington

lender liability.

Association

ness considered illegal under federal law.

(which like the Florida bar and unlike

Interacting with marijuana businesses

Because regulations governing credit

New Jersey’s system of regulation, is an

could run afoul of numerous federal

unions differ from the regulations per-

integrated bar and is responsible for

statutes, including the CSA.

taining to banks, a few credit unions will

State

Bar

attorney discipline) formed a subcom-

As a result, marijuana services usually

serve the marijuana industry. Credit

mittee to examine other states’ rules and

do not have access to checking or sav-

unions that will accept customers in the

consider a proposal to amend Comment

ings accounts, loans or any type of card

cannabis business will usually only pro-

18 and revise Advisory Opinion 201501.

services; even credit and debit cards are

vide banking services such as deposit

As set forth in the minutes of Feb. 9, the

unavailable because a merchant must

accounts, but will not provide financing.

reason for this is that “the predicate for

have a bank account to accept deposited

In February, the Fourth Corner Credit

the opinion and the comment have

receipts.

changed due to the recent shift in feder-

Motivated by concerns raised prima-

Union received conditional approval
from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas

al enforcement policy [i.e., rescission of

rily by state and local law enforcement

City to establish a master account in

the Cole memo and issuance of the Ses-

over the public safety risks associated

order to have the ability to do business

sions memo].” As of this writing, the

with businesses that handle significant

with the Federal Reserve system. Howev-

matter was still under consideration.

amounts of cash, the United States

er, receiving even the conditional

Departments of Justice and Treasury,

approval required a lawsuit, which went

In many jurisdictions, including New
NJSBA.COM
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to the 10th Circuit of the U.S. Court of

total amount paid exceeds $10,000.

tice pending further discipline.7 However,

Appeals. Moreover, the Fourth Corner

Then, every time the payment exceeds

two members of the Disciplinary Review

Credit Union will not do business with

an aggregate in excess of $10,000, the

Board had recommended the suspension

customers that “touch” marijuana—

business must file another Form 8300

take effect prospectively (thus not granti-

such as growers or dispensaries—they

within 15 days of the payment that

ng credit for the suspension already

will only do business with those serving

causes the additional payments to total

served); and one member voted for dis-

cannabis businesses—such as landlords,

more than $10,000. The form also

barment.8 Thus, while Sommer and

accountants and lawyers.
In order to ease the banking challenges,

Treasury

Secretary

Steve

Mnuchin told the House Ways and

requires providing the taxpayer identifi-

Englehart both received relatively less

cation number of the person providing

harsh criminal and disciplinary penalties
than they might have received, their

the cash.
Failure to file a Form 8300, also

experience is a cautionary tale of the

Means Committee in February that issu-

known as a currency transaction report,

severe consequences of failing to report

ing updated marijuana banking guid-

can have serious consequences, as attor-

cash transactions.

ance is at the “top of the list,” and that

neys Goldie Sommer and Edward Engel-

“we’re working on it as we speak,” but as

hart learned. In Feb. 2013, both attor-

of this writing updated banking guid-

neys, who then practiced together in

ance has not been issued. Many marijua-

Fairfield, plead guilty in federal court to

Exposure to Criminal Forfeiture and
Prosecution as an Accomplice to a
Criminal Transaction

na-related businesses still must rely on

conspiring to structure a currency trans-

In addition to the risks and require-

cash and have no access to the banking

action to avoid reporting large amounts

ments surrounding cash receipts, the

system. This situation creates risk and

of currency. The criminal complaint

potential criminal forfeiture and seizure

obligations for attorneys.

charged them with violations of 31

by the federal government of attorney’s

U.S.C. § 5324(a)(3) and 5324(d)(1),

fees paid for services associated with con-

Reporting of Cash Transactions

alleging they had conspired with each

trolled substances are another worry for

One banking financial issue lawyers

other and a client to make cash deposits

lawyers involved with the cannabis

may face in connection with the

and avoid reporting them to the Inter-

industry. Federal law codified at 21 U.S.

cannabis industry is the obligation to

nal Revenue Service.6 In connection

Code § 881(a)(6) specifically and broadly

report certain cash transactions. Pur-

with their client’s real estate transac-

provides that “[a]ll moneys, negotiable

suant to Treasury Department regula-

tion, they made numerous deposits,

instruments, securities, or other things

tions, any person who receives more

totaling $354,000, into their attorney

of value furnished or intended to be fur-

than $10,000 in cash as one transaction

trust account, in large, even dollar

nished by any person in exchange for a

or a series of related transactions while

amounts, and failed to file currency

controlled substance or listed chemical

conducting their trade or business must

transaction reports.

in violation of this subchapter, all pro-

The charge to which Sommer and

ceeds traceable to such an exchange, and

ment has to be reported if it is one lump

Engelhart ultimately pleaded guilty car-

all moneys, negotiable instruments, and

sum over $10,000, two or more related

ried a maximum penalty of five years in

securities used or intended to be used to

payments that total in excess of

prison and a $250,000 fine. The district

facilitate any violation of this subchap-

$10,000 or payments as part of a trans-

court imposed a two-year term of proba-

ter…shall be subject to forfeiture to the

file an IRS Form 8300. The $10,000 pay-

action that cause the total cash received

tion with six months of location moni-

United States and no property right shall

within a 12-month period to total more

toring, and fines of $20,000. The prosecu-

exist in them.”

than $10,000. A transaction is defined

tor

of

In view of these laws, an attorney

as the underlying event resulting in the

incarceration be imposed because of their

may provide valuable legal services to a

asked

that

no

sentence

transfer of cash. An example would be

“acceptance of responsibility” and efforts

cannabis business and be forced to dis-

the engagement of an attorney for a

to “do the right thing after the fact.” By a

gorge and forfeit fees paid for those

slim margin, based on mitigating factors

services.

particular matter.
Form 8300 must be filed within 15

including their respective 30 years of

Moreover, because marijuana is ille-

days after the cash is received. If there

practice, the New Jersey Supreme Court

gal under federal law, a lawyer represent-

are subsequent payments made with

suspended both Sommer and Englehart

ing a client in a transaction involving

respect to a single transaction or two or

from the practice of law for a period of

marijuana could be charged as an

more related transactions, the business

one year, retroactive to the date they had

accomplice to a criminal transaction. 18

is required to file the form when the

been temporarily suspended from prac-

U.S. Code § 2 provides that “[w]hoever
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commits an offense against the United

doing business with cannabis businesses

/politics/trump-gardner-strike-deal-

States or aids, abets, counsels, com-

face challenges aplenty. Lawyers in New

on-legalized-marijuana-ending-

mands, induces or procures its commis-

Jersey may take a measure of comfort in

standoff-over-justice-

sion, is punishable as a principal” and

the revised RPC 1.2(d), but they risk fed-

nominees/2018/04/13/2ac3b35a-3f

“[w]hoever willfully causes an act to be

eral criminal and resulting disciplinary

3a-11e8-912d-16c9e9b37800_

done which if directly performed by

exposure predicated on criminal acts

story.html?noredirect=on&utm_ter

him or another would be an offense

with or without a finding of guilt. In

m=.34bb9990811e.

against the United States, is punishable

addition to the burden of reporting fees

as a principal.”

paid in cash in a timely manner, they

Lawyers who transgress the cash

face possible forfeiture of those profes-

receipts reporting requirements or suc-

sional fees however paid, cash or other-

cumb to fee disgorgement/forfeiture

wise. Seeking up-to-date guidance from

may find themselves subsequently fac-

legal ethics mavens about best practices

ing ethics charges predicated on those

mitigates the evolving risks in this fast-

federal transgressions. Entering the

changing area of practice.

4.

06/08/us/politics/trump-marijuanabill-states.html.
5.

SEC 538 of the Consolidated

6.

US v. Edward Engelhart and Goldie

7.

Supreme Court of New Jersey, D-71

Appropriations Act of 2018.
Sommer, 11-6728 (Nov. 4, 2011).

cannabis marketplace, even as counsel,

(May 16, 2014).

is fraught with risk for the unwary.

8.

Endnotes
Conclusion

1.

N.J.S.A. 24:61-1 et seq.

Lawyers representing clients operat-

2.

21 U.S.C. §812(b)(1) and (c)(10).

ing marijuana businesses or clients

3.

https://www.washingtonpost.com

NJSBA.COM

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/

Docket DRB 13-271 and Docket
DRB 13-272 (Feb. 11, 2014).
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ARE NEW JERSEY LAW FIRMS
PREPARED FOR THE LEGALIZATION
OF MARIJUANA?

A

by Brian P. Sharkey and David L. Disler

s Governor Phil Murphy works to make New Jersey the ninth state

to legalize recreational marijuana, New Jersey law firms are paying
close attention to what is occurring in Trenton. Cannabis practice
groups have become seemingly ubiquitous at New Jersey’s top
firms. However, while law firms are preparing to assist clients in
the cannabis industry, it remains to be seen how one of the state’s

most risk-adverse professions adapts to marijuana becoming legal under state law
while remaining illegal under federal law. Law firms, unlike many other businesses,

face a number of unique ethical and practical challenges that will need to be
addressed as the use of medical and recreational marijuana expands.
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Medical Marijuana’s Impact
on Law Firms
In 2010, New Jersey enacted the
Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana

both in how they treat their employees

For

example,

the

Massachusetts

and the type of practice groups they

Supreme Judicial Court recently found

form—may impact their relations with

that despite federal law, state law

current clients.

required an employer undergo the inter-

Act (CUMMA).1 Shortly after taking

To help simplify many of these issues,

office, Governor Murphy issued Execu-

some law firms may choose to not repre-

can provide a medical marijuana user

tive Order No. 6 to provide patients with

sent clients in the cannabis industry.

with a reasonable accommodation. In

“a greater opportunity to obtain medical

Many law firms also may wish to pro-

Barbuto v. Advantage Sales & Marketing,

marijuana.”2 As a result of the order and

hibit their employees’ use of marijuana

Christina Barbuto, who used medical

actions by the Department of Health,

(both during and after work). However,

marijuana to treat Crohn’s disease, was

the process to obtain a license was

as the state law changes, it remains

terminated for violating company poli-

streamlined and the number of qualify-

unclear whether law firms should have a

cy following a positive drug test. She

ing medical conditions was expanded.3

universal ban. On the one hand, mari-

then filed a discrimination lawsuit. The

active process to determine whether it

That expansion places law firms in a

juana remains a federally illegal sub-

court rejected the employer’s argument

precarious position. Marijuana remains

stance. On the other hand, to lawfully

that it did not need to provide a reason-

illegal under the federal Controlled Sub-

obtain medical marijuana in New Jersey

able accommodation because marijuana

stances Act (CSA), which continues to

an individual must have a serious med-

was illegal under federal law. Instead, it

classify cannabis as a Schedule I sub-

ical condition and a recommendation

held that medical marijuana was lawful

stance, meaning that Congress has

from a doctor. These serious conditions

decided “marijuana has no medicinal

likely qualify as disabilities, thereby

value.”4 For obvious reasons, law firms

requiring the law firm provide the

are reluctant to violate federal law. In

employee with a reasonable accommo-

addition, law firms are in the business of

dation. As part of this calculation, law

selling their attorneys’ judgment and

firms that have adopted cannabis prac-

expertise, which results in significant

tice groups may need to determine the

time, energy, and resources being spent

business implications of marketing

building their reputation, marketing

themselves as marijuana-friendly busi-

their acumen, and ensuring their clients’

nesses, while internally enacting strict

confidence. Regardless of polls that show

marijuana use policies.

general acceptance of medical and recrethere remains a stigma that surrounds

Should Law Firms Offer Marijuana Use
as a Reasonable Accommodation?

the use of cannabis. It is reasonable for

The issue law firms will soon need to

law firms to fear that some clients could

confront is how they should respond to

lose trust in the law firm’s work should it

a request by an employee (whether an

ational marijuana throughout the state,

be discovered that its attorneys or

attorney or non-attorney) to use med-

employees are using marijuana (even for

ical marijuana as accommodation for

medical purposes). As a result, law firms

their disability. Unfortunately, there is a

have a significant business interest in

dearth of case law across the country on

preventing the use of marijuana by their

this question. The courts that have

attorneys and staff.

attempted to provide guidance have

Another issue law firms must consid-

reached inconsistent decisions. While

er is their client base. Law firms repre-

some states have found that an employ-

sent a vast array of clients. While many

er has no obligation to accommodate,

firms are quickly adapting to take on

the recent trend is to require employers

cannabis-related clients, they cannot

to provide an accommodation.5 What

forget the interest of existing clients that

these recent cases illustrate is that state

may be opposed to marijuana on ethi-

courts are more concerned with the

cal, moral, or financial grounds. There-

individual wording of their state’s

fore, the positions taken by law firms—

statute than the federal supremacy issue.

NJSBA.COM
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under Massachusetts law and, therefore,

on the weekend. Therefore, law firms

employers may terminate employees in

where “in the opinion of the employee’s

that allow attorneys to use medical mar-

violation of a zero tolerance policy

physician, medical marijuana is the

ijuana outside the office or on the week-

when the employee fails a drug test.

most effective medication for the

end remain at risk for having these

Specifically,

employee’s debilitating medical condi-

employees work while they have mari-

“[a]ccording to Plaintiff’s own allega-

tion, and where any alternative medica-

juana in their system.

tions, the termination of his employ-

the

court

found

that

tion whose use would be permitted by

Further complicating this issue are

the employer’s drug policy would be less

the limitations in drug testing. Unlike a

drug test and for violating [the employ-

effective, an exception to an employer’s

breathalyzer, drug testing for marijuana

er]’s drug use policy. As marijuana is an

drug policy to permit its use is a facially

cannot provide the exact time an indi-

illegal substance, an employer may law-

reasonable accommodation.”6

vidual used marijuana. Instead, the test-

fully terminate an employee for failing a

It is likely that each medical condi-

ing is rather imprecise—only indicating

drug test.”8

tion that qualifies an individual to use

whether marijuana was used within the

Judge Powers further dismissed the

medical marijuana under CUMMA

past few days or even few weeks. (The

failure to accommodate claim, finding

would fall within the broad definition of

test searches for THC, which can differ

that under CUMMA “no accommoda-

ment was due to his testing positive to a

a ‘disability’ under the Americans with

in how long it remains in an individual’s

tions are required to be made for med-

Disabilities Act. However, as presently

system.) Therefore, the best way to guar-

ical marijuana usage in the workplace.”

written, CUMMA does not require

antee an attorney is not working under

Therefore, New Jersey law firms may

employers to accommodate an employ-

the influence of marijuana is to have a

continue to enforce zero tolerance poli-

ee’s medical use of marijuana in the

zero tolerance policy that prohibits the

cies that discipline or terminate employ-

workplace. (“Nothing in this act shall be

use of marijuana, even outside the regu-

ees (both attorneys and non-attorneys)

construed to require…an employer to

lar workday. Thus, law firms face a diffi-

found to have used marijuana, regard-

accommodate the medical use of mari-

cult question: Must they allow employ-

less of whether it was during the work-

juana in any workplace.”) Therefore,

ees to use medical marijuana while not

day or after hours.

New Jersey law firms are still permitted

working, or may they simply terminate

to enforce ‘zero tolerance’ policies dur-

any employee who uses marijuana?

An important component of the
court’s decision in Wild was that

While courts around the country

CUMMA contains no employment-

not alleviate a firm’s responsibility to

have reached different conclusions, the

related protections. This finding allowed

accommodate its employees. Should an

New Jersey Superior Court recently

the court to distinguish the district

employee request to use marijuana dur-

decided this issue. In Wild v. Carriage

court of Connecticut’s decision in Noff-

ing the workday because he or she suf-

Services, Justin Wild was diagnosed with

singer v. SSC Niantic Operating Company.9

ing working hours. However, this does

7

fers from a disability, the law firm may

cancer and prescribed medical marijua-

In that case, Katelin Noffsinger was

reject this accommodation, but still

na under CUMMA. Sometime there-

approved to use marijuana for post-trau-

must engage in the interactive process

after, Wild was involved in an accident

matic stress disorder (PTSD) under Con-

to offer another reasonable accommoda-

at work. He disclosed his marijuana

necticut’s Palliative Use of Marijuana

tion to the employee.

Regulating Employees’ Use of
Marijuana During Non-Business Hours

usage to his employer, but claimed he

Act (PUMA). In 2016, she accepted a job

was not under the influence during the

offer and was instructed to give her two

accident because he only used cannabis

weeks notice to her current employer.

at night. As a result of his disclosure,

Several days later, Noffsinger met with

Despite CUMMA allowing employers

Wild was required to take a drug test,

her new employer, disclosed her use of

to reject reasonable accommodations in

which he failed. He was then terminat-

medical marijuana for her PTSD disabil-

the workplace, law firms still face a

ed for violating the employer’s drug and

ity and provided a urine sample as part

number of issues if employees are using

alcohol policy.

of the pre-employment drug test. The

medical marijuana outside the office. In

Wild filed a lawsuit, which was pri-

day before she was scheduled to start her

today’s legal market, it is rare for attor-

marily based on claims of disability dis-

new job, she was notified that the job

neys to work exclusively at the office or

crimination and failure to accommodate

offer was rescinded because she failed

during normal business hours. For better

under the New Jersey Law Against Dis-

the drug test. Noffsinger then sued

or for worse, it has become common-

crimination. In an unpublished deci-

under PUMA, which prohibits an

place in the legal profession for work to

sion, Judge Charles E. Powers Jr. dis-

employer

be completed remotely, after-hours, or

missed

employment
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employee’s use of medical marijuana.10
The court held this anti-discrimina-

if both parties are able to reach a reason-

ic workdays or hours for their attorneys.

able solution.

tion provision was not preempted by the
CSA, the Americans with Disabilities Act,
or the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
and that Noffsinger could proceed with
her discrimination claim under PUMA.

sions, law firms may not designate specifInstead, the expectation is that attorneys

Are Law Firms Prepared for
Legalization of Recreational Marijuana?
Another interesting question for law
firms is how to respond if recreational

are always available to meet their clients’
demands, particularly since technology
enables lawyers to work nearly anywhere
in the world and at any time.

While CUMMA does not contain an

marijuana is legalized in New Jersey. The

What meets the definition of ‘work’

anti-discrimination provision, proposed

most prominent legalization legislation

also is blurrier in the legal profession

legislation would add language similar

is S-830. Like CUMMA, the bill does not

than other occupations. Beyond working

to PUMA that prohibits employers from

require employers to permit or accom-

on client matters, lawyers are constantly

taking adverse employment action

modate marijuana in the workplace, nor

marketing themselves to build relation-

against an employee based on the

does it affect the ability of employers to

ships with current clients or obtain new

employee’s use of medical marijuana.

prohibit employees from enacting or

clients. When a lawyer attends a net-

The only exception would require an

maintaining drug-free workplace poli-

working event or is dining with a poten-

employer to demonstrate that the med-

cies that prohibit the use of, or being

tial client, it remains unclear whether

ical use of marijuana impaired the

under the influence of marijuana during

this falls within the bill’s ‘work hours’

employee’s ability to perform his or her

work hours.

that allow a law firm to prohibit the

job.11 Had this legislation been in place,

However, a crucial part of the bill

employee from being under the influ-

the Wild decision likely would have

would make it unlawful for an employer

ence of marijuana. Should this legisla-

turned out differently.

to take an adverse employment action

tion pass, law firms must be cautious in

Therefore, law firms should continue

against an employee due to the employ-

how they modify and implement their

to monitor this proposed legislation

ee’s use of marijuana, unless the employ-

policies. For non-lawyers, this is likely

closely. If it—or a similar bill—passes,

er has a rational basis to do so. Specifical-

straightforward, as these employees have

firms will need to make difficult deci-

ly, the legislation makes it unlawful for

set work hours and clear job responsibil-

sions on how to amend their policies

an employer to “refuse to hire or employ

ities. However, establishing policies that

concerning the ‘off-duty’ use of medical

any person” or “discharge from employ-

encompass the work schedules for attor-

marijuana.

neys is more challenging.

non-attorney

ment or take any adverse action against

employees this decision is easy; firms

For

most

any employee” for using marijuana

Law firms also must deal with unique

will be unable to discipline for medical

“unless the employer has a rational basis

marketing challenges as a result of the

marijuana use when the employee is not

for doing so which is reasonably related

legalization of marijuana. Despite grow-

in the office. However, this issue

to the employment, including the

ing endorsement and acceptance, the

becomes increasingly complex for attor-

responsibilities of the employee or

moral and ethical implications of legal-

neys because the expectation is that

prospective employee.”

This aspect of

ization remains a divisive subject. There-

they will work outside the office and

the bill is likely to cause the greatest

fore, having a cannabis practice group

during non-business hours, so there is

increase in litigation against employers,

and serving the cannabis industry may

no clear workday or work hours.

as it grants employees an additional

have a negative impact on a firm’s cur-

12

Should this or similar legislation pass,

cause of action any time an adverse

rent clients or potential clients. Law

law firms must proceed with caution on

employment action is taken against

firms choosing to market themselves as

the types of policies they pass. While an

them. For example, an associate who is

serving the cannabis industry will need

overly restrictive policy could result in a

known to use marijuana may feel a deci-

to ensure they are not viewed as hypo-

lawsuit under CUMMA, too lenient of a

sion not to promote him or her was

critical to potential clients if they claim

policy could result in an employee

based on the stigma associated with mar-

to be accepting of the new industry

working under the influence (and a

ijuana use. While the lawsuit may be

while having strict policies that prohibit

potential malpractice lawsuit). As an

meritless, it still places the firm in the

use by their employees.

alternative to passing a broad policy

uncomfortable position of having to

that regulates an attorney’s out-of-office

defend its decisions.

Conclusion
Governor

Murphy

has

already

use of medical marijuana, a safer prac-

Another issue that law firms will face

tice might be to engage in the interac-

is trying to define ‘work hours.’ As previ-

expanded the state’s medical marijuana

tive process with these employees to see

ously noted, unlike many other profes-

program and continues to endorse legal-

NJSBA.COM
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izing recreational marijuana. Since it

(March 1, 2018), available at

rics Corp., 2017 WL 2321181 (R.I.

appears unlikely that the federal govern-

http://www.nj.gov/health/news/

Super. May 23, 2017); Massachu-

ment will change its stance on medical

2018/approved/20180501b.shtml.

setts—Barbuto v. Advantage Sales &

or recreational marijuana in the imme-

4.

diate future, law firms are placed in a
difficult position. However, until a bill is
adopted and signed by the governor,

5.

Noffsinger v. SSC Niantic Operating

Marketing, LLC, 477 Mass. 456

Co. LLC, 273 F. Supp. 3d 326 (D.

(2017); Connecticut—Noffsinger v.

Conn. 2017); 21 U.S.C. § 812.

SSC Niantic Operating Co., LLC, No.

The following states have found no

3:16-cv-01938 (D. Conn. Aug 8,

and the New Jersey Supreme Court has

employment protections need to be

an opportunity to interpret and apply

provided: California—Ross v. Rag-

the statute (including reaching a deci-

ingWire Telecommunications, Inc., 42

sion on the inevitable supremacy argu-

Cal. 4th 920 (2008); Colorado—

ment), a law firm’s exact responsibilities

Coats v. Dish Network, LLC, 350 P.3d

will remain unclear. As a result, firms

849 (Colo. 2015); Michigan—Casias

2017).
6.

Barbuto v. Advantage Sales & Mktg.,
LLC, 477 Mass. 456, 464 (2017).

7.

Wild v. Carriage Services, BER-L-687-

8.

Id. at *6 (citing Vargo v. Nat’

17 (Sup. Ct. Feb. 2, 2018).

should act prudently in enacting poli-

v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 695 F.3d 428

Exchange Carriers Ass’n Inc., 376 N.J.

cies that balance their employees’ needs

(6th Cir. 2012); Washington—Roe v.

Super. 364 (App. Div. 2005);

with their business interests.

TeleTech Customer Care Mgmt. LLC,
171 Wash. 2d 736 (2011); Mon-

Endnotes

N.J.S.A. 24:21-5(e)(10)).
9.

Noffsinger v. SSC Niantic Operating

tana—Johnson v. Columbia Falls Alu-

Co., LLC, No. 3:16-cv-01938 (D.

minum Co., LLC, 350 Mont. 562

Conn. Aug. 8, 2017).

1.

N.J.S.A. 24:6I-1, et seq.

(2009); New Mexico—Garcia v. Trac-

10. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 21a–408p(b)(3).

2.

Executive Order No. 6 (Murphy

tor Supply Co., No. 15-735, (D.N.M.

11. Assembly Bill No 1838.

2018).

Jan. 7, 2016). Comparatively, the

12. Assembly Bill No. 1348 and Senate

3.

Murphy Administration Announces

following states have found

NJ Medicinal Marijuana Program

employees are protected for their

Now Serving 20,000 Patients, New

use of medical marijuana: Rhode

Jersey Department of Health

Island—Callaghan v. Darlington Fab-
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L

egal marijuana is currently a

istrations, public sentiment, and even

v. USAA, the District Court of Hawaii

$9.2 billion industry. Market

current events. For example, the admin-

considered a claim under a homeowners

analysts predict that amount

istration of President Barack Obama

insurance policy for stolen medical mar-

will balloon to $47.3 billion by

indicated that it would relax enforce-

ijuana plants. The court held that the

2028.1 Business is booming,

ment of the CSA against marijuana in

policyholder had a lawful interest in the

thanks to the legalization of

states where it had been legalized per-

plants under Hawaii’s medical marijua-

medical marijuana in 30 states and the

suaded some courts that coverage for

na statute, but found that requiring the

District of Columbia and the legaliza-

marijuana-related losses was not con-

insurer to pay for replacement plants

tion of recreational marijuana in nine

trary to public policy. Now, the adminis-

would force it to violate federal law and

states and the District of Columbia. On

tration of President Donald Trump has

public policy. The court stated: “the cul-

March 23 of this year, Governor Phil

indicated it may reverse the Obama

tivation of marijuana, even for the State-

Murphy substantially expanded New

administration’s policy, adding yet

authorized medical use, violates federal

Jersey’s medical marijuana law.3 With

another layer of complexity to a court’s

law and the enforcement of an insur-

each state election and public referen-

public policy analysis.

ance policy under the particular circum-

2

dum, more states seem to be embracing
the legal marijuana trend.
Despite

the

enormous

Even if insurance companies and the
marijuana industry remain hesitant to

stances of this case is contrary to public
policy[.]”9

business

opportunities legal marijuana seems to
offer, few long-established insurance
carriers are admitted to insure the marijuana industry.4 Business and insurance
company hesitations are likely a product
of conflict between federal law and state
law. Under the Controlled Substances
Act (CSA), it is illegal to manufacture,

Even if insurance companies and the marijuana industry
remain hesitant to underwrite and obtain policies for
marijuana-related risks, the proliferation of the marijuana
industry is likely to result in tendered claims that somehow
involve marijuana.

distribute, dispense, or possess marijuana.5 The CSA also proscribes attempt

underwrite and obtain policies for mari-

In March 2013, in Hemphill v. Liberty

and conspiracy to commit those acts

juana-related risks, the proliferation of

Mutual, the District Court of New Mexi-

and expressly prohibits the “investment

the marijuana industry is likely to result

co considered whether the plaintiff was

of illicit drug profits.”

in tendered claims that somehow involve

entitled to coverage for future medical

marijuana. Insurers and their counsel

expenses to purchase medical marijua-

the intersection of state law and federal

should be aware of the legal issues that

na. The court found that New Mexico’s

law in this area, so it remains unsettled

may arise in connection with those ten-

medical marijuana law applied and the

whether an insurance policy can pro-

ders, especially in light of the uncertain

plaintiff was in compliance. Neverthe-

vide coverage for marijuana-related

intersection of state laws and federal law

risks. Generally, courts will not enforce

and the shape of public policy.

6

Courts have just begun to evaluate

contracts against public policy.7 But

Whether there would be coverage for

whether insurance coverage for marijua-

a marijuana-related loss rests heavily on

na-related risks violates public policy is a

two issues: whether finding coverage

question with an evolving answer.

would

Some courts have found that order-

violate

public

policy

and

whether the policy language, applied to

ing insurance companies to cover a mar-

the facts of the claim, establishes cover-

ijuana-related loss would be against

age for the loss.

public policy, citing to the CSA and the
supremacy clause of the United States
Constitution, which gives federal law

Is It Against Public Policy to Cover
Marijuana-Related Losses?

predominance when it conflicts with

Courts’ views on coverage for mari-

state law.8 Other courts have cast a wider

juana-related losses have been shaped,

net, citing to pronouncements on

largely, by the expression of public poli-

enforcement by the presidential admin-

cy through federal law. In 2012, in Tracy
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less, the court expressly followed Tracy,
reasoning that state law also dictated

assert that Green Earth’s operations were

without effect.” The Court rejected the
premise, articulated in Green Earth, that

12

somehow in violation of Colorado law.

that damages and injunctive relief can-

the federal prohibition against marijua-

not be granted to a party to an illegal

The court also considered that Atain

na is nominal and overshadowed by

contract. The court noted that the CSA

was aware Green Earth grew marijuana

more nuanced expressions of federal

renders marijuana illegal for any pur-

and had agreed to insure risks arising

policy, in particular, the Cole memos

pose and the supremacy clause provides

out of that business. On those bases, the

and Ogden memo, and stated “[s]uch a

that the CSA prevails over state law

court

was

policy is transitory, as is irrefutably

when there is a conflict. The court

required to provide coverage for Green

demonstrated by its recent revocation

found no coverage for the plaintiff’s

Earth’s losses.

by the current administration.”

medical marijuana loss.10

determined

that

Atain

Since Green Earth, many courts have

Although it was not an insurance

Then, in Aug. 2013, under President

viewed the federal government as

coverage action, Bourgoin’s reasoning is

Obama, the Department of Justice (DOJ)

ambivalent toward the enforcement of

instructive. In the face of what seems to

issued the last of a series of memos that

its marijuana laws. As a result, where an

be a trend toward considering nuanced

indicated relaxed enforcement of federal

insurance policy does not offend state

expressions of public policy,16 Bourgoin

marijuana laws.11 Although they offered

law, courts have found coverage for mar-

is a reminder to insurers and policy-

prosecutorial guidance only, not a

ijuana-related claims. But the continued

holders that courts continue to grapple

change in the law, the pronouncements

viability of that reasoning seems uncer-

with the conflict between federal law

ushered in an era of expansion for the

tain in light of the evolving position of

and state law.

marijuana industry.

the Trump administration on federal

In Green Earth v. Atain, decided in

enforcement.13 Statements by President

Feb. 2016, the District Court of Col-

Trump and his administration, in partic-

New Jersey’s Public Policy on Coverage
for Marijuana-Related Losses

orado was asked to determine whether

ular the Sessions memo,14 could indicate

As of the writing of this article, there

Atain, the insurer, was required to pay

renewed interest in federal enforcement

is no reported decision that addresses an

for damage to Green Earth’s marijuana

of marijuana prohibitions.

insurance policy in the context of New

plants and products. Green Earth’s

Moreover, Bourgoin v. Twin Rivers,15

Jersey’s Compassionate Use Medical

alleged damages resulted from wildfire

decided by the Supreme Judicial Court

Marijuana Act (CUMMA). But a recent

debris that entered a greenhouse venti-

of Maine in June of this year, may signal

Workers’ Compensation petition against

lation system. The court expressly

the continued validity of the conflict

Freehold Township has resulted in an

declined to follow Tracy on grounds of

between federal law and state law as a

order requiring the self-insured employ-

the “erosion of any clear and consistent

basis for denying marijuana-related cov-

er to reimburse an employee for medical

federal public policy in this area.” The

erage claims. Based on the same grounds

marijuana.17

court explained:

on which coverage was denied in Tracy

In an oral opinion, the court in McN-

and Hemphill, Bourgoin reversed an order

eary v. Freehold stated the unique basis

[T]he possession of marijuana for distribu-

that required the employer, Twin Rivers,

for its ruling and expressly invited

tion purposes continues to constitute a

to pay for a former employee’s medical

appellate review. The court acknowl-

federal crime…But, as the parties are well-

marijuana. The Court carefully exam-

edged a conflict between CUMMA and

aware, the nominal federal prohibition

ined both statutes and found that the

the CSA, but then explained that legisla-

against possession of marijuana conceals

CSA precluded Maine’s medical marijua-

tive intent in drafting the CSA was “to

a far more nuanced (and perhaps even

na law as a predicate for compelling

curtail the use and distribution of illicit

erratic) expression of federal Policy….as

reimbursement from Twin Rivers. “Fed-

narcotics for the purposes of the overall

early as 2009, and again mere weeks

eral law bars the use of marijuana—and

general public health.” The court found

before Atain formally denied Green Earth’s

of any other Schedule I drug—even in a

this was not at odds with CUMMA. The

claim…federal authorities had made public

state with local laws allowing the med-

court further reasoned that ordering

statements that reflected an ambivalence

ical use of marijuana” and prohibits aid-

payment for medical marijuana would

towards enforcement of the Controlled

ing, abetting, counseling, commanding,

not require an insurer to violate federal

Substances Act in circumstances where a

inducing, or procuring its commission.

law because the insurer would not be

person or entity’s possession and distribu-

Because Maine’s marijuana law “requires

required to possess or distribute marijua-

tion of marijuana was consistent with well-

what federal law forbids... the authority

na. A significant portion of the opinion

regulated state law…. Nor does Atain

ostensibly provided by the Maine law is

addressed the benefits of medical mari-
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juana in light of the widespread use and

the language of an insurance policy in

abuse of opioids.

the context of CUMMA. But lawyers can

Drug Impairment/Intoxication Exclu-

The court did not address the federal

probably look to the courts’ treatment

sion—may be found in automobile, no

prohibition on aiding and abetting vio-

of language that commonly appears in

fault/personal injury protection (PIP),

lation of federal law under 18 U.S.C.S. §

insurance policies in other contexts to

and watercraft policies. This may exclude

2(a) or a CUMMA provision that states

predict the likelihood that coverage will

coverage for any loss caused or con-

“Nothing in this act shall be construed

be found for a marijuana-related loss. In

tributed to by the intoxication of the

to require a government medical assis-

particular, the Insurance Services Office

insured. Counsel should be aware that

tance program or private health insurer

Inc. (ISO) develops standard forms for

some policies define ‘intoxicated’ in a

sion clearly and expressly addresses.”

to reimburse a person for costs associat-

insurers to include in their policies. Due

manner that specifically relates to alco-

ed with the medical use of marijuana…

to their widespread use, the forms are

hol (i.e., setting forth a threshold blood

It remains to be seen whether Free-

evaluated by courts with some frequen-

alcohol content). The exclusion in Papot-

cy. No ISO form refers to marijuana or

to v. Hartford23 is an example. Others

The New Jersey Legislature has

cannabis by name,21 but many contain

expressly include drugs. In N.Y. and Pres-

acknowledged at least some interplay

language sufficient to include marijuana

byterian Hospital v. Empire Insurance Com-

between

”

18

hold will appeal.

insurance.

and related activities within their scope.

pany, a New York case, the court denied

N.J.S.A. 24:6I-14 explicitly protects at

The following are a non-exhaustive

coverage because the injury arose out of

least some insurers against involvement

sampling of policy terms, conditions,

excluded

with

But

and exclusions that may become a basis

“operating a motor vehicle while in an

N.J.A.C. 8:64-10.11(d), which requires

for marijuana-related coverage disputes.

intoxicated condition or while his/her

CUMMA

and

marijuana-related

risks.

that “[e]ach ATC [(alternative treatment

Drugs/Controlled

Substance

Exclu-

conduct,

which

included

ability to operate such vehicle is

center)] shall maintain current commer-

sion—may be found in homeowners

cial automobile liability insurance on

policies and others. It typically states

Covered Loss Definition—found in

each vehicle used for transport of medic-

that it excludes coverage for bodily

most or all policy language, a covered

inal marijuana in the amount of one

injury or property damage arising out of

loss is one that, among other things, is

million dollars per incident,” requires

the use, sale, manufacture, delivery,

accidental. For example, in Riddle v. Life

insurer involvement with a marijuana-

transfer or possession of a controlled

Ins. Co. of N. Am.,25 the court denied cov-

related risk. It seems unlikely that courts

substance as defined in the CSA, includ-

erage under the decedent driver’s life

would deem a statutorily required auto

ing, among other things, marijuana,

insurance policy. In determining that

policy unenforceable on grounds that it

unless the substance is related to legiti-

the loss was foreseeable, as opposed to

is against public policy.

mate use prescribed by a healthcare pro-

accidental, the court evaluated the dece-

impaired by the use of a drug.”24

On the whole, CUMMA’s language

fessional. It remains to be seen whether

dent driver’s degree of intoxication,

offers little insight into whether an

a court would find the legitimate use

driving speed, defensive maneuvers

insurance policy would provide cover-

exception to the exclusion void by rea-

before the crash, if any, and other fac-

age for marijuana-related claims that

son of public policy.

tors. The court found that operating a

could now arise as a result of the change
in New Jersey law.

The Appellate Division evaluated

motor vehicle while impaired, which

such an exclusion in Prudential v. Bren-

was the proximate cause of death, was

ner

22

Policy Language and Coverage
for the Claim

and denied coverage. The policy-

not an accident. Coverage was denied.

holder’s son and his friends shot and

Governmental Acts Exclusion—may be

killed the decedent while attempting to

found in business owners, commercial

In disputes over insurance coverage,

obtain marijuana from him. The court

property, homeowners, agricultural, and

courts will certainly also make a fact-

focused on the factual setting and

watercraft policies. This may state that

specific evaluation of the language of

whether there was a clear nexus between

coverage is excluded for loss or damage

the policy to determine whether there is

the policyholder’s claim and the activity

caused by or resulting from confiscation

coverage for the claim.19 When a defini-

addressed in the policy’s controlled sub-

or destruction by government or public

tion, condition, or exclusion in a policy

stances exclusion. The court concluded

authority.26 In In re West Elec., Inc., the

is free of ambiguity, it “represent[s]

there was, noting: “It is entirely relevant

court focused on whether the policy-

enforceable limitations to an insurance

that their actions were wholly focused

holder’s

contract…”20

on the use and possession of illicit

whether the government’s seizure of the

drugs. It is this activity which the exclu-

policyholder’s property was legal. The

New Jersey courts have not opined on
NJSBA.COM

loss

was

foreseeable
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court answered both questions in the

na grower for its business operations,

http://www.ncsl.org/bookstore/state

negative and found that the exclusion

such a definition, arguably, could be

-legislatures-magazine/marijuana-

did not apply.27 Presumably, if a claim

read to include marijuana, marijuana

deep-dive.aspx; Ryan Struyk, Mari-

were to involve marijuana, the propriety

plants,

of a government seizure (and, thus, the

‘Money’ is also sometimes removed

application of the exclusion) could

from the scope of coverage, which may

https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/04/

depend on whether state law or federal

be especially significant, as growers and

politics/marijuana-legalization-by-

law permits the seizure.

dispensaries are likely to be all-cash

Business

Risk

Exclusion—may

and

marijuana

products.

juana legalization by the numbers,
CNN, March 30, 2018 1:35 p.m.),

the-numbers/index.html.

be

businesses due to the federal regulation

found in business owners, commercial

of banking institutions and federal

23, 2018), http://www.state.

property, and homeowners policies. This

money laundering laws.

nj.us/health/medicalmarijuana/

3.

exclusion concerns claims for damages
associated with a business’s own faulty
goods or services, as opposed to damage

Executive Order 6 Report (March

documents/EO6Report_Final.pdf.

The Future of Insurance for the
Marijuana Industry

4.

Lloyd’s of London, which “is
known for insuring hard-to-place

caused to others.28 The Appellate Divi-

With each passing year, a more

sion addressed the business risk exclu-

robust body of marijuana case law is

2015. Amy O’Connor, Lloyd’s Stops

sion in Atl. Mut. Ins. Co. v. Hillside Bot-

being developed. In the meantime,

Insuring Marijuana Firms Due To

risks,” exited the market in mid-

The policyholder mixed soft

insurers, policyholders, and attorneys

U.S. Law Conflicts, Insurance Journal

drink ingredients and bottled the prod-

should look to case law that interprets

(June 24, 2015), https://www.

uct and, during the bottling process,

insurance policies and other contract

insurancejournal.com/news/nation-

ammonia contaminated the soft drinks.

language in analogous contexts. Some

al/2015/06/24/372808.htm. Golden

The policyholder was sued for costs

are referenced in the section above.

Bear Insurance Co. became the first

tling Co.

29

associated with recalling the bottled soft

Given that New Jersey case law

drinks. It then sought coverage from its

demonstrates a preference for constru-

company to cover cannabis busi-

insurer for payment of those costs.

ing ambiguities against the insurer31 and

ness in California in Nov. 2017.

registered commercial insurance

Coverage was denied because the

finding coverage for policyholders,

Judy Greenwald, Golden Bear to

costs were related to the policyholder’s

insurers should anticipate policyholders

Offer Marijuana Coverage in Cali-

own faulty performance (introducing

will argue for coverage on grounds that

fornia, Business Insurance (Nov. 3,

ammonia to the soft drinks, which

policy terms are ambiguous. Attorneys

2017 2:34 p.m.), https://www.

necessitated the recall and resulting

should counsel their insurer clients to be

businessinsurance.com/article/0001

costs), as opposed to personal injury or

as explicit as possible in wording their

0101/NEWS06/912317016/Golden-

property damage to third parties (con-

policies. And insurers would be well

Bear-to-offer-marijuana-coverage-

sumers who drank the contaminated

advised to seek revisions to ISO’s forms

in-California.

soft drinks). It is easy to see how this

that reflect marijuana-related changes to

5.

21 U.S.C. § 812 et seq.

exclusion could be pertinent to a claim

state law.

6.

21 U.S.C. §§ 846, 854.

involving a contractor or vendor’s provi-

7.

sion of goods or services to a marijuana

See Flomerfelt v. Cardiello, 202 N.J.
432, 460 (2010) (“[T]he exclusion

Endnotes

in issue here is in accord with the

1.

See Thomas Pellechia, Legal

public policy of our state, which

found in business owners, commercial

Cannabis Industry Poised For Big

clearly opposes the use of illegal

property, flood, and homeowners poli-

Growth, In North America And

drugs…New Jersey courts have not

cies, it limits the scope of the policy’s

Around The World, Forbes (March

hesitated to look to public policy

coverage.30 Certain property is often

1, 2018, 8:35 a.m.), https://www.

when interpreting insurance con-

grower or dispensary.
Covered Property Definition—typically

expressly removed from the scope of

forbes.com/sites/thomaspellechia/20

coverage, including contraband or prop-

18/03/01/double-digit-billions-puts-

8.

erty in the course of illegal trade, grow-

north-america-in-the-worldwide-

9.

ing crops, some shrubs and plants, and

cannabis-market-lead/#7773baa

money. In the absence of a Green Earth
factual scenario, where the insurer
knowingly issued a policy to a marijua-
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Get on the Ban Wagon
Local Cannabis Opt Outs
by Joseph T. Kelley III and Jason Klein

Joseph T. Kelley III, a principal with Offit
Kurman based on Philadelphia and
Iselin, focuses his practice on the healthcare and cannabis industries. He advises
clients regarding transactional, regulatory,
data-privacy and compliance matters. He
is former general counsel and privacy officer of Merakey, a multi-state mental
health and substance abuse treatment
provider.
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Washington, D.C., who has been working
with direct and ancillary cannabis industry clients since 2011. He focuses on
licensing, compliance, and transactions in
tightly regulated East Coast markets.
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N

ew Jersey’s election

ties—Monmouth, Ocean and Cape

tive was modeled on the state’s liquor

of Phil Murphy as

May—have passed resolutions con-

laws, which explicitly allowed cities and

governor has ush-

demning or opposing marijuana in

counties to ‘go dry,’ supporters of the

ered in a ‘green

some form.

Conversely, only three

local bans argued they should be allowed

rush’ of marijuana

municipalities have signaled their inten-

to create ‘green-free’ zones. The Wash-

entrepreneurs

tion to accommodate marijuana busi-

ington attorney general, Bob Ferguson,

nesses.7

intervened in these suits, arguing that I-

anticipating a dramatic expansion of the

6

1

Garden State’s legal marijuana market.

Organizations seeking to establish

A Quinnipiac University poll, conducted

alternative treatment centers (ATCs)

502 did not preempt local opt-outs.8
Washington courts consistently agreed.

in Sept. 2017, revealed that 59 percent

under New Jersey’s existing medical

The challenges stifled the full imple-

of New Jersey residents approved of mar-

marijuana program have not fared

mentation of the program for more than

ijuana legalization.2 Murphy, who had

much better. From Oct. 2011 to early

a year, until the Legislature passed a fix

campaigned on a promise to sign a

2012, the zoning boards of Maple Shade,

bill with a compromise solution: Local

recreational marijuana bill within his

Upper Freehold, Westhampton, Plumst-

governments may opt out, but only

first 100 days in office, joined a Democ-

ed, and Jackson rejected requests from

those that permit marijuana businesses

rat-led, marijuana-friendly Legislature,

the state’s six licensed ATCs to locate

are eligible to participate in the state tax

where Senator Nick Scutari had freshly

their cultivation and/or dispensary facil-

revenue generated by the program.9 The

re-introduced a legalization of recre-

ities within their borders.

result is that Washington has experi-

ational marijuana bill.3 The conventional wisdom was that the out-bound Gov-

enced a consistent and steady growth in

Local Opt-Outs in Other States

the program, averaging in excess of $25

ernor Chris Christie, a vocal marijuana

State and local conflict on marijuana

opponent whose administration had

is certainly not novel to New Jersey.

ed statewide since July 2016, despite sev-

frustrated the implementation of the

Even in states with broad public support

eral counties still electing to opt out.

Compassionate Use Medical Marijuana

for legalization there are many towns

Act (CUMMA), was the only barrier to a

that do not welcome marijuana growers,

million in monthly excise taxes collect-

Oregon

robust medical marijuana program and

processors, testing facilities or dispen-

Oregon has the longest track record

a recreational-use law. With the arrival

saries. As states with more developed

of any constitutional home rule state

of the new administration, the New Jer-

legal marijuana programs have been

permitting recreational use of cannabis.

sey green rush seemed a fait accompli.

grappling with this issue over recent

Oregon’s enabling legislation, ORS

Industry forecasters were projecting

years, a new legislative paradigm is

475B, contains an explicit robust local

New Jersey to be the East Coast marijua-

emerging—the ‘local option.’ These

option that permits localities to ban all

na hub, with a potential for a $1 billion

states have included express language in

marijuana businesses except testing

market within a few years following

their marijuana legalization laws to pro-

labs. The Oregon Health Authority has

legalization.

vide dissenting localities a path to ‘just

facilitated the opt-out process by pub-

Meanwhile, a quiet backlash was

say no’ to commercial marijuana activi-

lishing a simple one-page form to regis-

underway that would seem to belie the

ty. Washington, Oregon, California,

ter its decision.10As originally envi-

polling data. Many of the state’s local

Alaska, Nevada, Arizona, Michigan, and

sioned, opt-outs under ORS 475B were

governments, concerned about the

Massachusetts have all enacted some

only to be permitted in jurisdictions

prospect of recreational marijuana busi-

variation of the local option.

that received 55 percent support or less

4

on the statewide adult-use ballot initia-

nesses seeking to conduct operations in
their communities, began to enact

Washington State

tive, but this limitation was eventually

ordinances.

Washington State encountered a slew

dropped in the final bill. Instead, local

Between Dec. 2017 and late June 2018,

of local opposition when it first legalized

governments that pass opt-outs are

anticipatory

opt-out

at least 18 of the state’s municipalities

adult use via voter Initiative-502 in 2012.

required to refer the ban to voters at the

passed local laws banning recreational

I-502 was completely silent on local

next general election. As of March of

marijuana businesses from operating

authority, and many towns passed bans

this year, a total of 80 cities and 16

within their borders.5 Another six

on marijuana businesses as has been

counties (out of 36) in Oregon had

municipalities have commenced the

seen in New Jersey. Hopeful retailers

passed bans, splitting the state dramati-

process toward similar bans. Two more

faced with local opposition responded

cally between east (banned) and west

municipalities as well as three coun-

with a series of lawsuits. Since the initia-

(not banned).11
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Massachusetts

opt-ins,

including

Detroit,

Grand

Likewise, in Massachusetts, home to

Rapids, Warren, Sterling Heights, Ann

the East Coast’s first adult-use program,

Arbor, Flint, Dearborn and Livonia. As a

local opt-outs have become a popular

result, many of the state’s residents are

response in the more conservative coun-

in restricted zones.14

self-executing, and no separate charter is
typically required.17
In this regard, the New Jersey Constitution states:

ties. Those tracking the measures note

The jury is still out on the effective-

The provisions of this Constitution and of

that the bans are so easy to pass on the

ness and desirability of this arrange-

any law concerning municipal corpora-

local level that they are typically done

ment, as the state is just now beginning

tions formed for local government, or con-

with little notice or fanfare. A recent

to authorize and license marijuana busi-

cerning counties, shall be liberally con-

Boston Globe study showed that at least

nesses based on the 2016 bill. However,

strued in their favor. The powers of

189 of the state’s 351 municipalities

the percentage of localities deciding to

counties and such municipal corporations

have barred dispensaries within commu-

opt out in Michigan and other states

shall include not only those granted in

nity limits, and many of those have also

raises not only concerns regarding

express terms but also those of necessary

banned cultivation and processing facil-

patient and consumer access, but also

or fair implication, or incident to the pow-

ities.12 The result is that many of the

questions regarding the viability of

ers expressly conferred, or essential there-

businesses looking to set up shop can-

these state programs.

not find host cities, and the tax revenue
that was expected to begin rolling in by
July will be limited and delayed.

to, and not inconsistent with or prohibited
by this Constitution or by law.18

New Jersey’s Response
How will Governor Murphy and the

Of the 13 other constitutional home

Notably, Massachusetts law is much

New Jersey Legislature address the state’s

rule states, three—California, Oregon

more restrictive on local authority to

recent spate of local marijuana bans?

and Massachusetts—have legalized mar-

limit medical marijuana businesses. This

Will they be lured by the political expe-

ijuana for recreational use. Notably, all

speaks to the importance of patient

diency of the local option like other

three provide local governments with

access to medical marijuana legislative

states, or seek to impose centralized

broad, express opt-out rights.19 This

policy.

rules to achieve coherent geographic

development has drastically limited the

and demographic market penetration?

permissible zones in those states where

Michigan

Many factors point toward New Jersey

commercial marijuana activity may take
place.20

Michigan is unique because it flips

following a ‘local-option’ strategy. First,

the script and requires affirmative local

the state’s home rule legal structure pres-

New Jersey municipalities intending

opt-in under the medical program, pur-

ents hurdles for Trenton mandates. Sec-

to exclude commercial marijuana activi-

suant to its 2016 Medical Marijuana

ond, the language of existing and pro-

ty from their borders have several

Facilities Licensing Act (MMFLA). This

posed marijuana laws offers little to

options. They may seek to institute

has proven to be more controversial

those hoping for a judicial remedy to

highly restrictive zoning requirements,

than bans for adult-use facilities in other

local bans. Third, the state’s political tra-

impose burdensome regulations on the

states because it has the potential of lim-

dition of local control and the practical

activity or ban commercial activity alto-

iting the access of a sick patient who

realities on this subject suggest that any

gether, including through use of crimi-

cannot travel long distances to visit a

legislation broadly expanding New Jer-

nal penalties.

dispensary, especially in the more rural

sey’s marijuana industry will require an

and conservative northern and western

opt-out right as a condition of passage.

express and effective bans, New Jersey

New Jersey Home Rule

field.21 Meeting the preemption test,

statewide legislation must preempt the

portions of the state. Furthermore, the
opt-in structure allows local jurisdic-

In order to foreclose such local

tions to pocket veto and squelch the

As one of 14 ‘constitutional home

however, is notoriously difficult. The

establishment of businesses in their area

rule’ states, New Jersey’s legal structure

New Jersey Supreme Court cautioned

without having to bring it for a vote. As

defers broad authority and independ-

that preemption only exists when,

of March of this year, the state of Michi-

ence to its 565 municipalities.15 The con-

“upon a survey of all the interests

gan reported that 37 counties have

stitutions of these 14 states expressly

involved in the subject, it can be said

passed opt-in ordinances, under half of

authorize municipalities to govern local

with confidence that the Legislature

the state’s 83 counties.13 Significantly,

affairs, delegate fields of power, and cur-

intended to immobilize the municipali-

many of the state’s major populous

tail the state’s ability to limit or intrude

ties from dealing with local aspects oth-

cities and counties have not yet passed

upon such power.16 These provisions are

erwise within their power….”22 For
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example, in Expo, Inc. v. Passaic, the

ing a say.28 Unlike laws in some states, it

to political pressure against the measure,

superior court permitted the enforce-

fails to enumerate use categories by

including the threat of a veto from for-

ment of a local obscenity ordinance

which local governments must treat

mer Governor Christie, the measure

against a go-go bar despite the enact-

them (e.g., ‘industrial’ for cultivation

never materialized. “I will tell you very

ment of a statewide obscenity law that

facilities, ‘retail’ for dispensaries), or

clearly that I will not…[force] municipal-

included an expression of intent to pre-

even impose nondiscrimination provi-

ities to take these facilities,” he stated.33

empt local ordinances. The court held

sions.

Moreover, CUMMA regulations

Since then, few proposals along the

29

that “[e]ven an expression of intent

set forth that they “do[] not prohibit a

lines of the O’Scanlon bill have surfaced

does not necessarily indicate that the

political subdivision from limiting the

as part of efforts to boost/reform the

entire field has been preempted by the

number of [ATCs] that may operate in

state’s struggling program. Governor

State.” The court found the preemption

the political subdivision or from enact-

Murphy’s Executive Order No. 6, signed

to be limited to the field of obscene

ing reasonable local ordinances applica-

in January, recognized that CUMMA’s

materials only.23

ble to [ATCs.]”30 CUMMA regulations

implementation was “marked by signifi-

Local New Jersey zoning ordinances

further note that applications will be

cant delays, resulting in far fewer

judged based, in part, on:

patients being served by the program

• “Written verification of the approval

Department of Health with reviewing

suitable for each district, and need not

of the community or governing body

“all aspects” of the program, “with a

provide for every appropriate use within

of the municipality in which the alter-

focus on ways to expand access to mari-

the borders of the municipality. There

native treatment center is or will be

juana for medical purposes.”34 Neverthe-

are limits, however, as seen in Lusardi v.

located;”

less, the otherwise comprehensive report

enjoy similar deference. New Jersey law
provides that municipalities have wide
discretion in determining what uses are

24

than anticipated,” and charged the

Curtis Point Prop. Owners Assoc., which

• “Evidence of compliance with local

involved an ordinance prohibiting

codes and ordinances including, but

recreational use of privately owned

not limited to, the distance to the

unimproved oceanfront property.25 The

closest school, church, temple or

generated by the department sidesteps
the thorny issue of local bans entirely.35

Current Recreational Use Proposals

Court held that “local planning deci-

other places used exclusively for reli-

Most of the current recreational use

sions must be consistent with state poli-

gious worship or a playground, park

proposals, for their part, do not appear to

cy concerning land use and resource

or child day care facility from the

pursue a preemption strategy. In fact,

allocation,” including for “recreational”

alternative treatment center;” and

two of the leading bills, S-830 (sponsored

use, and must “consider the welfare of

• “Community support and participa-

by Senator Nicholas Scutari) and A-1348

all the State’s citizens, not just the inter-

(sponsored by Assemblymen Reed Gus-

tion.”31

ciora, Tim Eustace and James Kennedy),

ests of the inhabitants in the particular
locality.”26 Still, the Court heavily

By requiring local support and evi-

weighed the “unique character” of

dence of compliance with local laws,

Under S-830, local governments

oceanfront property.27 Perhaps the same

CUMMA and its regulations effectively

would have a year to pass an ordinance

may not be said about the targeted sites

confer on local governments a ‘veto

to ban marijuana businesses. Those that

of marijuana businesses.

power’ over the placement of ATCs in

fail to do so would still retain the right

their district.

to relegate the businesses to a discrete

32

CUMMA’s Treatment of Local Law
CUMMA and its regulations do not
include an express local option. Yet they

would expressly codifiy a local option.

zoning district and impose time, place

Local Rejection of ATCs and the
State’s Failure to Respond

and manner restrictions.
A-1348, meanwhile, aims for a dense

do not impose any specific duties on

CUMMA’s assertion of state policy

marijuana market, calling for the estab-

localities to accept ATCs and would not

helped clear the way for municipalities

lishment of up to 400 dispensaries. The

likely

standard

to rebuff ATCs and have contributed to

bill would further permit residents to

required to preempt local bans. In fact,

the extended delay in implementing the

domestically cultivate up to six plants.

it could be argued that the CUMMA

program. To address this issue, in Jan.

Nevertheless, A-1348 includes an opt-out

scheme is opt-out permissive. The statute

2012, State Senator Declan O’Scanlon

scheme for commercial marijuana activ-

itself, like Washington’s I-502, is largely

introduced a bill to designate ATCs

ity nearly identical to that in S-830. Fur-

silent on locating ATCs, and fails to

under the Right to Farm Act, which

ther, unlike legislation in other opt-out

expressly bar municipalities from hav-

would have precluded local zoning. Due

states,36 the bill would also permit

meet
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municipalities to prohibit home growing

influence, achieve the desired effect of

ions/whether-statewide-initiative-

within their borders. The only aspect of

preserving the moral quality?

establishing-system-licensing-mari-

the recreational use these bills seeks to

More pressing for the New Jersey

carve out from local regulation is the

green rush, how will an opt-out system

criminalization of simple possession.

bode for the development of New Jer-

biennium/2015-16/Pdf/Bills/House

juana-producers.
9.

http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/

In lieu of preemption, both proposals

sey’s nascent marijuana industry? If

%20Passed%20Legislature/2136-

pursue a Washington-style carrot-and-

New Jersey experiences opting out on a

S2.PL.pdf.

stick approach; they would reward only

wide scale, as has occurred in other sim-

opt-in municipalities with a share of the

ilar states, will patients have sufficient

tax revenue generated by the program.

access to medical marijuana? Will other

NICDISEASE/MEDICALMARIJUA-

New Jersey municipalities follow the

NAPROGRAM/Documents/ommp-

Tradition and Political Realities

lead of Pleasantville, which recently

10. https://www.oregon.gov/oha/
PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/CHRO

local-option-form.pdf.

Following the local option path on

approved plans for a medical marijuana

marijuana would be consistent with New

dispensary, while prohibiting the sale of

marijuana/Documents/Cities_Coun

Jersey’s tradition of forceful local regula-

recreational marijuana?42 And what of

ties_RMJOptOut.pdf.

tion at the intersection of commerce and

New Jersey’s prospects as the East Coast

morality. Paramus, for example, retains

marijuana hub?

11. https://www.oregon.gov/olcc/

12. https://www.bostonglobe.com/
metro/2018/03/16/recreational-

the toughest blue laws in the United

marijuana-companies-face-bans-

States, even as it lies in one of the top 10

moratoriums-most-mass-cities-and-

zip codes for retail sales in the country.37
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Navigating
the Marijuana
M(h)aze
What New Jersey
Employers Need to Know
by Tracy Armstrong

I

n law school, every lawyer learns how to analyze a case using IRAC, which
stands for issue, rule, analysis and conclusion. The issue is the problem
faced by the party. The rule is a recitation of the law applicable to the facts.

The analysis is the application of that law to the facts. The conclusion is the

decision one would make based on the analysis.

It is a simple formula, but it is anything but simple when it comes to an employ-

er’s decision regarding what to do if an employee tests positive for marijuana. On
its face, it should be simple. The issue is an employee tests positive for marijuana.
The rule is that under federal law (the Controlled Substances Act of 1970, 21 U.S.C.
§812(b)(1)) marijuana is classified as a Schedule I substance. Therefore, the use of
marijuana is a violation of federal law. The analysis is the employee tested positive
and, therefore, used an illegal substance. The conclusion is the employee can be terminated. However, nothing in employment law is that simple.
There are more rules to consider. Under the New Jersey criminal code, at N.J.S.A.
2C:35-2 et. seq., the recreational use of marijuana is illegal. Marijuana is listed as a
Schedule I substance because it allegedly has high potential for abuse and dependency, and no recognized medicinal use or value.1 Despite this current classification, 29

states have enacted laws that permit or protect the medicinal use of marijuana. In
fact, under the New Jersey Compassionate Use of Medical Marijuana Act, at N.J.S.A.
24:6I-1 et. seq., (CUMMA), the medical use of marijuana in New Jersey is legal.
The purpose of CUMMA is to “[p]rotect from arrest…criminal and other penalties, those patients who use marijuana to alleviate suffering from debilitating med-
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ical conditions.”2 The medical condi-

nol (THC) weeks after smoking or

the nexus between those duties and the

tions covered under CUMMA are: Lou

ingesting marijuana. The most common

potential for harm.8

Gehrig’s disease (amyotrophic lateral

way to test for marijuana is with a urine

On the other hand, pre-employment

sclerosis, or ALS), multiple sclerosis,

test. However, urine tests don’t actually

testing and testing as the result of a par-

muscular

measure THC. Rather, they measure the

ticularized suspicion are permissible. The

dystrophy,

inflammatory

bowel disease (IBD), Crohn’s disease,

concentration of a THC metabolite,

New Jersey Supreme Court’s decision in

terminal illness if the physician has

called THC-COOH. These metabolites

Hennessey v. Coastal Eagle Point Oil Co.9

determined a prognosis of less than 12

show that the body has broken down

limits the right of private employers to

months of life, seizure disorder (includ-

THC, and thus demonstrate the pres-

conduct random (where there is no indi-

ing epilepsy), intractable skeletal mus-

ence, at some time, of marijuana. “There

vidualized suspicion) drug testing of cur-

cular spasticity, glaucoma, post-trau-

is no typical window of detection,” says

rent employees. Specifically, the Court

matic stress disorder (PTSD), HIV/AIDS,

Ryan Vandrey, an associate professor of

observed that there is a public policy of a

cancer, anxiety, migraines, Tourette’s

psychiatry and behavioral science at

right to privacy. Therefore, a violation of

syndrome, chronic pain related to mus-

Johns Hopkins University. “It is highly

the policy under the appropriate circum-

culoskeletal disorders, and chronic pain

variable from person to person and it

stances may give rise to a claim for

of visceral origin (related to internal

varies based on the frequency of use and

wrongful termination in violation of

organs).

the amount of use. So there is no way of

public policy. The Supreme Court held

3

The use of medical marijuana, by a

predicting or knowing how long some-

that an employer may not terminate an

qualified patient, is authorized by a cer-

one would test positive with any kind of

employee for failing (or refusing to take)

tification from a registered healthcare

certainty.” If the employee in the pre-

a random urine test where the employ-

provider. Once authorized, the patient

ceding example is using marijuana for

ee’s job is not a safety-sensitive position,

must register with the New Jersey

recreational purposes, even though they

since it violates a clear mandate of public

patient registry and possess a valid New

are not impaired, the (legally appropri-

policy because employees have a right to

Jersey-issued identification card. The

ate) positive test for marijuana can

privacy specifically regarding after-work

New Jersey medical marijuana card ver-

result in termination.

activities. However, “[t]he public’s inter-

4

ifies that the patient has received a

In New Jersey, as a general rule, pri-

est in ensuring that workers in safety-

written certification from a physician

vate employers may not conduct ran-

sensitive positions are drug-free out-

stating that he or she may benefit from

dom drug testing of current employees

weighs any individual right to privacy.”10

the medicinal use of marijuana, as per

except for employees in “safety-sensi-

the qualifying medical conditions out-

tive” positions.5 A safety-sensitive posi-

lined by New Jersey’s medical marijua-

tion is one in which “the employee’s

na program.

duties are so fraught with hazard that

Notwithstanding

the

aforemen-

his or her attempts to perform them

tioned, there are facts where the applica-

while in a state of drug impairment

tion of all of the rules still results in an

would pose a threat to co-workers, to the

easy conclusion. For example, if an

workplace, or to the public at large.”6

employee is caught smoking marijuana

For such positions, the employer may

at work or is impaired at work from mar-

require employees to submit to random

ijuana use, both circumstances violate

drug testing and may take appropriate

both New Jersey and federal law. The

action for refusing to take or failing a

employee can be terminated by the

drug test. Airline pilots, surgeons and

employer.
The more complicated situation aris-

7

nuclear plant workers fall into the category of safety-sensitive employees,

es when an employee is drug tested and

while attorneys, janitors, and generic

tests positive for marijuana, but asserts

office workers would not. When analyz-

he or she has not smoked marijuana or

ing whether a specific position is a safe-

taken any marijuana products that

ty-sensitive position, an employer must

would render him or her impaired. The

consider the nature of the employee’s

reality is that medically an individual

duties, the safety risk to that employee,

can test positive for tetrahydrocannabi-

other employees, and the public, and

NJSBA.COM
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Therefore, in the context of private

ijuana at night to help ease his pain. In

Inc. was dismissed.

employment, the Court allows random

2016, he was involved in a car accident,

However, currently pending New Jer-

drug testing of safety-sensitive employ-

which occurred during the course of his

sey legislation (A-2482 and S-2161) could

ees only. As a result, the legal basis for a

employment (allegedly through no fault

extend protections to employees by pro-

drug test (a safety-sensitive position,

of his own or because of his use of mar-

hibiting employers from taking any

pre-

ijuana). Wild’s employer, Carriage Serv-

adverse employment action against an

employment),11 must be established

individualized

suspicion

and

ices, learned about his medical marijua-

employee based on either the employee’s

before asking employees to submit to a

na use when either he or his father

status as a registry identification card-

drug test.12

disclosed it following the accident. Car-

holder or the employee’s positive drug

However, not all positive drug tests

riage Services demanded a drug test,

test for marijuana, unless the employer

are the same. Indeed, an employee who

which came back positive. Carriage

could establish “by a preponderance of

tests positive for marijuana may assert

Services terminated Wild based on the

the evidence that the lawful use of med-

that he or she is using the drug for

positive result and his violation of its

ical marijuana has impaired the employ-

medicinal purposes outside of work, and

drug and alcohol policy, which requires

ee’s ability to perform [their] job respon-

request a reasonable accommodation,

employees to “advise their supervisor if

sibilities.” Further, if employees or

pursuant the New Jersey Law Against

they are taking any medication that

applicants were to test positive for mari-

Discrimination (NJLAD),13 and/or the

may adversely affect their ability to per-

juana, both bills would require the

Americans with Disabilities Act, to use

form assigned duties safely.”

employees or job applicants be offered

14

marijuana outside of work hours. This is
a gray area, because unlike alcohol

Wild filed a lawsuit against Carriage
Services, alleging violations of NJLAD.

an opportunity to present a legitimate
medical explanation for the positive test

ingested outside of work to assist with

Carriage Services filed a motion to

result and be provided written notice of

the pain of a disability, the THC in mar-

dismiss Wild’s complaint. In support of

their right to provide such an explana-

ijuana remains in the employee’s system

its motion, Carriage Services made the

tion. However, even if this legislation

and will result in a positive drug test

following arguments: 1) because Wild

passed, the status of medical marijunana

even when the marijuana is not used

never requested an accommodation

as a reasonable accomondation would

during work hours and does not impair

related to his medical marijuana use, he

still be uncertain, as a court could find

the employee’s ability to perform his or

does not have a valid claim pursuant to

that federal law preempts the legislation.

her job.

the NJLAD; and 2) the CUMMA is pre-

Currently, there is no law in New Jer-

empted by federal law.

Eleven states currently include antidiscrimination provisions within their

sey that requires employers to accom-

The court held that CUMMA does

medical marijuana statutes: Arkansas,

modate a qualified patient’s use of med-

not contain employment-related protec-

Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Illi-

ical marijuana in the workplace. To the

tions for licensed users of medical mari-

nois, Maine, Minnesota, New York,

contrary, the CUMMA states that

juana, and that no accomdations are

Nevada,

“[n]othing in this Act shall be construed

required to be made for medical mari-

Island. No employer has challenged

to require…an employer to accommo-

juana usage in the workplace, although

these state laws based on the supremacy

date the medical use of marijuana in any

the court did not address what “in the

clause. It seems that employers are

workplace.”

workplace”

an

unwilling to raise the preemption argu-

CUMMA has not yet been tested in New

employer may lawfully terminate an

ment for fear they may lose and be liable

Jersey state courts.

employee for a failed drug test even if

for violations of state law. As such, there

This

requirement

of

means.

Therefore,

Pennsylvania

and

Rhode

In February of this year, for the first

based on prescription use of marijuana.

are no reported court opinions challeng-

time in New Jersey, in the case of Wild v.

Most recently, on Aug. 10, New Jersey

ing the medical marijuana anti-discrim-

Carriage Services,15 the superior court

U.S. District Court Judge Robert Kugler

addressed

held that an employer’s refusal to waive

As a practical matter, employees who

involving medical marijuana. The plain-

its drug test requirement for a forklift

test positive for drugs and suffer an

tiff, Jason Wild, a licensed funeral direc-

driver using medical marijuana was not

adverse employment action will most

tor, was diagnosed with cancer. To help

discriminatory. The judge said that the

likely argue that the adverse employ-

alleviate the effects of the cancer, Wild’s

case concerns conduct resulting from

ment action is related to the underlying

doctors prescribed medical marijuana.

the treatment, not the disability itself.

disability as opposed to the positive test

Wild worked during the day at the

Therefore, the disability discrimination

from marijuana use. Employers must be

funeral home and smoked medical mar-

case against Ardash Glass Packaging,

prepared to defend against such claims,

52
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Endnotes

and in doing so New Jersey employers’

Taking the above steps will help

should be pro-active by taking the fol-

employers navigate through the mari-

lowing steps:

juana m(h)aze, and find a balance

Drug Enforcment Adminstration,

between a drug-free workplace and a

https://www.dea.gov/druginfo/ds.sh

workplace free of discrimination.

tml (last visited July 5, 2018).

• Analyze whether their drug testing

1.

See Drug Scheduling, United States

policy complies with the Hennessey

In light of discussions regarding legal-

2.

N.J.S.A. 24:6I-2e.

case, only permitting random drug

ization of recreational use of marijuana

3.

Adam Hoffman, How to Pass a

testing for safety-sensitive positions,

in New Jersey, many people will likely

Drug Test: Part 1, How Long Does

pre-employment testing and individ-

wonder: How will the above analysis

THC Stay in Your System, Leafly

ualized suspicion.

change if marijuana is legalized in New

(Sept. 27, 2016), https://www.leafly.

• Monitor the pending legislation and

Jersey? Well...that depends. Recreational

com/news/science-tech/how-long-

be prepared for the law to change,

use legislation could still be attacked

resulting in a prohibition against ter-

under

as

4.

minating an employee using medical

explained above. However, the only way

5.

marijuana and having a positive drug

for employers to challenge the statute

test.

the

supremacy

clause,

does-cannabis-stay-in-your-system.
Id.
See Hennessey v. Coastal Eagle Point
Oil, Co., 129 N.J. 81 (1992).

would be to terminate an employee

6.

Id. at 102.

• Review their anti-discrimination and

using marijuana. Unless marijuana use is

7.

Id.

reasonable accommodation policies,

given the status of a protected class or

8.

Id.

including understanding the required

the statute contains specific provisions

9.

129 N.J. 81 (1992).

interactive process and, if necessary

governing employment, the employee

10. Id.

and appropriate, how and when to

would likely have no recourse. However,

11. There is no invasion of privacy for

obtain information regarding an

if the employer wants to terminate an

pre-employment drug testing if

employee’s legal prescription for

employee who claims to be using mari-

employee signs a waiver regarding

medical marijuana.

juana as an accomodation for a disabili-

same. See Vargo v. National Exchange

ty, an employer would need to be willing

Carries Association, Inc., 376 N.J.

• Provide training on those policies.
• Any

an

to risk a court upholding the state law,

employee based upon performance

adverse

action

against

which would leave the employer liable

12. See Id.

should always be supported by the

for disability discrimination—a risk most

13. N.J.S.A. 10:5-12.

proper documentation, (i.e., per-

employers seem hesitant to take.

14. 42 U.S.C. ch. 126 §12101 et. seq.

formance reviews, write-ups and/or

Super. 364 (App. Div. 2005).

15. Wild v. Carriage Funeral Holdings,

performance improvement plans

Inc., BER-L-687-17 (N.J. App. Div.

(PIPs)), to demonstrate the termina-

Feb. 2, 2018) (order with rider

tion was not based on the employee’s

granting motion to dismiss).

disability.
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‘Legal’ Marijuana: The Implications for
Commercial Real Estate
by Jack Fersko, Lydia C. Stefanowicz and Charles J. Wilkes

JACK FERSKO is a partner at Greenbaum,
Rowe, Smith & Davis, LLP, where he cochairs the real estate department and
chairs the firm’s cannabis practice group.

G

overnor Phil Murphy has strongly advocated for the legalization
of adult recreational marijuana in New Jersey. If New Jersey
legalizes recreational use of marijuana, the impact on the New
Jersey commercial real estate market will be significant. Michael

LYDIA C. STEFANOWICZ is a partner in
the firm’s real estate department and a
member of the firm’s cannabis practice
group.

McGuinness, CEO of NAIOP New Jersey, has predicted that the

legalization of marijuana in New Jersey will be “transformation-

al and will likely drive up rents for older industrial buildings in the 20,000- to

50,000-square-foot range with 15-foot or higher ceilings.”1
This prediction has been borne out in other markets that legalized recreational
marijuana. It is not uncommon for marijuana dispensaries to pay a substantial premium for rental space, sometimes as much as “four times the going rental rate,”2
because of the federal illegality of marijuana. As a result, at least two real estate
investment trusts have been established to focus exclusively on the industry: Innovative Industrial Properties, a publicly traded REIT on the New York Stock Exchange,
and Kalyx Development, a private REIT that has in excess of 600,000 square feet of

CHARLES J. WILKES is a partner in the
firm’s real estate department and a member of the firm’s cannabis practice group.

industrial space.3
While excitement for the marijuana industry grows, a black cloud remains in the
form of federal law.
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Federal Overview

interfere with delineated states, Guam

percent or greater ownership interest in

Marijuana is a Schedule I drug under

and Puerto Rico implementing their own

the center, “whether direct or indirect

the Controlled Substances Act.4 An

laws authorizing cultivation, use, posses-

and whether the interest is in profits

analysis at the federal level must begin

sion and distribution of medical marijua-

(such as percentage rent), land or build-

with the supremacy clause of the U.S.

na. This legislation, known as the

ing, including owners of any business

Constitution, which provides that feder-

Rohrabacher-Blumenauer amendment,

entity that owns all or part of the land

al law preempts state law.5 As such,

had an expiration date of Sept. 30, of this

or building.”13 In addition, the munici-

notwithstanding the legality of marijua-

year, at the time of this writing.

pality must approve the operation,

na under state law, growing, producing

Although marijuana businesses are

requiring both a zoning analysis and a

and dispensing marijuana, whether for

illegal under federal law, they are still

determination whether the municipali-

medicinal or recreational purposes,

required to pay federal income taxes.

ty has enacted an ordinance banning a

remains subject to federal criminal and

While most businesses are entitled to

marijuana business.14

civil liability.

claim deductions against their gross

On Jan. 23 of this year, Governor

Depending on the quantity possessed,

income in order to arrive at their respec-

Murphy signed Executive Order No. 6.

distributed, dispensed, or manufactured,

tive taxable net income, pursuant to

The order required the department and

violations of the act can result in a fine

Section 280E of the Internal Revenue

the Board of Medical Examiners to

of up to $10,000,000 for an individual

Code of 1986, as amended, deductions

review New Jersey’s medical marijuana

and $50,000,000 for non-individuals;

for expenses incurred in the business of

program. In response to the governor’s

and for repeat offenders, a fine of up to

producing or selling marijuana are disal-

executive order, on March 23 the depart-

$20,000,000

and

lowed. The prohibition extends to all of

ment issued the NJ Health Executive Order

$75,000,000 for non-individuals. Addi-

the business’s deductions, even those

6 Report. The report includes certain

tionally, the act authorizes imprison-

that are not illegal per se, such as rent.

measures that take effect immediately

for

individuals

(e.g., the addition of debilitating condi-

ment of up to life, again depending on
the quantity possessed, distributed, dispensed, or manufactured. Property for-

New Jersey Compassionate Use
Medical Marijuana Act

tions and the reduction of registration
fees), and identifies other recommenda-

feiture is also authorized under 21 U.S.C.

New Jersey’s Compassionate Use

tions that will require regulatory or

§§853 and 881(a)(7), and in the event of

Medical Marijuana Act7 became effective

statutory action to implement. For pur-

a violation of the Racketeer Influenced

Oct. 1, 2010. Pursuant to N.J.S.A. §24:6I-

poses of the real estate industry, one of

and Corrupt Organizations Act of 1970.6

4, the Department of Health is required

the significant department recommen-

Liability under the act also extends to

to set up a registry of qualifying patients

dations that will require further regulato-

landlords and property managers.

and their primary caregivers. The act

ry action is a provision that will permit

A series of Justice Department guid-

provides for a physician to issue a certi-

satellite ATC locations for dispensing

ance documents (collectively, the Justice

fication authorizing a qualified patient’s

and cultivation, thereby increasing the

Department memos) issued between Oct.

use of medical marijuana. If the qualify-

demand for additional real estate. While

2009 and Feb. 2014, provided the indus-

ing patient is a minor, then the custodi-

the department acknowledged the need

try with a level of comfort for a period of

al parent or guardian must be given an

to formally amend the relevant regula-

time. Essentially, the Justice Department

explanation of potential risks and bene-

tions, it stated that it would consider

8

memos provided that if a party were to

fits and provide their consent to the

waivers on a case-by-case basis to permit

grow, process or sell marijuana in compli-

treatment.9 The act also sets out detailed

current ATCs to dispense at satellite loca-

ance with state law, and undertook cer-

requirements for establishing an alterna-

tions and permit more than one cultiva-

tain measures outlined in the memos,

tive treatment center (ATC).10 Regula-

tion site per ATC in advance of the formal rulemaking process.

then, generally speaking, the federal gov-

tions for the implementation and

ernment would leave enforcement to the

administration of the act can be found

states. On Jan. 4, of this year, however,

at N.J.A.C. §8:64 et seq.

Attorney General Jeff Sessions rescinded

11

Presently, there are numerous bills
pending in the New Jersey Legislature,

Subchapter 7 of the regulations estab-

including expanding the state’s existing

lishes the general procedure for apply-

medical marijuana program, legalizing

There have been a number of appro-

ing for an ATC permit.12 The commercial

adult use of marijuana and decriminaliz-

priation bills enacted, beginning in Dec.

real estate industry should note that

ing the possession of certain limited

2014, that bar the Department of Justice

applications must include information

quantities of marijuana. There is also a

from utilizing appropriated funds to

on all persons and entities having a five

full panoply of bills pending at the federal

the Justice Department memos.
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level that cover the same general areas of

tenant to comply strictly with all state

lords, regardless of the legal status of

reform.

laws governing the operation of the

such activities. Marijuana emits a strong

cannabis business, all applicable zoning

odor, which could create serious con-

restrictions, and the requirements of

flicts with other tenants in multi-ten-

any easements, covenants or restrictions

anted buildings. Tenants should be

that benefit or burden the property.

required to employ appropriate equip-

Implications for the Real Estate
Industry
Indisputably, cannabis is growing in
social acceptance. Entrepreneurs are

The standard lease obligation to com-

ment and methods to mitigate odors.

sensing opportunities for profit in this

ply with federal law must be tailored for

Buildings housing cannabis businesses

nascent industry as the political jockey-

this unique circumstance.

may experience increased risk of fire due

ing continues. Going forward, commer-

A lease agreement should specifically

to highly flammable processes used in

cial landlords will inevitably seek to cap-

require that the tenant observe all feder-

processing marijuana. Tenants should

italize on this entrepreneurial spirit, but

al guidelines that have been or may be

be required to install and maintain

should also be keenly aware of the need

issued by the Department of Justice, the

appropriate fire suppression systems.

to protect their investments in an uncer-

Department of Treasury and other feder-

Marijuana cultivation and storage can

tain and evolving legal landscape. To

al agencies with respect to cannabis

be utility intensive, placing strains on

this end, consideration must be given to

businesses (e.g., the Financial Crimes

water and electrical services. Increased

lease protections, casualty and liability

and Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

utility capacity and the costs thereof

insurance coverage, title insurance,

guidance and any successors to the

should be addressed in the lease agree-

environmental concerns and mortgage

rescinded Justice Department memos),

ment. The nature of the cannabis busi-

financing.

to the extent that such guidelines artic-

ness also necessitates heightened securi-

ulate grounds for permitting or not

ty and surveillance. A landlord should

General Leasing and Tenant Issues
As

discussed

above,

prosecuting cannabis business activity.

reserve the right to conduct regular

marijuana

A lease agreement should also pro-

inspections to ensure compliance with

remains illegal under federal law. Under

vide for an early termination option

the lease’s requirements, carefully tai-

Section 856(a)(1-2) of the act, liability

that gives the landlord the right to ter-

lored to reflect the tenant’s unique secu-

extends to those who “lease, rent, use,

minate the lease if the tenant fails to

rity and operational requirements. Fur-

or maintain any place…for the purpose

comply with state law and applicable

thermore, with access to traditional

of

or

federal guidelines or if any enforcement

banking services still largely unavailable

using” marijuana. Liability also extends

manufacturing,

distributing,

action is commenced or threatened

to the cannabis industry, landlords may

to those who “manage…any place…

against the landlord as a result of the

need to be prepared to accept payments

either as an owner, lessee, agent,

tenant’s activities. In the event of such

of rent in cash or cryptocurrency.

employee, occupant, or mortgagee, and

termination, the tenant must also be

knowingly and intentionally rent, lease,

required to remove all cannabis product

profit from, or make available for use,

and equipment from the leased premises

Although marijuana-related business-

with or without compensation, the

in compliance with the law. Further, the

es have been legal under state law in

place for the purpose of” carrying on a

landlord should consider requiring a

some states for medicinal or recreational

marijuana business. In fact, U.S. attor-

sizeable cash security deposit that the

purposes for some time now, the title

Title Insurance

neys have pursued in rem forfeiture

landlord can draw upon without restric-

insurance industry has not embraced

actions against and have seized real

tion, to fund the defense of its interests

the field. In fact, currently, most title

estate used for growing and storing mar-

in the property and ensure compliance

companies will not insure title in a

ijuana in states in which such business

with all legal requirements. It is worth

transaction in which the property will

is permitted.

noting, however, that the enforceability

be used for a marijuana-related opera-

of such provisions remains untested

tion. On June 7, 2017, First American

not simply be contracted away or shift-

and, even if enforceable against a ten-

Title Insurance Company issued an

ed to the tenant. However, landlords

ant, such provisions would not, by

underwriting communication advising

15

The risk of federal prosecution can-

willing to lease space to the cannabis

themselves, circumscribe the power of

its title offices, title insurance agents,

industry in spite of such risk must

federal prosecutors under federal law or

and approved attorneys in New Jersey to

include certain protective lease provi-

offer a landlord a legal defense.

contact the local underwriter if contact-

sions not found in standard commercial

Cannabis businesses also pose practi-

ed to provide title insurance in, or to

lease forms. The lease should require the

cal and operational challenges for land-

serve as the escrow/closing agent for, a
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transaction involving a marijuana-relat-

to the conflict between state and federal

federal law also creates a dilemma for

ed business. One author, however, has

laws and concerns over running afoul of

both property owners and tenants of

confirmed that at least one title compa-

U.S. anti-money laundering laws.17

commercial real estate in the context of

ny will consider insuring title to proper-

Landlords considering leasing space

ty with a known or proposed marijuana-

to a cannabis business should carefully

First, a cannabis business, even one

related operation on a case-by-case basis,

review their insurance coverage, and

that is licensed under the Compassion-

provided it determines the legal and

their tenant’s insurance coverage, to

ate Use Act, is likely to have consider-

mortgage financing.

financial risks to be low, and subject to

confirm that losses arising from any

able difficulty obtaining institutional

an exception for loss or damage result-

cannabis-related activity are not exclud-

mortgage financing. Most financial

ing from the marijuana-related opera-

ed from coverage under the applicable

institutions, including those chartered

tion. Additionally, recent title commit-

policies. Landlords should work with

under state law, are subject to multiple

ments reviewed by one author contain a

insurance brokers and consultants who

federal regulators such as the Federal

new Schedule B, Part I notice, as follows:

have experience in arranging and

Deposit Insurance Corporation and the

reviewing coverage for cannabis-related

Federal Reserve. It is a basic premise of

Notice: Please be aware that due to the

businesses. In the event that insurance

the regulation of financial institutions

conflict between federal and state laws

is unavailable from a traditional insur-

that they will abide by all federal laws.

concerning the cultivation, distribution,

ance carrier, a landlord should consider

As previously discussed, the act makes it

manufacture or sale of marijuana, the

whether self-insurance or establishing a

a crime to manufacture, distribute, dis-

Company is not able to close or insure any

captive insurer may be appropriate

pense or possess any controlled sub-

transaction involving Land that is associat-

options for casualty and liability cover-

stance except as authorized by the act.

ed with these activities.

age. Both of these alternatives carry risk

There are no stated exceptions for mari-

and added cost.

juana produced or dispensed under any

Casualty and Liability Insurance

state medical or recreational marijuana

Procuring and maintaining adequate
casualty and liability insurance may

Industrial Site Recovery Act
Depending

the

program. The Money Laundering Conparticular

trol Act of 1986, which makes money

pose a challenge for a landlord or lender

cannabis operation at a property, the

laundering a federal crime, includes

considering doing business with a

business may be classified as an industri-

within the definition of money launder-

cannabis facility. Although many insur-

al establishment subject to the Industri-

ing, any banking transaction with a cus-

ance brokers offer property and liability

al Site Recovery Act (ISRA), thereby sub-

tomer involving the proceeds of a

insurance coverage to the cannabis

jecting

an

known specified unlawful activity.19 As a

industry, many traditional insurance

environmental review and possible

result, a mortgage loan to a marijuana

carriers have denied claims for losses

cleanup requirements.

Pharmaceutical

business would de facto constitute

related to cannabis industry activities,

and medicine manufacturing has a

money laundering on the part of the

even in states where such activities are

North American Industry Classification

financial institution that makes such a

legal under state law, arguing that the

System (NAICS) number 32541, and

loan. In addition, most violations of the

object of the insurance coverage is ille-

wholesale distribution of drugs and

act also constitute “racketeering activi-

gal under federal law. Some courts have

druggist sundries has a NAICS number

ty” under the Racketeer Influenced and

enforced these coverage denials for

424210. Both NAICS numbers are sub-

Corrupt Organizations Act.20

cannabis business losses due to the fed-

ject to ISRA. On the other hand, certain

Second, in spite of the guidance pub-

eral prohibition, while other courts have

operations of a marijuana business are

lished by the FinCEN on Feb. 14, 2014,21

found that such claims may not be

specifically not subject to ISRA: marijua-

few financial institutions have proven

16

denied on public policy grounds alone.

na grown under cover (NAICS #

willing to risk the liability and reputa-

More importantly, insurance carriers

111419); marijuana grown in an open

tional damage that may arise from being

may specifically exclude coverage from

field (NAICS # 111998); marijuana mer-

found in violation of money laundering

their policies for losses related to

chant wholesalers (NAICS # 424590);

and other federal laws. The FinCEN

cannabis industry activities. In fact, in

and marijuana stores (NAICS #453998).

guidance attempts to clarify how finan-

the

on

property
18

to

cial institutions can provide services to

2015, Lloyds of London, considered by
many to be the world’s leading specialty

Mortgage Loans

marijuana-related businesses, consistent

insurance market, stopped insuring mar-

The continued status of marijuana as

with their obligations under federal law.

ijuana-related businesses altogether due

a Schedule I controlled substance under

The guidance outlines strict detailed due

NJSBA.COM
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diligence procedures for financial insti-

gency Management Act, if the property

tutions to follow in connection with

were in flood hazard area. The issues

4.

21 U.S.C. §801 et seq.

marijuana business customers, man-

related to property casualty insurance

5.

U.S. Const. Art. VI cl. 2.

dates ongoing monitoring of a marijua-

and liability insurance for a marijuana

6.

18 U.S.C. §§1961 et seq.

na-related business and its related par-

business property have also been noted.

7.

N.J.S.A. §24:6I-1 et seq.

ties,

designates

several

levels

Real Estate Investor, April 7, 2017.

of

Finally, the collateral value of any com-

8.

N.J.S.A. §24:6I-5.

‘suspicious activity reports’ a financial

mercial real estate owned or operated by

9.

Id.

institution must file for any transaction

a marijuana business is vastly under-

10. See N.J.S.A. 24:6I-7.

with a marijuana-related business, reit-

mined by the fact that it is always sub-

11. The Regulations expire on Dec. 19,

erates the need to file currency transac-

ject to the risk of forfeiture under federal

tion reports for cash payments over

law. These further obstacles to a com-

12. N.J.A.C. §§8:64-7.1-7.11.

$10,000, and identifies an extensive list

mercial mortgage loan would also serve

13. N.J.A.C. §8:64-7.1.

of potential ‘red flags’ for suspicious

as impediments to obtaining financing

14. Id.

activity the financial institution is obli-

from a private lender, not just a licensed

15. See, e.g., United States v. 2601 W.

gated to monitor for. However, the Fin-

financial institution.

2018.

Ball Rd., No. 8:12-cv-01345-AG-

CEN guidance is not intended to alter

Even if the mortgagor itself is not

federal law that makes marijuana illegal,

directly engaged in a marijuana busi-

United States v. 1840 Embarcadero,

cannot be relied upon as a legal defense

ness, if it were to lease all or a portion of

932 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (N.D. Calif.

against prosecution, is not binding on

its property to a tenant in a marijuana

2013); City of Oakland v. Lynch, 798

federal prosecutors and can be changed

business, either before the mortgage

F.3d 1159 (9th Cir. 2015); see also

without warning.

loan is made or at any time during the

U.S. Department of Justice, Press

term of the loan, all of the foregoing

Release, April 4, 2018, Sweeping

issues would be implicated.

Two-Day Operation Targets Interna-

Conclusion

mento Area Neighborhoods, at

Finally, the guidance is based upon
the Justice Department memos. When
U.S. Attorney General Sessions rescinded the memos, the effect and future of

MLG (C.D. Cal. Aug. 21, 2012);

tional Organized Crime in Sacra-

the FinCEN guidance was cast in further

While the trend appears to favor the

doubt. As a result of how little, if any,

continued growth of the marijuana

edca/pr/sweeping-two-day-opera-

assurance the FinCEN guidance offers

industry, any negative change in policy

tion-targets-international-orga-

financial institutions, few are willing to

or regulation at the federal level could

nized-crime-sacramento-area.

undertake the onerous administrative

swiftly end both the recreational and

burdens of complying with the condi-

medical sectors of the industry. As such,

https://www.justice.gov/usao-

16. See Tracy v. USAA Cas. Ins. Co., 2012
WL 928186 (D. Hawaii 2012), but

tions of the guidance or run the risk of

each party to a real estate transaction

see Green Earth Wellness Center v.

legal liability for violating federal law in

involving a marijuana business—land-

Attain Specialty Insurance, 163 F.

order to make a mortgage loan to a mar-

lord, tenant and lender—must approach

ijuana business.

the transaction with care and appropriate

17. See Amy O’Connor, Lloyds Stops

safeguards addressing all existing risks

Insuring Marijuana Firms Due to

and potential industry developments.

US Law Conflicts, Insurance Journal,

To eliminate any doubt among Small
Business Administration (SBA) lenders,

Supp. 3d 821 (D. Colo. 2016).

in April, the U.S. SBA published revised

June 24, 2015 at https://www.

guidelines

insurancejournal.com/news/

that

expressly

prohibit

banks from making SBA-backed loans

Endnotes

to any company that has a direct busi-

1.

national/2015/06/24/372808.htm.

Michael G. McGuiness, Thinking

18. N.J.S.A. 13:1K-6 et seq.

ness relationship with a cannabis or

green: The role of indoor farming

19. Money Laundering Control Act of

hemp business.22

in older industrial space, Real Estate

In addition to the obstacles under
federal law to a financial institution

2.

NJ, July 18, 2017.

20. 18 U.S.C. §§1961 et seq.

Subrina Hudson, Real Estate: High

21. https://www.fincen.gov/sites/

financing commercial real estate of a

rents draw in landlords, Los Angeles

marijuana business, it has already been

Business Journal, Dec. 19, 2016 –

noted that a loan policy of title insurance would not be available, nor would
flood insurance under the Federal Emer-
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1986, 18 U.S.C. §1957.

default/files/shared/FIN-2014-G001.
22. https://www.sba.gov/sites/default

Jan. 1, 2017, Volume 38, Number 51.

/files/resourcefiles/SBA_Policy_

Patricia Kirk, Pot Warehouses Are

Notice_5000-17057.
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Banking and Marijuana-Related Businesses
by Michael L. Salad and Brittany A. Bonetti

S

ince federal regulators began reinterpreting the United States’ position

on marijuana in 2014, the number of state-sanctioned marijuana-related businesses (MRBs) has exploded, leaving MRBs with an abundance of
cash, but not many places to deposit it. The New Jersey Department of
Health approved six alternative treatment centers (ATCs), which provide qualifying patients with medicinal marijuana and related para-

phernalia. These ATCs are a type of MRB. On July 16 of this year, the department
released a request for applications (RFA) for up to six additional ATCs. The depart-

MICHAEL L. SALAD is a partner with
Cooper Levenson, P.A. and a member of
the firm’s business and tax, cannabis law,
and cyber risk management practice
groups.

ment expects to release future RFAs this fall and in the winter of 2019.
This year’s forecast for nationwide sales of state-sanctioned marijuana is estimated to be $11 billion.1 However, the vast majority of the United States’ financial services industry has declined to enter the MRB market due to uncertainties in state and
federal marijuana laws, rules, regulations, and policies. While it is undisputed that
the mechanisms for harmonizing jurisdictional treatment of marijuana are incomplete, banks and credit unions may utilize certain tools to mitigate the risk of serving MRBs. Financial institutions seeking to serve MRBs must implement enhanced
risk assessment and customer due diligence.

Examination of Federal Law
Marijuana remains classified as a Schedule I controlled substance by the federal
BRITTANY A. BONETTI is an associate
with Cooper Levenson, P.A. and a member
of the firm’s healthcare and cannabis law
practice groups.

Controlled Substances Act (CSA), and as such, manufacturing, distributing, or dispensing marijuana remains illegal at the federal level.2 The Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)
requires all banks to file suspicious activities reports (SAR) for transactions conducted or attempted by, at, or through the bank and aggregating $5,000 or more, if the
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bank suspects, or has reason to suspect

reasonably believes, based on its cus-

nauer Amendment remains in effect,6

the transaction: 1) may involve poten-

tomer due diligence, implicates one

meaning that no federal funds allocated

tial money laundering or other illegal

of the Cole memo priorities or vio-

to the Department of Justice may be used

activity; 2) is designed to evade the BSA

lates state law should file a “Marijua-

to prevent states from implementing

or its implementing regulations; or 3)

na Priority” SAR.

their own laws that authorize the use,

has no business or apparent lawful pur-

3. If a financial institution deems it nec-

distribution, possession, or cultivation of

pose.3 The Money Laundering Control

essary to terminate a relationship

medical marijuana. Thus, the Rohrabach-

Act makes it a criminal offense to carry

with a marijuana-related business in

er–Blumenauer Amendment arguably

out certain monetary transactions with

order to maintain an effective anti-

shields banks serving state-sanctioned

funds derived from specified unlawful

money laundering compliance pro-

medical marijuana businesses from feder-

activities, including funds derived from

gram, it should file a SAR and note in

al prosecution, provided those entities

marijuana-related conduct.4 Regardless

the narrative the basis for the termi-

are compliant with state law.

of whether a state has sanctioned MRBs,

nation. Financial institutions should

Banks accepting MRB accounts must

funds derived from MRBs trigger SAR fil-

use the term “Marijuana Termina-

understand that the FinCEN guidance

ing obligations for banks depositing

tion” in the narrative section.

does not change the law and that the
practical effect of FinCEN guidance can

those funds.
From 1970 to 2013, federal regulators

FinCEN’s Feb. 2014 guidance offers

be limited when MRB issues arise in fed-

strictly construed the meaning of

banks a way to comply with BSA obliga-

eral court. Federal judges have expressed

enforcement actions under the CSA and

tions while engaging in financial trans-

reluctance to use their equitable powers

BSA. As such, the United States Depart-

actions with state-sanctioned MRBs. Fin-

to facilitate marijuana-related conduct

ment of the Treasury could find finan-

CEN emphasized that banks with MRB

that remains illegal under federal law.7

cial institutions to be in violation of the

accounts must implement enhanced due

Money Laundering Control Act, jeop-

diligence procedures to identify conduct

Examination of New Jersey Law

ardizing such institutions’ eligibility

that implicates the eight Cole memo pri-

New Jersey approved the issuance of

with the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-

orities. While the Cole memo was

the original six ATC permits through the

poration and participation with the Fed-

rescinded on Jan. 4 of this year, the

New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical

eral Reserve.

Department of the Treasury confirmed

Marijuana Act in Jan. 2010.8 The act

On Aug. 29, 2013, the Department of

that “The SAR reporting structure set

required these first six ATCs to be non-

Justice released the now-defunct Cole

forth in FinCEN’s Feb. 2014 guidance

profit entities.9 The New Jersey Depart-

memo issued by then Deputy Attorney

remains in place.”5 In effect, the eight

ment of Health reports that 10,000

General James M. Cole, which advised

Cole memo priorities still dictate the

patients have joined the state’s medicinal

federal prosecutors to limit marijuana

type of SAR that banks must file when

marijuana program since Phil Murphy

prosecutions to eight priorities. In

accepting funds from MRBs. The Feb.

took office as governor in January of this

response to the Cole memo, on Feb. 14,

2014 FinCEN guidance does not, howev-

year.10 As a result, the New Jersey Depart-

2014, the Department of the Treasury,

er, provide banks with immunity from

ment of Health found that an additional

via the Financial Crimes Enforcement

civil or criminal penalties for serving

six ATCs were necessary to meet the

Network (FinCEN), clarified the obliga-

MRBs. Instead, the guidance clarified the

needs of the state’s growing patient pop-

tions of financial institutions under the

way in which banks may meet their BSA

ulation. Unlike the original six ATCs, the

BSA, and instructed that:

obligations while providing services to

second set of ATCs may be either for-

MRBs. Constant SAR filings and mainte-

profit or nonprofit entities.11 In an effort

1. A financial institution providing

nance of an enhanced due diligence pro-

to create more options for patients, the

financial services to a marijuana-

gram can be a burden on banks that hold

commissioner of the New Jersey Depart-

related business that it reasonably

MRB accounts. It is the authors’ experi-

ment of Health is encouraging physicians

believes, based on its customer due

ence that some banks choose to hire out-

to view medicinal marijuana as a safe,

diligence, does not implicate one of

side consultants to assist with the

effective method of treatment.

the Cole memo priorities or violate

enhanced due diligence required for

state law should file a “Marijuana

handling MRB accounts.

Even with the act and the Murphy
administration’s support for New Jersey’s

The Cole memo no longer provides

medicinal marijuana program, the man-

2. A financial institution filing a SAR on

banks with the level of comfort it once

ufacturing, distribution, and dispensing

a marijuana-related business that it

did; however, the Rohrabacher–Blume-

of medicinal marijuana remains illegal at

Limited” SAR.

NJSBA.COM
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the federal level. Accordingly, banks that

arguably protects New Jersey financial

amendment was most recently

accept ATC depository accounts, must

institutions from state prosecution arising

renewed on March 23, in the Con-

comply with FinCEN’s SAR guidelines.

from financial transactions with ATCs.

solidated Appropriations Act, 2018

While some banks in New Jersey have
taken on MRB depository accounts,

(Pub. L. 115–141), which remains

Conclusion

in effect through Sept. 30, and will

these same banks may be reluctant to

Federal guidance and state laws have

provide MRBs with loans. As such, MRBs

given New Jersey financial institutions a

have heavily relied upon private financ-

path for offering depository services to

ing. Some of the original six ATCs report-

New Jersey ATCs with reduced risk.

8.

edly experienced financing challenges

Though the current guidance may

9.

due to their nonprofit status.12 In April of

expand or contract in time, banks and

Medical Marijuana Act provides

this year, as a further obstacle to MRB

credit unions, which comply with SAR

that the Department of Health

financing, the U.S. Small Business

filing requirements delineated by Fin-

“shall seek to ensure the availabili-

be up for renewal at that time.
7.

Fourth Corner Credit Union v. FRB,
861 F.3d 1052 (10th Cir. 2017).
N.J. Stat. 24:61-1 et seq.
New Jersey Compassionate Use

Administration updated its standard

CEN and implement enhanced customer

ty of a sufficient number of alterna-

operating procedures, which now explic-

due diligence, may provide services to a

tive treatment centers throughout

itly prohibit SBA loans to businesses that

highly underserved market. The need for

the State, pursuant to need, includ-

directly derive revenue from marijuana-

banking will be magnified by New Jer-

ing at least two each in the north-

related activities (e.g., marijuana growers

sey’s ongoing expansion of its medicinal

ern, central, and southern regions

and marijuana dispensaries) or support

marijuana program and the need will be

of the State. The first two centers

the end-use of marijuana (e.g., marijuana

further magnified if recreational mari-

issued a permit in each region shall

testing services; entities providing lights,

juana use is legalized in the state.

be nonprofit entities, and centers

hydroponic equipment, or smoking

subsequently issued permits may be

devices; and leasing space to marijuana

nonprofit or for-profit entities.”

businesses).

13

The second set of ATCs

have the option of being for-profit, and,

Endnotes
1.

Aaron Smith, The U.S. Legal Mari-

N.J. Stat. § 24:6I-7(a).
10. New Jersey Department of Health,

as such, will likely have better luck

juana Industry is Booming, CNN

Medicinal Marijuana Program

attracting private financing.

Money (Jan. 31, 2018) available at

Grows by 10,000 Patients Since

With regard to criminal implications
at the state level, New Jersey law grants
immunity

from

state

Start of Murphy Administration

01/31/news/marijuana-state-of-the-

(July 2, 2018) available at https://

union/.

www.state.nj.us/health/news/2018/

2.

21 U.S.C.A. § 812.

approved/20180702b.shtml.

prosecution

through the act.14

https://money.cnn.com/2018/

3.

31 C.F.R. § 1020.320(a)(2).

Qualifying patient, primary caregiver,

4.

18 U.S.C.A. § 1956.

alternative treatment center, physician, or

5.

11. New Jersey Department of Health,
Division of Medicinal Marijuana,

Letter from Drew Maloney, assis-

Request for Applications (July 16,

any other person acting in accordance

tant secretary for legislative affairs,

2018) available at https://nj.gov/

with the provisions of this Act, shall not be

Department of the Treasury, to the

health/medicalmarijuana/docu-

subject to civil or administrative penalty,

Hon. Denny Heck, congressman for

ments/ATC_RFA_July2018.pdf.

or denied any right or privilege, including,

Washington’s 10th Congressional

but not limited to, civil penalty or discipli-

District (Jan. 31, 2018).

Second Medical Marijuana Dispen-

The federal Rohrabacher-Blumenauer

sary, NJ.Com (Sept. 11, 2013, at

board, related to the medical use of mari-

Amendment provides that no fed-

10:40 p.m.) https://www.nj.com/

juana as authorized under the Act.15

eral funds, made available to the

politics/index.ssf/2013/06/nj_issues

Department of Justice, may be used

_permit_to_second_med.html.

to prevent states from implementing

13. SBA Policy Notice, “Revised Guid-

nary action by a professional licensing

Although the act does not define ‘person,’ New Jersey law states that the

6.

12. Susan K. Livio, N.J. Issues Permit to

their own laws that authorize the

ance on Credit Elsewhere and Other

default definition of a ‘person’ includes

use, distribution, possession, or cul-

Provisions in SOP 50 10 5(J),” No.

“corporations, companies, associations,

tivation of medical marijuana. This

5000-17057 (April 3, 2018).

societies, firms, partnerships and joint

federal prohibition was initially

14. N.J. Stat. § 24:6I-6.

stock companies” in the absence of a con-

passed in 2014 and has been inter-

15. Id.

As such, the act

mittently renewed since then. The

16. N.J. Stat. § 1:1-2.

trary definition.
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BET
BET THE
THE FARM
FARM

Will Cannabis Cultivation Reap the Benefits of the
New Jersey Farmland Assessment Act of 1964?
by Marc A. Raso and Peter J. Zipp

W

ith the expansion of New Jersey’s medical cannabis program well underway, even the naysayers are now coming
to believe it is not a question of if but a question of when
New Jersey will legalize adult-use cannabis. Should this

come to pass, with more than 9,000 farms covering more

than 715,000 acres of farmland,1 it appears that New Jer-

sey would be destined to be swept up in the green rush of cannabis legalization.

Still, make no mistake about it, those who enter New Jersey’s eventual legal

cannabis market will face serious tax obstacles.
Section 162(a) of the Internal Revenue Code permits a business to deduct ordinary and necessary expenses, like employee salaries and rent.2 Internal Revenue
Code Section 280E, entitled “Expenditures in Connection with the Illegal Sale of
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Drugs,” on the other hand, prohibits

the agricultural and horticultural use of

assessment under the act, the property

businesses engaged in the sale of illegal

New Jersey farmland. In fact, the pro-

owner must demonstrate that:

drugs from deducting these ordinary

posed

and necessary expenses on their income

accompanying statement represented its

1. the land is at least five acres in area;

tax returns.3 More specifically, Section

passage as being crucial to the safeguard-

2. the land is actively devoted to agri-

280E provides:

ing of the state’s farming industry.

7

constitutional

amendment’s

8

cultural or horticultural use; and

While the preservation of the ‘family

3. the land must have been actively

No deduction…shall be allowed for any…

farm’ is the act’s primary legislative pur-

devoted to agricultural or horticultur-

business if such…business…consists of

pose, it also furthers the additional, inci-

al use for at least the two years imme-

trafficking in controlled substances…which

dental legislative purposes of protecting

diately preceding the tax year for the

is prohibited by Federal law or the law of

open space and safeguarding the natural

which the preferential property tax

any State in which such…business is con-

beauty of New Jersey’s countryside. The

treatment is being sought.16

4

ducted.

9

act furthers its legislative purposes by
bestowing preferential property tax

While these statutory requirements

Currently, cannabis remains an illegal

treatment upon qualifying farmland

appear relatively straightforward, there

Schedule I drug under federal law.5 Conse-

and certain facilities on that farmland.10

are certain issues inherent in the qualifi-

quently, a cannabis business, even if it

Basically, qualifying land and facilities

cations that warrant further examina-

were legal under New Jersey law, would be

will be subject to preferred valuation,

tion with respect to potential cannabis

prohibited from taking ordinary and nec-

assessment and taxation, based upon an

cultivation. These issues relate to: calcu-

essary business expense deductions on its

agricultural or horticultural use.

lating the required land area; defining

income. The effect is that a legal, New Jer-

11

Notwithstanding the act’s primary

agricultural or horticultural use; and
determining whether land has been

sey cannabis business operates at a

legislative purpose of preserving the

tremendous tax disadvantage, compared

family farm, it is well recognized that

to countless other legal New Jersey busi-

the act’s favorable property tax scheme

nesses. However, there may be some tax

is available to those who do not fall

relief awaiting those who seek to one day

under the penumbra of the traditional

legally cultivate cannabis pursuant to

family farm.12 Point in fact, the legisla-

New Jersey law. That is, these would-be

tive

cannabis cultivators could seek property

amendment authorizing the act clearly

tax relief by way of the New Jersey Farm-

recognizes that the lower property tax

land Assessment Act of 1964.6

assessment will be provided to any prop-

history

of

the

constitutional

In an effort to assist cannabis cultiva-

erty owner who satisfies the necessary

tors, this article will review the legislative

criteria, regardless of whether the owner

purposes and statutory requirements of

is a genuine, bona fide farmer.13 Essential-

the act in the context of farmland being

ly, the framers of the constitutional

utilized for cannabis cultivation. More-

amendment determined that the act’s

over, this article will address the property

legislative purposes would be fostered

tax benefits potentially available to

regardless of whether or not the proper-

cannabis cultivators under the act. While

ty owner qualified as an actual farmer.14

this is certainly uncharted territory, an

Stated otherwise, the framers of the con-

examination of the aforementioned leg-

stitutional

islative purposes and statutory require-

preservation of New Jersey farmland,

ments presents a reasonable argument

knowing full well that non-farmer land

that qualifying farmland and facilities,

speculators would be reaping the same

devoted to cannabis cultivation, should be

benefits as the state’s actual, traditional

able to reap the act’s property tax benefits.

farmers.15 This all being said, the act sets

amendment

sought

the

forth a number of requirements that

Fit for Purpose
Authorized by a 1963 constitutional
amendment, the act seeks to preserve
NJSBA.COM
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actively devoted to agricultural or horticultural use.17

The Lay of the Land
All potential cannabis cultivators
seeking to avail themselves of the bene-

ticultural use of land, it is reasonable to

of the act by virtue of preserving farm-

postulate that cannabis grown outside

land, protecting open space and safe-

as a crop should be deemed an agricul-

guarding the natural beauty of New Jer-

tural use and, similarly, cannabis grown

sey’s countryside. While greenhouse

in a greenhouse should constitute land

cannabis cultivation may not be a tradi-

in horticultural use.

tional form of farming in the state, the

fits of the act should be mindful of the

With respect to outdoor cannabis cul-

Legislature, in passing the act, clearly

land area requirements when selecting a

tivation being deemed land in agricul-

foresaw the law benefitting non-tradi-

site for cultivation. In calculating

tural use under the act, the State Agricul-

tional farming. As such, it follows that

whether the five-acre minimum land

tural Development Committee (SADC)

greenhouse cannabis cultivation should

requirement has been met, a property

has previously determined that medical

fall under the classification of land in

owner is to include “all land under

cannabis is an “agricultural crop based

horticultural use under the act.

barns, sheds, seasonal farm markets sell-

on New Jersey’s agricultural statutes”

ing predominantly agricultural prod-

and, therefore, can be grown on pre-

ucts, seasonal agricultural labor hous-

served farmland.26 Furthermore, even in

Under the act, land will be “deemed

And be Actively Devoted

ing, silos, cribs, greenhouses and like

the absence of such a determination by

actively devoted to agricultural or horti-

structures, lakes, dams, ponds, streams,

the SADC, the legislative findings and

cultural use” only when the gross sales

18

irrigation ditches and like facilities.”

declarations set forth at the onset of the

of the agricultural or horticultural prod-

The determination of the five-acre min-

New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical

ucts have met certain minimum require-

imum, however, cannot include land

Marijuana Act (CUMMA) provide, in

ments.29 More specifically, the gross sales

under a farmhouse and “such additional

pertinent

medical

of the agricultural and horticultural

land as may be actually used in connec-

research has discovered a beneficial use

products must average at least $1,000

tion with the farmhouse” (e.g., flower

for marijuana in treating or alleviating

per year on the first five acres and $5 per

gardens, lawns, recreational areas and

the pain or other symptoms associated

acre per year on any additional acres of

shrubs).19 In addition, the minimum five

with certain debilitating medical condi-

farmland for the two years immediately

acres must be contiguous. Nonetheless,

tions, as found by the National Acade-

preceding the tax year in issue.30 In the

when the contiguous land is located in

my of Sciences’ Institute of Medicine in

alternative, there must be clear evidence

more than one taxing district, the five-

March 1999.”

It is, therefore, readily

of anticipated yearly gross sales of at

acre minimum is calculated utilizing the

apparent that the SADC and Legislature

least $1,000 per year on the first five

total area of land in the taxing districts,

have found cannabis cultivation to be

acres and $5 per acre on any additional

and not merely the area of land in any

an “agricultural crop” that is “useful to”

acres of farmland within a reasonable

Moreover, land separated

human beings. Consequently, a very

time.31 Presently, the street price of one

by a “public thoroughfare” is still con-

compelling argument could be made

ounce of high-quality cannabis is

sidered contiguous.

that outdoor cannabis cultivation falls

approximately $340.32 Thus, it is exceed-

under the classification of land in agri-

ingly likely that legal, cannabis cultiva-

cultural use under the act.

tion would be able to satisfy these gross

20

one district.

21

22

Devoted to Agricultural or
Horticultural Use

part,

27

“modern

As for cannabis cultivation in green-

sales thresholds.

Under the act, land in agricultural

houses, it falls under the clear wording

In addition, the act mandated that

use is land “devoted to the production

of the act. That is, the act specifically

the Department of Agriculture develop

for sale of plants and animals useful to”

provides that land “devoted to the pro-

guidelines, describing generally accept-

human beings. 23 The act sets forth

duction for sale of…greenhouse prod-

ed agricultural and horticultural prac-

examples of acceptable plants and ani-

ucts” qualifies as land in horticultural

tices, to assist individuals (e.g., munici-

mals, including forages, grains, honey

use.28 Arguably, given the Legislature’s

pal assessors) in determining whether

and poultry. Similarly, the act provides

unequivocal acknowledgement of the

land is actively devoted to agricultural

that land in horticultural use is land

benefits of cannabis to human beings in

or horticultural use in accordance with

“devoted to the production for sale of

the context of the CUMMA, there is no

the act.33 Therefore, land will only be

fruits…, vegetables,…and greenhouse

logical reason to deny the act’s benefits

deemed to be actively devoted to agri-

24

While the act does not

to greenhouse cannabis cultivation. In

cultural or horticultural use if the activ-

specifically reference cannabis cultiva-

addition, greenhouse cannabis cultiva-

ity and use of the land is “consistent”

tion as either an agricultural use or hor-

tion would serve the legislative purposes

with these guidelines.34 Notwithstand-

products….”
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Growing Forward

ing, the guidelines specifically provide

property employed in farming operations

that they “are not intended to be

and commonly used for either storage or

Federal law would prohibit a New Jer-

Fur-

growing, which is designed or constructed

sey-legal cannabis business from deduct-

exhaustive or comprehensive.”

35

thermore, these guidelines recognize

so as to be readily dismantled and is of a

ing its ordinary and necessary business

that “agricultural and horticultural prac-

type which can be marketed or sold sepa-

expenses. The act could, therefore, pro-

tices in New Jersey are extraordinarily

rately from the farmland and buildings and

vide these businesses with much-needed

diverse.” That being said, an examina-

shall include, but not be limited to, tempo-

favorable tax treatment. Such property

tion of these guidelines readily demon-

rary demountable plastic covered frame-

tax relief would be wholly appropriate,

strates that cannabis cultivation could

work made up of portable parts with no

as legal cannabis cultivation would serve

be reasonably viewed as being consis-

permanent understructures or related

to further the act’s legislative purposes

tent with these guidelines. By way of

apparatus, commonly known as seed start-

and, in doing so, maintain New Jersey’s

example, and not limitation, the guide-

ing plastic greenhouses, or other readily

strong agricultural traditions. In sum,

lines provide that “[g]enerally accepted

dismantled silos, greenhouses, grain bins,

the act’s statutory history, coupled with

practices

manure handling equipment, and impound-

the state’s farming history, presents an

include growing crops on the land,

ments, but shall not include a structure that

appealing argument that qualifying

including but not limited to barley,

encloses a space within its walls used for

farmland and facilities, devoted to legal

corn, soybeans, hay and grains.”36 Out-

housing, shelter, or working, office or sales

cannabis cultivation, should be able to

agricultural/horticultural

door cannabis cultivation as an agricul-

reap the act’s property tax benefits.

42

space, whether or not removable.

tural use of land under the act would
seem to be consistent with the guide-

With respect to legal cannabis culti-

lines. By way of further example, the

vation, the issue is what type of struc-
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DOWN THE PIPE
No Easy Out for Cannabis-Based
Businesses in Distress

A

nticipating the legalization of marijuana for
recreational use in New Jersey, this article discusses the tension between state and federal
law, and specifically addresses the impact of

by Sydney Darling, Marc D. Miceli
and Steven Mitnick

that divergence on marijuana business insolvency issues under the existing federal and

state statutory schemes governing the sale and use of marijuana.
These issues should be considered by business owners, lenders,
landlords, suppliers and others with a financial stake in any marijuana-related business, as they highlight additional risks associated with such an investment.
On Jan. 18, 2010, former New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine
signed into law the Compassionate Care Act, authorizing the
establishment of alternative treatment centers (ATCs) and the
sale of marijuana for medicinal purposes through the creation of
the New Jersey Medical Marijuana Program.1 Based on a biparti-

san agreement reached between then-Governor Chris Christie
and the Assembly sponsor of the act in early Dec. 2010, the
Department of Health (DOH) determined to limit the number of
ATCs in the initial request for applications to six.2 By Feb. 14,
2011, 21 separate entities had submitted 35 applications for ATC
permits.3 However, after evaluation of the applications, the DOH
awarded only six permits to nonprofit entities: two permits in the
north region, two in the central region, and two in the south
region.4
In 2018, Governor Phil Murphy took the movement one step
further and announced his intent to legalize marijuana for recreational use in New Jersey by the end of 2018.5 Two bills are currently pending that would accomplish this goal.6 If met, New Jersey would be among nine other states that have legalized
marijuana for recreational use for adults over the age of 21.7
However, marijuana remains illegal in the eyes of the federal
government. The Federal Controlled Substances Act (CSA), at 21
U.S.C. §§801, et seq., makes it illegal “to manufacture, distribute,
or dispense, or possess with intent to manufacture, distribute, or
dispense” marijuana.8 Penalties include lengthy minimum
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prison sentences, hefty fines and forfei-

risk of being charged with money laun-

ture of “any property constituting, or

dering and other financial crimes.14

Not only is it challenging to establish

derived from, any proceeds the person

Those that do offer banking services to

and maintain a cannabusiness in New

obtained, directly or indirectly, as the

cannabusinesses tend to charge costly

Jersey, but cannabusinesses are not

result of such violation” and “any of the

fees.15 Without access to a bank account,

given the same options as other opera-

person’s property used, or intended to

online banking, or credit cards, busi-

tions if and when they find themselves

be used, in any manner or part, to com-

nesses face significant administrative

in financial distress. As discussed in

Revenue Service.17

mit, or to facilitate the commission of,

burdens, security issues and accounting

detail herein, for most businesses

such violation.”9 The CSA provides

challenges requiring more labor and

involved in the cannabis industry, a liq-

equally strict penalties for “[a]ny person

expense.

who attempts or conspires to commit

uidation or reorganization cannot be
become

accomplished pursuant to the federal

any offense defined in this title.”10 Fur-

involved in the marijuana industry may

bankruptcy system because it remains a

thermore, the administration of Presi-

also find it difficult to obtain financing.

crime under federal law to possess or use

dent Donald Trump has dialed back

Generally, conventional lenders do not

marijuana. Cannabusinesses are pre-

from the more liberal policies under the

loan to marijuana businesses due to the

vented from taking advantage of Chap-

Businesses

looking

to

In a Jan. 4

illegality of marijuana at the federal

ter 11 of Title 11 of the United States

memorandum addressed to all United

level, which subjects these businesses to

Code (Bankruptcy Code), which gener-

previous administration.

11

States attorneys, U.S. Attorney General

the risk of forfeiture of collateral and

ally allows businesses to reorganize by

Jeff B. Sessions rescinded all previously

other criminal penalties. Additionally,

staying

issued Department of Justice (DOJ) guid-

non-conventional lenders are known to

unprofitable contracts and leases, reduc-

ance for marijuana-related businesses.12

place extremely onerous terms on these

ing unsecured debt, and selling assets

loans due to the perceived risk.

free and clear of liens and encum-

Accordingly, businesses hoping to

16

creditor

action,

shedding

capitalize on the new commodity face

In addition to the other financial

brances. Marijuana-related businesses

many challenges. For example, a signifi-

challenges facing cannabusinesses, cer-

will also be foreclosed from utilizing

cant challenge centers around the fact

tain marijuana-related businesses may

Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code,

that

for

not be able to take advantage of tax

which provides for an orderly liquida-

cannabusinesses to find banks willing to

deductions to which they would other-

tion of a business’s assets.

maintain their accounts. In addition to

wise be entitled, while at the same time

While New Jersey cannabusinesses

CSA concerns, banks are faced with the

being subject to taxation by the Internal

may be able to take advantage of the

it

has

proven

difficult
13
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state’s insolvency statute and effect an

on the wholesale level,” which, the

ijuana.28 In partially granting29 the U.S.

assignment for the benefit of creditors,

court recognized, was legal under Col-

trustee’s motion to dismiss, the court

this arrangement presents significant

orado law.

Here, the court reasoned,

reasoned that money is fungible, and if

obstacles.

“the Debtors’ chapter 7 trustee...cannot

the court and the standing trustee were

take control of the Debtors’ Property

to accept any money from the debtor,

Federal Bankruptcy Jurisprudence

22

without himself violating §856(a)(2) of

they would be supporting the debtor’s

As recognized by the Office of the

the CSA. Nor can he liquidate the inven-

“criminal enterprise.”30 Moreover, the

United States Trustee, marijuana busi-

tory of marijuana plants [the debtor]

court reasoned that, for the same reason

nesses present a “unique and unprece-

possessed on the petition date because

a trustee cannot “hold[] contraband or

dented” scenario because they are feder-

that would involve him in the distribu-

[use] proceeds or instrumentalities of

ally illegal enterprises that “openly

tion of a Schedule I controlled substance

federal criminal activity,” debtors who

propose to continue their illegal activity

in violation of § 841(a) of the CSA.” In

remain in possession of estate property

during and after the bankruptcy.”18

other words, “administration of this

cannot do so.31

While in other bankruptcies involving

case under chapter 7 is impossible with-

The Ninth Circuit has constrained the

illegal business activity the “criminal

out inextricably involving the Court

application of the unclean hands doc-

activity has already permanented and

and the Trustee in the Debtors’ ongoing

trine to allow a marijuana dispensary

the principal concerns of the bankrupt-

criminal violation of the CSA.”24

creditor to pursue a non-dischargeability

23

cy court is to resolve competing claims

The court also refused to allow the

action against their bankrupt former

by victims for compensation, a marijua-

debtors to convert their case to one

attorney who stole $25,000 from the

na bankruptcy case may involve a com-

under Chapter 13 “because their reor-

company.32 In another case, the Ninth

pany that not only is continuing in its

ganization would be funded from profits

Circuit allowed a Chapter 13 debtor to

business, but is even seeking the affir-

of an ongoing criminal activity under

remain in bankruptcy where a portion of

mative assistance of the bankruptcy

federal law and would necessarily

her rental income was derived from the

court in order to reorganize its balance

involve the Chapter 13 Trustee in

operation of a marijuana dispensary and

sheet and thereby facilitate its violations

administering and distributing funds

rental payments from the dispensary

of the law going forward.”

derived from the Debtors’ violation of

continued post-petition.33 Most recently,

the CSA.”

in Garvin v. Cook Invs. NW, SPNWY, LLC

The law that has developed out of the

25

bankruptcy courts to date poses several

Two years after Arenas, employees of

(In re Cook Invs. NW, SPNWY, LLC),34 the

concerns for cannabusinesses facing

the Office of the United States Trustee

court declined to expand the Rent-Rite

insolvency. For instance, a Chapter 11

(UST) published an article that refer-

principles to prevent a debtor from

case may be subject to dismissal even if

ences the UST’s longstanding “policy of

remaining in Chapter 11 where the plan

only a portion of the debtor’s income is

seeking dismissal of marijuana bank-

payments were derived from non-mari-

derived from a marijuana business.19 In

ruptcy cases that cannot lawfully be

juana-based businesses and the debtor

Rent-Rite, the court found that because

administered”

rejected its lease with the marijuana-

marijuana is illegal under federal law

guideposts: 1) “the bankruptcy system

and because the debtor’s “illegal” activi-

may not be used as an instrument in the

Unlike what has been seen in the

ties put its lender’s collateral at risk of

ongoing commission of a crime and

existing case law, there are many types

being forfeited to the federal govern-

reorganization plans that permit or

of businesses that may derive income

ment pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 881(a)(7),

require continued illegal activity may

from marijuana that do not directly

and

the

underlying

growing tenant.35

the debtor had come with unclean

not be confirmed;” and 2) “bankruptcy

relate to its cultivation, distribution and

hands and acted in bad faith.20 For these

trustees and other estate fiduciaries

sale. For instance, there may be compa-

reasons, the court found the debtor was

should not be required to administer

nies that make accessories for smoking

engaged in “gross mismanagement” of

assets if doing so would cause them to

marijuana; packaging for the various

the estate under 11 U.S.C. § 1112.

violate federal criminal law.”

cannabis products; and equipment for

21

26

Nearly two years later, Judge Howard

Even where a debtor proposes to ‘san-

growing and cultivating marijuana; and

R. Tallman revisited his decision in Rent-

itize’ plan payments, Chapter 13 cases

companies processing the end use prod-

Rite and applied the same principles to

are subject to dismissal.27 In Johnson, the

uct, etc. There may also be service-based

dismiss a Chapter 7 case where the

debtor received $1,203 a month in

businesses such as delivery services,

debtor was “engaged in the business of

Social Security income and $1,000 a

attorneys, consultants, space designers,

producing and distributing marijuana

month from cultivating and selling mar-

and realtors. Additionally, there are
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many alternative cannabis businesses

required to possess the requisite licenses

place before the business can even be

that exist, such as cannabis-friendly

to buy and handle the product and carry

sold. For example, one of the first tasks

establishments, smoke and paint stu-

on the business. While New Jersey has

an assignee undertakes is to visit the

dios,

tours,

not yet promulgated its rules and regula-

premises with his or her professionals,

cannabis cuisine pairing and catering.36

cannabis-themed

bike

tions with respect to this business

such as accountants and appraisers, to

As more states legalize marijuana and

model, review of the licensing require-

secure the books and records of the enti-

more businesses are established, it will

ments in other jurisdictions forecasts an

ty and start the process of appraising the

be interesting to see how the bankrupt-

expensive and time-consuming process.

assets for sale. While these tasks would

cy courts deal with these businesses and

New York, for instance, requires, among

remain the same in any business, the

their varying degrees of connection to

other things, a non-refundable applica-

cannabis business presents a unique set

federally illegal activities.

tion fee of $10,000 and a registration fee

of challenges to an assignee since the

Illinois

assets on the premises may include a sig-

allows for only 21 cultivation center

nificant amount of cash and valuable

in the amount of $200,000.

38

State Law Alternatives
While businesses whose activities vio-

licenses and payment of a $25,000 non-

merchandise (which happen to be feder-

late federal law cannot utilize the protec-

refundable application fee, proof of

al contraband).

tions of the Bankruptcy Code, some

$500,000 in liquid assets, as well as

The assignee must also secure the

states, including New Jersey, offer alterna-

other requirements.39 Other states have

premises and the assets. However, in

tives to bankruptcy. For example, busi-

similarly restrictive licensing require-

addition to the assets found in a tradi-

nesses in New Jersey may affect an assign-

ments.40 As such, assuming few licenses

tional business, such as machinery,

37

ment for the benefit of creditors (ABC).

are actually issued in a given time peri-

equipment, general inventory and real

An ABC is a court-supervised insolvency

od, the pool of potential purchasers of a

estate, which are relatively easy to

proceeding governed exclusively by state

cannabis business in the context of a

secure, cannabis businesses will likely

law. The operative statute in New Jersey is

distressed asset sale may be limited and

contain highly fungible and movable

N.J.S.A. §2A:19-1, et seq. An ABC is com-

restricted to only a handful of buyers,

items, including valuable and potential-

menced when a deed of assignment is

making the liquidation and sale of the

ly dangerous inventory, making these

conveyed by the debtor entity, known as

assets even more difficult.

the assignor, to an assignee of the

Even in cases not involving federally

items prime targets for theft and misappropriation.

As

such,

an

assignee

debtor’s choosing, who serves in a similar

illegal products, like cigarettes and alco-

appointed in such a case would have to

fiduciary role as a Chapter 7 bankruptcy

hol, an assignee must be cognizant of

be particularly sensitive to the physical

trustee. The deed of assignment is then

the applicable rules and regulations con-

safeguarding of the assets from theft or

filed in the Superior Court, Chancery

cerning the sale, custody and distribu-

conversion by third parties. Accordingly,

Division, Probate Part.

tion of such products. For example, in a

an assignee in such a case may be

Just as in Chapter 7 and liquidating

liquidation of a business that also sells

required to take additional steps to safe-

Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings, the

tobacco products, the proposed buyer

guard the assets by padlocking the

goal of an ABC is liquidating an insol-

would need to have the proper licenses

doors, retaining a security service, or

vent estate and making a distribution to

to purchase such products. These same

other more drastic measures that would

creditors. Such liquidations can take the

concerns are also implicated in a busi-

not otherwise be taken in a more tradi-

form of a sale of the assignor’s assets,

ness involving alcohol, such as a con-

tional business liquidation.

including any tangible physical assets

venience store or a bar and grill, since

Furthermore, it is standard operating

and any intangible assets such as good-

the applicable Alcohol Beverage Con-

procedure of an assignee to open a fidu-

will, to a third party through a public

sumption Act would necessarily be trig-

ciary bank account(s) for transfer of the

auction, or through a private sale to a

gered, which requires such establish-

assignor’s funds and from which to

pre-arranged buyer (also known as a

ments to maintain a liquor license.41

transact business on behalf of the

stalking horse). While these mecha-

Needless to say, the sale of a cannabis

assignment estate. However, as previous-

nisms are very common in any liquida-

business would likely be replete with at

ly discussed, banks have generally been

tion proceeding, the liquidation of a

least as many, if not more, regulatory

unwilling to do business with marijuana

cannabusiness presents several unique

hurdles in the context of the sale of mar-

businesses, presenting yet another chal-

challenges in an ABC.

ijuana, especially given the potentially

lenge to the assignee.

First, from a regulatory standpoint, a
purchaser of a cannabusiness would be
NJSBA.COM
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ple, if the cannabis business is a cultivation facility, environmental concerns
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WALK/
DON’T WALK
How the Legalization of
Marijuana in New Jersey
Will Affect Non-Citizens

by Susan G. Roy

C

urrently, nine states and the District of Columbia have legalized
marijuana, and 13 states have decriminalized the possession and
personal use of marijuana. New Jersey policymakers are considering similar legislation for the Garden State, and it seems likely
that legislation legalizing possession of marijuana will be enacted
in the upcoming year.

Among the myriad issues the legalization of marijuana raises, one complicated

issue will be the effect such legislation has on federal immigration laws and policies.
In a nutshell, the fact that a non-citizen may soon be able to legally use marijuana

SUSAN GIRARDO ROY primarily practices
immigration law. She previously served as an
assistant chief counsel and a senior attorney
for Immigration and Customs Enforcement
in Newark, specializing in asylum, citizenship, national security and criminal immigration cases, and was an immigration judge
for two years. Roy is the chair-elect of the
New Jersey State Bar Association’s Immigration Law Section, and is currently the secretary of the American Immigration Lawyers
Association-NJ Chapter.

under New Jersey state law may not protect him or her from federal immigration
consequences. The crossover between federal immigration law and state criminal
law is one of the most complex and technical areas of law, and while the legalization
of marijuana use might seem to lessen that complexity in a small subset of cases, it,
in fact, will actually add to the complexity.
Immigration law stems from federal law, specifically the Immigration and
Nationality Act (INA). Several federal administrative agencies implement the
nation’s immigration laws, including the Department of Justice (DOJ), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and the Department of State (DOS). All immigration authority stems from the INA; there is no statutory authority for state
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removal or deportation laws.1
Nonetheless, although immigration
laws themselves are purely federal, vio-

possession of 50 grams or less of marijua-

how much marijuana was actually

na as a disorderly persons offense.

involved. Thus, it will be virtually

8

Under the INA, in order to be eligible

impossible for a non-citizen to prove the

lations of state laws, most notably state

for a waiver of removal, the amount of

amount of marijuana possessed was less

criminal statutes, can form the basis of a

marijuana in question must be 30 grams

than 30 grams. Therefore, the individual

corresponding immigration issue. Con-

or less. Therefore, under current law, in

will be unable to demonstrate eligibility

viction of many state crimes or offens-

order to even be statutorily eligible for a

for the Section 212(h) waiver.

es—even a disorderly persons offense—

Section 212(h) waiver, the non-citizen

So, in practical terms, what does the

can

immigration

must be able to prove, by use of the

legalization of marijuana mean for non-

consequences, and can result in a non-

judgment of conviction, accusation,

citizens who legally choose to use mari-

citizen being considered inadmissible or

plea transcript, or police or lab report,

juana? It means several things. For

deportable/removable. Generally, pos-

that the amount in question was under

example, a lawful permanent resident,

session of marijuana is no exception.

30 grams of marijuana. If individuals (or

who is in the U.S. legally, cannot be

have

severe

9

Regardless of certain states’ legaliza-

their lawyers) did not ensure that such

found to be deportable while living in

tion of marijuana, it continues to be list-

proof was included in their criminal dis-

the U.S., because the individual now

ed as a controlled dangerous substance

positions, they cannot avail themselves

uses marijuana in a state that has legal-

(CDS) under the federal Controlled Sub-

of this waiver.

ized its use. However, should that same

stances Act. This includes drugs listed

Logically, it would appear that legal-

in the federal CDS schedules, which are

izing the possession of marijuana would

abroad, and attempt to re-enter the U.S.

updated annually.3 A controlled sub-

make this particular problem, at least,

at a port of entry, he or she can be

stance also includes substances listed by

disappear. However, that is not necessar-

stopped by DHS officials; and, should

the attorney general pursuant to his or

ily the case. As an initial matter, any

the lawful permanent resident be found

her authority.4

conviction can be used against a non-

to have violated any laws relating to a

2

And, under the INA, a non-citizen is

lawful

permanent

resident

travel

citizen, regardless of how long ago the

CDS, he or she can be denied admission,

to

conviction occurred. Thus, even if New

placed in detention, and run the risk of

removal/deportation from the U.S. if he

Jersey were to make the legalization of

losing his or her resident status and

or she is convicted of an offense relating

marijuana retroactive, that would have

being deported. A lawful permanent res-

to a federally defined controlled sub-

no effect on whether such convictions

ident who is detained at a port of entry

stance.5 Thus, a conviction for posses-

could be used to find a non-citizen

is not entitled to a bond hearing before

sion of marijuana has the potential to

removable from the U.S.

both

inadmissible

and

subject

render a non-citizen, including a lawful

an immigration judge and, therefore,

Moreover, although non-citizens can

unless Department of Homeland Securi-

permanent resident, removable from, or

only be found to be deportable if they

ty officials agree to parole the individ-

inadmissible to, the United States.

have a conviction relating to a con-

ual, he or she will remain in custody

Under current law, there is an excep-

trolled dangerous substance, the same is

during the pendency of the immigration

tion to this rule, if the non-citizen has

not true for grounds of inadmissibility.

court proceedings.

one—and only one—conviction involv-

Under the INA, an individual may be

Of course, the question arises, if the

ing simple possession (or use or posses-

deemed inadmissible not only for a con-

person were legally using marijuana and

sion of paraphernalia) relating to 30

viction, but also for admitting to having

had no convictions, how would the offi-

grams or less of marijuana.6 In certain

committed a violation of, or acts that

cials at the port of entry even know? The

limited circumstances, although the

constitute the essential elements of any

first, and easiest, way would be if, during

non-U.S. citizen remains inadmissible,

law or regulation of a state, the U.S., or

routine questioning, the individual

under

10

any foreign country relating to a CDS.

admitted to using marijuana. Failure to

described in the statute, they can apply

Attempts and conspiracies, as well as

answer federal law enforcement ques-

for a waiver of this ground of inadmissi-

actual violations, also make the non-

tions truthfully is not advisable, of

bility, known as a Section 212(h) waiver.7

U.S. citizen inadmissible.11

course, and in some cases illegal; and, in

the

limited

circumstances

However, under current New Jersey mar-

Thus, legalization of marijuana will

any event, many people would freely

ijuana laws, this creates a disconnect

result in a difficult, albeit unintended,

admit to such use if it were legal. More-

between the federal statute and the exist-

conundrum: If simple possession and

over, an individual might be carrying

ing New Jersey statute regulating mari-

use of marijuana is legalized in New Jer-

CDS paraphernalia of some sort, which

juana possession. New Jersey law defines

sey, then there will be no evidence of

would be detectable at security check-
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points. Or, the individual’s clothing

will need to be litigated.

the DHS files, and the applicant denies

might still carry the odor of marijuana

Moreover, even if the individual is

such use at the interview, the applicant

use, which, if not detectable by humans,

accorded lawful permanent resident sta-

may be found to be lying under oath or

would most certainly be detectable by

tus under the above scenario, the federal

rendering a material misrepresentation

drug-sniffing canines used at airports

Third Circuit Court of Appeals has held

of fact in order to obtain an immigra-

and other points of entry.

that should DHS officials discover the

tion benefit, and thus the application

It should also be noted that, under

“misrepresentation” within five years of

would be denied and the individual

the INA, a non-citizen can be found to

the granting of lawful permanent resi-

would be referred to immigration court

be inadmissible if a DHS official has

dence, DHS can move to rescind resi-

proceedings.

“reason to believe” the individual is, or

dency. In the alternative, if the individ-

For individuals applying for lawful

has ever been, involved in drug traffick-

ual is applying for citizenship and

permanent residence, there is yet anoth-

ing. Thus, upon returning to the U.S. at

answered this type of question truthful-

er mechanism by which DHS can learn

an airport or other port of entry, if a per-

ly on the N-400 application for citizen-

of marijuana use, even if it is being used

son’s belongings give off an odor indi-

ship, if the reviewing official realizes the

legally. Assuming that other qualifica-

cating marijuana use, the individual

applicant had answered this question

tions are met, there are generally two

13

may spend time in secondary inspection

differently on a previous, already grant-

methods to apply for lawful permanent

or detention while officials attempt to

ed, application for permanent residency,

residence: Those who entered the coun-

ascertain whether the evidence of mari-

citizenship can be denied on that basis

try legally may file an application for

juana use might give rise to a “reason to

as well.14

adjustment of status and have the appli-

believe” the person is engaged, even in a
tangential way, with drug trafficking.12

Again, the question becomes, if the

cation adjudicated in the U.S; those who

individual only began using marijuana

entered without permission may seek

There are many other scenarios in

after New Jersey legalized its use, how

yet another waiver, known as a Section

which legal marijuana use would be

would immigration officials even know?

601A waiver, which allows the individ-

problematic for a non-citizen. Many, if

Before individuals are afforded lawful

ual to return to their country of origin

not most, applications for relief from

permanent resident status, citizenship,

and finalize their residency application

removal, or applications to obtain legal

or any type of immigrant or non-immi-

by successfully completing an interview

immigration status or a change in immi-

grant status, they are put through rigor-

at the U.S. Consulate.15

gration status, ask not only whether the

ous background checks. First, the appli-

Under either scenario, in order to

applicant has been convicted of a crime,

cant must disclose his or her entire

have an application for residency

but also whether the person has been

criminal record, even charges that were

approved, the individual must under-

engaged in any criminal activity for

dismissed, downgraded, or expunged. In

take a medical exam through a physi-

which he or she has not been arrested.

addition, any criminal history, includ-

cian approved by DHS. Blood tests are

Currently, that is a difficult question to

ing disorderly persons and traffic offens-

given as part of the physical exam, in

answer; it will become even more diffi-

es, as well as juvenile adjudications, will

order to test for the presence of drugs,

cult should the use of marijuana be

be available to DHS officials. Moreover,

among other things. Such a finding

legalized in New Jersey at the state level.

immigration officials, similar to other

could render the individual removable,

If a non-citizen residing in New Jersey

law enforcement officials, are now

and certainly inadmissible. Therefore, in

begins using marijuana once it has been

reviewing individuals’ social media

order to obtain residency a Section

legalized, and so answers “no” to that

accounts, email exchanges, photos, and

212(h) waiver would be required, and

question, the issue becomes whether or

other information available over the

those seeking residency in the U.S.

not the question has been answered

internet. People often post things on

might find themselves in immigration

truthfully, because, of course, it would

social media that could get them into

court proceedings.

still constitute criminal behavior under

trouble, and individuals who are seeking

The potential for disaster is even

federal law. If it can be shown that the

immigration benefits are no exception.

greater for individuals who must finalize

individual has made a material misrep-

Any of the above can be sufficient for

their residency applications at a U.S.

resentation of fact on an application to

further investigation or, at the very

Consulate outside of the U.S. They must

become a lawful permanent resident, for

least, in-depth questioning during the

schedule their medical exams in their

example, the application will be denied

applicant’s interview with DHS officials.

country of origin, and the exams are

and the individual will be placed in

And, if there is information relating to

usually completed within one or two

removal proceedings, where the issue

the potential use of marijuana within

weeks of their scheduled consular inter-
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view. Should marijuana be detected in

laws relating to legalized marijuana use.

their blood at this point, the consular

Thus, for non-citizens living in New Jer-

(grounds of removability or

officer would have tangible evidence

sey, even if marijuana use is legalized

deportability).

that the individual had been engaged in

the safest course of action would be to

activity pertaining to a CDS, which,

think twice before using marijuana.

inadmissibility); 8 U.S.C. § 1227

6.

8 U.S.C. § 1227 (a)(2)(B)(i) (removability); 8 U.S.C. § 1182

although legal under New Jersey law,

(a)(2)(A)(i)(II) (inadmissibility).

would still render the individual inad-

7.

missible as someone who violated a fed-

Endnotes

eral law relating to a CDS. Thus, the

1.

8 U.S.C. §§ 1182(h)(1)-(2);
(a)(2)(A)(i)(II)

The McCarran-Walter Act, Pub. L.

8.

N.J.S.A. § 2C:35-10 (a) (4).

individual would be inadmissible, and

No. 82-414, 66 Stat. 163 (1952) (as

9.

8 U.S.C. § 1227 (a)(2)(B)(i); 8 U.S.C.

would not be allowed to return to the

amended); see also Michael A. Scap-

§ 1182 (a)(2)(A)(i)(II).

U.S. until a Section 212(h) waiver had

erlanda, Immigration Law: A Primer

10. 8 U.S.C. § 1182 (a)(2)(A)-(H).

been filed, adjudicated, and granted. If

(Federal Judicial Center, 2009).

11. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2) (A) (i) (II).

The definition of ‘controlled sub-

12. 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(2)(C)(i).

stance’ is borrowed from 21 U.S.C.

13. See Garcia v. Att’y Gen., 553 F.3d 724

the person were not eligible for a Section

2.

212(h) waiver, or for other reasons was

§ 802(6).

unable to file a waiver, he or she would
be forced to remain in the country of

3.

origin for the foreseeable future.

4.

These potential problems will remain

NJSBA.COM

5.

(3d Cir. 2009).
14. See, e.g., Koszelnik v. Sec’y of Dept. of

21 U.S.C. § 811. The attorney gen-

Homeland Security, 828 F.3d 175 (3d

eral’s list can be found at 21 C.F.R.

Cir. 2016).

§ 1308.

issues for non-citizens so long as the
tension exists between state and federal

21 U.S.C. § 812.

15. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(B)(v).

See 8 U.S.C. § 1183 (grounds of
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HIGH STAKES
LITIGATION
The Interplay
Between a
Parent’s
Marijuana Use
and Child Custody
Disputes

N

icholas Pouch is an organic farmer in Washington and the
father of two young boys. During a contested custody dispute,
Pouch’s life changed forever when the children’s mother
informed authorities he was growing marijuana on his farm. A
drug task force raided Pouch’s farm and arrested him. He faced
no criminal charges because he qualified as a medical marijuana

user and he acknowledged using marijuana three times daily for pain management.
Despite having committed no crime, Pouch’s problems had only just begun. As a

result of his marijuana use, lawful as it was, the court ordered that he be limited to
supervised parenting time with his boys, with visits limited to just twice per month.1
The severity of the restrictions on Pouch’s access to his children spawned two
and a half years of costly litigation and drew the attention of national media. However, he is not alone; parents nationwide have lost access to their children due to
lawful marijuana use.

by Thomas DeCataldo Jr.

In 2013, Steve and Maria Green lost custody of their six-month-old daughter
when Child Protective Services (CPS) petitioned the court to remove their daughter
from their home because marijuana was found in the house. The Greens violated no
laws, and Steve was a qualified medical marijuana user. This story also drew the
attention of the national media and, once again, a family law dispute was at the root
of the situation. Maria’s ex-husband lodged the complaint with CPS, claiming her
home was unfit. After missing six weeks in the life of their infant daughter, the
Greens eventually regained custody, but not before being subjected to legal proceedings and being ordered to undergo drug testing and mandatory parenting classes.2
The stories of Pouch and the Greens serve as cautionary tales of the potentially
irreparable repercussions that may exist for parents if the issue of marijuana use is
raised in contested custody actions, even if the use is lawful. There is perhaps no more

THOMAS J. DECATALDO JR. limits his
practice to family law and matrimonial
litigation. He practices at Skoloff and
Wolfe, P.C. in Livingston. The author
wishes to acknowledge Jeb-Michael
Harmon for his research and assistance in
preparing this article.

polarizing area of the law than matters involving child custody disputes. With New
Jersey seemingly on the verge of legalizing recreational marijuana use, the drug has
the immediate potential to make family law matters in this state even more divisive.
New Jersey family part judges have broad discretion and authority to make custody determinations in the best interests of children, and societal views on the
acceptability of recreational marijuana vary greatly. This combination creates a
recipe for debate, disagreement, and possibly even further media scrutiny when the
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courts are tasked with evaluating the sig-

10. Fitness of the parents;

nificance of a parent’s marijuana use—

11. Geographical proximity of the par-

legal or illegal—when the custody and
parenting time of children are at stake.

The severity of these potential outcomes in a family part proceeding place
parents using marijuana at significant

ents’ homes;
12. Extent and quality of the time spent

risk when custody and parenting time

with the child prior to or subse-

are at stake. It also places the signifi-

quent to the separation;

cance of a parent’s marijuana use

This article will review the areas of
impact in custody and parenting time litigation when marijuana usage is at issue.

13. Parents’ employment responsibili-

Current State of New Jersey Law

14. Age and number of children.4

squarely at issue when the courts are
tasked with making a decision on the

ties; and

role a parent should play going forward

The New Jersey Compassionate Use

in raising a child.

Medical Marijuana Act (CUMMA) allows

As a result of the broad discretion

It is distinctly possible that one fami-

for medicinal marijuana use. Specifical-

afforded to family part judges to render

ly part judge reviewing an issue relating

ly, the act requires doctor approval for

custody determinations and the absence

to marijuana use may forever alter the

possessing and using medicinal marijua-

of decisional precedent on marijuana

role a parent plays in the life of a child

na, and only certain debilitating and

use, the consequences of marijuana use

by imposing a very limited parenting

life-threatening illnesses qualify. Recre-

in a contested custody matter are left

time schedule or ordering supervised

ational use of marijuana currently

squarely in the hands of the family part

parenting time, which inescapably

remains illegal, but with a new governor

judge. Clearly, a parent’s recreational use

impacts a child’s perception of that par-

who supports legalizing recreational

of marijuana triggers a review of several

ent. Given the same set of facts, a differ-

marijuana the days of lawful recreation-

of the aforementioned statutory factors.

ent family part judge might find a par-

The balance the courts must strike is

ent’s marijuana usage is unimportant or

3

al use may well be fast approaching.
In resolving custody disputes, New Jer-

to ensure a custody determination pro-

largely irrelevant to a best interest analy-

sey courts enjoy broad discretion to ren-

motes the best interest of the child at

sis, and order that there be no consequence to that parent.

der any custody determination they deem

issue while giving due consideration to a

to be in the best interests of children. In

parent’s constitutional right to control,

Despite the broad range between

so doing, the courts must “consider all

care for, and have custody of his or her

those two outcomes, both judicial deter-

facts relevant to the best interest of the

child.5 Nevertheless, “[t]he right of par-

minations in the aforementioned exam-

ents to the care and custody of their

ple would be appropriate and author-

children is not absolute.”6 The state, in

ized under New Jersey law. It is difficult

Parents’ ability to agree, communi-

its parens patriae role, may intervene in

to envision a successful appellate chal-

cate and cooperate in matters relat-

the

lenge to either determination so long as

child,” as well as the following factors:
1.

2.

3.
4.

parent-child

relationship

by

ing to the child;

“restrict[ing] the parent’s control, by

the record supported the way the family

Parents’ willingness to accept cus-

requiring school attendance, regulating

part judge considered a parent’s marijua-

tody and any history of unwilling-

or prohibiting the child’s labor and in

na usage in the context of the requisite

ness to allow parenting time not

many other ways to prevent abuse and

statutory factors.

based on substantiated abuse;

neglect.”

The enormity of this divide, and the

7

When a situation does not rise to the

wide range of potential outcomes, cre-

child with its parents and siblings;

level of abuse and neglect, the court still

ates tremendously high stakes for par-

History of domestic violence, if any;

has the authority in a custody action to

ents going through a custody dispute.

Interaction and relationship of the

Safety of the child and the safety of

impose other protective measures so

Further, it presents a challenge for practi-

either parent from physical abuse by

long as it considers all of the aforemen-

tioners in counseling clients where mar-

the other parent;

tioned statutory factors. These measures

ijuana use is at issue in a custody dispute.

Preference of the child when of suf-

can include supervised parenting time

ficient age and capacity to reason so

in a court-approved program or with a

as to form an intelligent decision;

designated supervisor, appointing a

7.

Needs of the child;

guardian ad litem or simply implement-

Currently, there is minimal guidance

8.

Stability of the home environment

ing a limited parenting time schedule

offered under New Jersey law as it relates

offered;

that may be inconsistent with a parent’s

to marijuana use in a contested custody

Quality and continuity of the child’s

desire to remain more involved in the

action. In other states, such as Maine,

education;

care and upbringing of a child.

statutes expressly consider the best

5.

6.

9.
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Marijuana Use and Child Custody
Matters
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interest of the child in regulating mari-

neglect.” The court found there was no

juana use by stating, in part:

evidence of any risk to the child, and no
“indicia of impairment” during the visits.

Marijuana Use Requires Critical
Analysis of the Factors Set Forth in
N.J.S.A. 9:2-4

A person may not be denied parental

The court also noted that law enforce-

A parent’s marijuana use will almost

rights and responsibilities with respect to

ment would be “quickly overwhelmed”

certainly be relevant in a contested cus-

or contact with a minor child as a result of

if it had to report every user under the

tody action, irrespective of whether the

acting in accordance with this chapter,

influence who was also a parent.12

use is for medicinal or recreational pur-

In another instance, the Appellate

poses, or whether the use is legal or ille-

the best interests of the minor child.9

Division reversed the trial court’s find-

gal. The court’s paramount consideration

ing of abuse and neglect based upon a

in a contested custody action is the best

CUMMA provides little guidance as it

mother’s single use of marijuana while

interests of children at issue and protect-

relates to custody matters. The act does

on parole, finding that the record did

ing children from abuse and neglect.

not mention child custody, although it

not establish the mother endangered

does attempt to protect children by pro-

the child.

unless the person’s conduct is contrary to

A parent’s marijuana use triggers
review of several of the statutory factors

13

hibiting medicinal users from operating a

In Unger v. Unger, a divorce matter, the

a family part judge must consider when

vehicle under the influence or from

court was tasked with evaluating the

making a custody determination. Most

smoking on any school grounds or “in

impact of secondhand smoke in the con-

often, a parent’s marijuana use will be

any place where smoking is prohibited.”10

text of a parenting time dispute. The

reviewed in the context of ensuring chil-

Practitioners also draw little guidance

court found that cigarette smoke in the

dren are safe and protected. This will

from decisional law. While there is no

home, or environmental tobacco smoke

involve a review of the factors involving

published authority addressing the issue

(ETS), was a “factor that may be consid-

analysis of the fitness of the parents, sta-

of marijuana use in custody and parent-

ered by a Court in its custody determina-

bility of the home environment, and

ing time disputes, there have been a

tion as it affects the safety and health of

safety of the child.

number of child protection proceedings

the children.”

The court entered an

The New Jersey Supreme Court

related to recreational drug use.

order that barred the mother from smok-

defined ‘fitness’ in this context as being

14

In 2013, the New Jersey Supreme

ing while the children were present, and

“physically and psychologically capable

Court reversed prior findings of abuse

imposed a time-based buffer where

of fulfilling the role of the parent.”15

and neglect by the trial court and a sub-

before the children could be present the

With this in mind, practitioners should

sequent affirmance by the Appellate

mother had to ensure no ETS for a period

prepare to address the following practical considerations:

Division, in a situation where a mother

of 10 hours in either her home or her car.

tested positive for cocaine while in

It is important to distinguish that

labor.11 In so ruling, the Supreme Court

each of the aforementioned cases, with

• What are the circumstances under

noted that although the mother tested

the exception of Unger, addresses the

which the parent’s marijuana use

positive for cocaine, there was no actual

issue of drug use in an abuse and neglect

arises? Is the parent using medicinal

harm to the child, and insufficient proof

setting, and not as part of a custody dis-

marijuana pursuant to a prescription

of imminent danger or substantial risk

pute. Nonetheless, each of the afore-

or purchasing marijuana illegally?

of harm to the child.

mentioned matters suggests that actual

• If using marijuana pursuant to med-

In another such instance, the Appel-

proof of harm or endangerment to a

ical advice, is the parent following the

late Division reversed the trial court’s

child is required for courts to take action

prescribed method of dosage and use.

determination that a father who ingest-

involving marijuana or other drug use.

• If marijuana is being obtained illegal-

ed cocaine and marijuana before divi-

However, practitioners should bear in

ly, is there the potential for danger to

sion-supervised visitation neglected his

mind that in custody disputes the stakes

the parent or the child at issue? How

11-year-old daughter. The testimony at

are comparatively lower than in child

safely is the drug acquired? Does the

trial by the man’s daughter indicated

protection proceedings involving regu-

unauthorized distributor of marijua-

that their visits were “going well,” and

latory agencies. As a result, courts may

na have knowledge of the parent’s

she stated she had fun with her father. In

be more inclined to err on the side of

residence or place of employment?

reversing the trial court, the Appellate

caution and impose supervised parent-

• How does a court ensure the parent is

Division concluded the “use of illegal

ing time or less overall parenting time,

not under the influence during par-

drugs days prior to a supervised visit

after applying and considering the req-

enting time?

does not as a matter of law constitute

uisite statutory factors.
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• How does a court ensure the children
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are not subjected to secondhand

instances, marijuana usage may have

smoke during the parent’s allotted

existed in an intact marriage or relation-

Matters, 33 U. La Verne L. Rev. 357

time with the child[ren] at issue?

ship for a consistent period of time and,

(2012).

and Its Effects on Child Custody

While Unger dealt with the harmful-

suddenly, in the context of a custody dis-

ness of secondhand tobacco smoke to

pute, one parent seeks to address the

McFadden-Wade, The Unthinkable

young children, marijuana smoke

other parent’s marijuana use to generate

Choice: The Constitutional Due

shares many of the same chemical

a more favorable outcome and to limit

Process Right to Parent or the Legal

compounds with tobacco smoke,

the other parent’s time with a child.

Right to Use Medical Marijuana, 25

including carcinogens.16

2.

Marka B. Fleming and Gwendolyn

B. U. Pub. Int. L.J. 299, 299 (2016).

Where a parent’s marijuana use is

• What is the past history of marijuana

being used by the other parent as lever-

3.

N.J.S.A. 24:61-1.

use by the parent? Is this a new habit,

age or a litigation weapon in a contested

4.

N.J.S.A. 9:2-4.

5.

or something an otherwise involved

custody matter, courts have discretion

and fit parent has done for years? How

to bar evidence of such use as irrelevant,

has the drug use impacted the mari-

or perhaps on the grounds that the prej-

juana-using parent’s role in the child’s

udice to the parent using marijuana

life prior to the custody dispute?

exceeds the probative value.17
Finally,

courts

and

practitioners

Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. at
166–67 (1944).

6.

Fawzy v. Fawzy, 199 N.J. 456, 474
(2009) (citing Prince, supra, 321 U.S.
at 166–67).

7.

Prince, supra, 321 U.S. at 166-67.

In addition to the statutory factors

should not ignore the factor requiring

8.

N.J.S.A. 9:2-4.

relating to the safety of children, practi-

review of the “extent and quality of time

9.

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, § 2423-

tioners and the court must also consider

a parent spent with the child prior to

E(3) (2015).

a broader application of the statutory fac-

separation.” In the case of Pouch and the

10. N.J.S.A. 24:61-8.

tors and view the marijuana use by a par-

Greens, parents were separated from

11. New Jersey Div. of Youth & Family

ent as a component of a larger analysis.

children based almost exclusively on

Servs. v. A.L., 213 N.J. 1, (2013).

For example, evaluating the statutory

lawful marijuana use. The severe impact

12. New Jersey Div. of Youth & Family

factor relating to a “parents’ willingness

this disruption may have on children

Servs. v. V.T., 423 N.J. Super. 320,

to accept custody and any history of

requires that courts also evaluate the role

unwillingness to allow parenting time

the marijuana-using parent plays in the

not based on substantiated abuse,” rais-

life of the child at issue. There is a funda-

manency v. R.W., 438 N.J. Super.

es additional considerations.

mental difference between a parent with

462, 469 (App. Div. 2014).

First, this factor requires investiga-

a long history of drug use who plays a

tion into the sincerity of a parent’s

sporadic role in the life of his or her child

request for custody. With that in mind,

and the parent who occasionally uses

the priorities of the parent using mari-

recreational marijuana illegally, but is

juana while seeking custody and parent-

otherwise fully integrated and involved

ing time with children are put at issue.

in the daily life of a child at issue.

Since recreational use remains illegal,
courts cannot ignore or condone a parent’s unlawful behavior. Further, a par-

14. Unger v. Unger, 274 N.J. Super. 532
(Ch. Div. 1994).
15. Beck v. Beck, 86 N.J. 480, 498
(1981).
16. David Malleis, The High Price of
Parenting High: Medical Marijuana
and Its Effects on Child Custody

The Impact of Marijuana Use
Reviewed on a Case-by-Case Basis
As with any custody determination,

ent unwilling to forego marijuana use or
willing to incur extensive costs litigating

no two cases are alike. A parent’s mari-

the issue in the context of a custody dis-

juana usage should be critically exam-

pute may be scrutinized for prioritizing

ined by counsel, and courts should con-

the desire to use a substance when

sider all of the statutory factors to make

access to their child is at issue.

a determination regarding a child’s best

In contrast, this factor also requires a

331 (App. Div. 2011).
13. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. & Per-

Matters, 33 U. La Verne L. Rev. 357
(2012).
17. N.J.R.E. 403.

interests.

review of a history of unwillingness to
allow parenting time absent abuse. This
requires that the sincerity of the parent

Endnotes

objecting to the other parent’s marijuana

1.

usage be subjected to scrutiny. In some
NJSBA.COM

David Malleis, The High Price of
Parenting High: Medical Marijuana
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COMMENTARY

Marijuana Legalization
and Civil Rights

by Amol N. Sinha

A

s the New Jersey Legislature contemplates legislation that would
legalize, tax, and regulate cannabis for adult use, it must grapple

with the fact that in addition to creating a new industry with
important legal and business implications, it is dealing with a

defining civil rights issue of the times: enforcement of evidently
unjust marijuana possession laws.1 The author believes New Jersey

has the opportunity to emerge as a civil rights leader on this issue, but only if it
approaches legalization with racial and social justice as the focal point.

The Impact of Law Enforcement Efforts
New Jersey is among a group of states that make the most marijuana possession
AMOL N. SINHA is the executive director
of the American Civil Liberties Union of
New Jersey (ACLU-NJ). The ACLU-NJ is a
steering committee member of New Jersey
United for Marijuana Reform (NJUMR), a
coalition of advocates, doctors, lawyers,
prosecutors, law enforcement, and community members united to promote marijuana legalization as a means of undoing
what it sees as the harms of prohibition.

arrests in the country. Each year, the state sets new records for the number of arrests:
In 2015, police made 24,985 arrests,2 and in 2016, that number climbed to over
35,000.3 Black residents in New Jersey are three times more likely to be arrested for
marijuana possession than whites, even though both groups consume cannabis at
similar rates.4 In certain jurisdictions, that ratio climbs dramatically: For example,
black individuals are arrested at rates 5.5 times higher than whites for marijuana
possession in Ocean County and 31.8 times higher in Point Pleasant Beach.5 Black
individuals were disproportionately arrested for marijuana possession in every New
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Jersey county, but in four counties—

across the ideological spectrum believe

Hunterdon, Ocean, Monmouth, and

should be legal.

Salem—they were arrested at four or
more times the rate of whites.6 In four
legislative districts—Districts 10, 33, 36,
and 21—the rate of black arrests was

taxation of marijuana would allow for
accountability, safety, and legitimacy,

16

including through age verification. The

Why Civil Rights Advocates See
Legalization as the Answer
Some

lawmakers

have

proposed

eight or more times the rate of white

‘decriminalizing’ marijuana possession

arrests.7

at the state level rather than legalizing,

The consequences of a possession

regulating, and taxing cannabis, but

state would be able to limit and control
the sale of marijuana, as with any other
legitimate industry.

Keeping Racial Justice at the
Forefront

arrest can be considerable. A single mar-

social justice organizations in New Jer-

So far, no state that has legalized mar-

ijuana possession arrest can have devas-

sey believe that it would perpetuate

ijuana has adequately incorporated pro-

tating consequences not only for those

many of the same harms and inequities

visions that would promote racial justice

being arrested, but also their families.

of full prohibition. The idea behind

and undo some of the harms of marijua-

Under current laws, potential penalties

decriminalization is to end the criminal

na prohibition.19 Many of these states

for one offense include up to six months

sanctions of marijuana possession but

are now working to find ways to insert

in jail, hefty fines and fees, a driver’s

continue to criminalize and prohibit

racial equity into the economies they

license suspension of up to two years,9

marijuana sales. This appears to be an

created

deportation,

eviction from public

appealing solution, since it could lead to

reformed. New Jersey currently has the

housing for an entire family,11 a three-

fewer possession arrests. However, as the

opportunity to think through the ways

8

10

and

justice

systems

they

20

year ban from public housing,12 loss of

supporters of decriminalization have

in which it can promote racial justice

student financial aid,13 a five-year ban

indicated, marijuana possession laws

and ensure that the future legal marijua-

from adoption,14 and a criminal record

would still be enforced in the form of

na economy is restorative, compassion-

that can make getting a job much more

civil fines and fees. Failure to pay these

ate, and representative of the diversity

difficult.

fines would lead to criminal penalties.

of the state. The author offers the fol-

These penalties can make it difficult

As has been seen in Ferguson, Missouri,17

lowing policy recommendations to help
reach that goal.

for individuals to move past a marijuana

and other jurisdictions across the coun-

arrest and carry on with their lives, a

try,18 civil fines and fees can dispropor-

Automatic expungement of marijuana

hardship borne out to a greater degree in

tionately impact minority communities

possession records: If New Jersey legalizes

the black community given their dispro-

and serve as a pretext for continued

marijuana possession for adults, it

portionately high arrest rates statistical-

criminalization of communities of color.

should not leave behind the thousands

ly. A number of studies conducted over

In New York City, even after officials

of New Jerseyans who will continue to

the years show that, among those with

directed police to stop arresting people

have a marijuana possession arrest,

criminal records, black people fare worse

for marijuana possession, arrests contin-

charge, or conviction on their record. As

in the job market than whites, despite

ue, and 86 percent of them involve

has been well documented, a criminal

having the same or similar skills and

black and Latino residents.

record can have devastating conse-

qualifications. Indeed, a white man with

The author also believes decriminal-

quences for individuals, and hiring an

a criminal record was more likely to get

ization would create a legal impossibili-

attorney to file an expungement petition

called for an interview than a black man

ty by permitting the possession of mari-

is out of reach for many. The author

without a criminal record.15

juana but prohibiting its cultivation,

believes automatic expungement for

marijuana

sale, and purchase. In other words, if

conduct the state determines should be

enforcement also results in a consider-

possession is decriminalized and the

legal is important to ending the over-

able cost burden for the state. In 2010,

only way to obtain marijuana is through

reach of the criminal justice system in

New Jersey spent over $127 million in

the underground market, it would bol-

this area, and it demonstrates lawmak-

police, courts, and corrections costs

ster illegal sales, flooding the state with

ers’ commitment to justice. California

related to marijuana enforcement. In

a thriving illegal economy. While the

enacted a process by which individuals

2013 that number rose to $143 million.

marijuana currently sold on the streets

could have their records expunged, but it

Over the course of the past decade, New

would continue to be available under

was a time-consuming one. Several local

Statistics

show

that

Jersey has spent more than $1 billion on

decriminalization, it would be unregu-

jurisdictions, including San Francisco,

arresting New Jerseyans for an activity

lated and available to anyone willing to

San Diego County, and Alameda County

studies show that most people from

pay for it. Legalization, regulation, and

(covering Oakland), have promised to
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affirmatively search for and expunge,

limited amounts of marijuana. Instead,

re-entry, job training, affordable hous-

marijuana

the author believes New Jerseyans

ing, and related programs in communi-

records. While the author believes this

should have the right to grow a limited

ties that have borne the brunt of

move is in the right spirit, leaving it up

amount of marijuana for personal use,

enforcement practices will help ensure

to cities and counties to decide whether

protected under the law with appropri-

that justice, equity, and economic

to proactively expunge people’s records

ate regulation. Allowing limited home

empowerment guide reform of the

may create inequities across the state.

cultivation could allow those with limit-

state’s marijuana laws.

seal,

or

reclassify

prior

Equitable access to participation in the

ed mobility to access marijuana and

legal market: The author believes New

help prevent monopolies over the

Jersey’s regulated marijuana system

industry supply.

The Future
The march toward marijuana legalization is fast-moving, seeming at times

should be designed to facilitate partici-

Reinvestment in New Jersey communi-

pation in the marketplace for members

ties: New Jersey stands to bring in more

almost

of New Jersey communities who may

than $300 million per year in tax rev-

inevitable, however, is the form marijua-

lack access to extensive capital or pre-

enue from legalizing, taxing, and regu-

na legalization takes, and whether the

existing industry connections. For legal-

lating marijuana.21 The state will face an

laws creating it advance racial and social

inevitable.

What

is

not

ization to provide the full economic

important question about how to use

justice. Through thoughtful design, the

boon it has the potential to provide, all

both that revenue and the cost savings

author believes the Garden State can

New Jersey communities, including

that results from ending enforcement.

show the country what it means to take

those that may have had involvement

The American Civil Liberties Union

a comprehensive racial justice approach

in the underground marijuana industry,

of New Jersey (ACLU-NJ), and its part-

to legalize marijuana and to mitigate

should be encouraged to participate in

ners in New Jersey United for Marijuana

some of the pernicious effects of the war

the legal economy. For the legal market

Reform, believe that, at a minimum, rev-

on drugs in New Jersey.

to thrive, and to eliminate the illegal

enue should be dedicated to at least two

market, the author believes the state

important purposes. The first is drug

must provide incentives for those who

abuse prevention and treatment. These
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Legal Malpractice Insurance
Premiums Are Shocking
New Jersey Law Firms
We can help! Just ask any of the over 1400 New Jersey law firms who already entrust us with
their legal malpractice coverage.
Garden State Professional Insurance Agency is the exclusive agent in NJ for the largest legal
malpractice insurer in the country, and we represent many other insurers rated Superior &
Excellent. We also have good homes for firms with less-than-perfect claim records or difficult
areas of practice.
Contact Mark Diette for a no obligation
consultation and premium estimate.

800-548-1063
mdiette@gsagency.com

PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE AGENCY
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Want to learn how to make your
ODZȴUPsucce
essful?

To improve your businesss, incorporate 11 habits into
your practice across key functions including:
f Client Communication

f Technology

f Customer Service

f Time Recording/Billing

f Financial Management

f AND MORE

Learn more about these 11 h
habits by visiting leap.us/11-Habits

